Terrace Review, June, 28, 1989 by unknown
Legislative Library, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C. 
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::i~i"This • ackage is disgusting," BCNU: bargaining rep Ursula 
- _ . : : , :  , P .  . . . 
M~e Cousins fumed yesterday, Althaus will be travelling the 
m0rmng. I t san  .sul. - region in the. intervening time 
?::~iC0usins, staffing the:, ne~e. • explaining the terms Of:the pack- 
centerat',the BCNU strike head, - age(t6:northwest nurses. 
• i quarters by .Mills Memorial:" ~ ,"Fro most disheartened," 
HoSpiial; was referring to a Cousinscommented. "For most 
tentative • settlement betw~n the 0fus this is the first time we've 
BCNU and the Hospital Labour everibeen on strike. Iexpected 
Re la t ions  Association an, morel :than this after two. 
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' r .11 ma.y eject tentative contract . . . .  
weeks." 
Cousins feels that if the agree- 
ment is-:ratified .the problems 
that b~O~fit :~i~n the strike will 
n~ot besoived. She predicted that 
patients will" suffer from the 
same understaffing that exists 
now and hospitals will lose the 
cooperation of nurses. 
Although the nurses are no 
longer on strike while the tenta- 
tiye agreement is being consid- 
ered, Mills Memorial remains 
behind picket lines• The Hospi-. 
tal Employees Union, represent- 
ing housekeepers, cooks and a 
variety of other skills, is on 
strike and the nurses have 
agreed to honor their pickets• 
Elaine Pigeau, chairperson 
for the HEU Terrace local of  
more than 100 employees,, said: 
only two minor:items have beeii 
settled so far in their bargaining 
with the HLRA, which began 
when the contract expired at the 
end of March. 
"The HLRA doesn't want to 
cooperate or move on any- 
thing," she remarked.. 
nounced Monday. : 
Despite the fact that the 
BCNU bargaining committee 
has recommended acceptance of 
the deal, Cousins said she: and 
the local nurses She has talked to  
are probably going to vote 
against it, ,'Thiswon't meet our 
Iieeds, and it •won't bring back 
i:hhrses who•have left the profes, 
sion,'!. shi:said.: 
- i': The:HLP~ is offering a com-~' 
,pounded wage increase o f  29 
percent: (~og~ins: fig~es 26~per, 
cent fr0nl '~ aV~iha~ie info~'ina, 
tion) over the next three years in 
a senes of, sm increments, the 
BCNU Was-initially seeking 33 
percent, in the"firsti:year, and: 
later moderated to20 percent in 
the first year and seven in each 
of the remaining two years. . . . . .  ' To l l ra¢ ,  
BCNU members will vote on 
the proposal in about two 
Weeks; Cousins Said Terrace 
pioneer BlllMcRae (center), accompanied by wife Helene, sacrificed his Intense love of privacy Saturday 
to be roasted by a panel of prominent local citizens who had a few stories to tell about the early days. But it was 
for a good ca use:.McRae was the drawthat raised $30,000 for the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation. Dr. Lee and Thelma 
• (left) came upfrom Victoria for the occasion., 
Graduating Caledonia,Senior Secondary student Janet Lennoxwas this year's recipient of 
the Governor General s Bronze Medal, given to the student with the highest academic 
• standing.: She received the cup from principal Bill Stum at the grad ceremony Friday, and 
she will be presented with the medal today by visiting Lieutenant-Governor of B.C. David 
Lain., 
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The enforcer arrives 
There will be a Bylaw En- 
forcement Officer in Terrace by 
mid-August- so be prepared. 
The new city employee will be 
looking for untidy and unsightly 
premises under the Nuisance By- 
law, derelict vehicles parked on 
city rights-of-way and trucks 
parking in residential areas un- 
der the Street and Traffic By- 
law, noise violations under the ~ 
Noise Control Bylaw, and re- 
ceiving complaints under the 
Smoking Control Bylaw. 
As well, the officer will be 
spending about one half of, his 
time doin$ a regular foot pa~ol. , 
of the. downtown •core seeking. 
out parking violaters and issuing : 
tickets. 
The Bylaw Enforcement Offi- 
• cer will be under ~contract from 
the Corps of Commissionalres 
at a cost o f  $12.21 per h0ur. 
Members of the Commission- 
aires are retired law enforcement 
officers and military officers. 
• The Corps currently provides 
personnel for security work a t  
the Terrace Airport. 
L-Gin Terracetoday 
The Honourable David C. Lain, Lieutenant Governor of B.C.. 
and Mrs. Lain are :visiting Terrace briefly today as partof their 
spring tour of coastal B.C. communities. v 
They arrive here by helicopter from Kemano at 11:30 a.m. and :: ~ 
attend a luncheon sponsored by the Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce at the,Inn of the West. Following that, • ~: 
they will tour city hall and then depart for Kitimat by helicopter 
at 2 p.m. :~  
In the course of the spring tour they will be travelling on board 
the Canadian Forces destroyer HMCS Huron. On the northwest ' • 
section of the tour transportation will be by Sea-King helicopter 
while the ship is anchored at Bella Bella. 
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nday shoppi g ' ;~ : :~S ' " " ' U L n 
- -  it's back again 
Sunday shopping may become 
an issue in Terrace again. 
Local businessman George 
Clark, on behalf of the Save 
businesses were• polled and 90 
percent were opposed. Accord- 
ing to Clark, the Quesnel bylaw 
has stood the test of the Su- 
Sunday, committee has asked preme :COurt of B.C. and has 
city:council to adopt a Terrace had •the!~effect-of iproducing a 
version of a Quesnel/byiaw ¥o lun~ i: Closure !of Stores in: 
which regulates hoppinghours. ~Quesn~l~on SuiidaY::"It is in the ~. 
He,also =ked.council to:support best: hiterests i of t~e: citizens of 
provincial ieg~slation similar to i Terrace; employer ~d emPloyee 
that put in place by Ontario~ to~h~ve the protection such a 
whici~.requires that all business- ~'~ *" ~ . . . .  "~' " "' bylawwould.of fer , ,  stud:Clark. 
es Close their doors at least one 
days  "week; "Clark says th i s  
legislation has pretty we]l killed 
Sunday shopping inOntario. 
Council 'has ~referred the pro .... 
posed bylaw *to :the Finance 
Committee for discussion and a 
recommendation. But i f  it is 
adopted there Would be a com- 
promise betweenthose for and 
against Sunday shopping ~ it 
would exist, but only until noon. 
The proposal would require a 
closing time of no later than 6 
p.m. from Monday to Thursday 
and Saturday, 9 p.m. on Friday 
and 12 noon on Sunday. ' 
Clark reminded council of the 
fact that 64 percent of the mu- 
nicipal voters in  1987 were op- 
posed to Sunday shopping. At 
the sanie time, hesaid, Terrace 
• . . . 
"It is inzp0rtant thai city Council 
act quickly to  -pass such iegisla- 
tion. 
• Mayor Jack Talstra told 
Clarkthat heyhad made ,Mtor- 
ney General Bud smith aware of~ 
the referendum but there was 
nothing else they could do up to 
this point. And there Were at 
least two aldermen .who showed 
support for the Save Sunday 
proposal. Bob Cooper said that 
the bylaw would quash the argu- 
ment that Stewart residents 
couldn't get to Terrace in time 
to shop on Saturday/and Dave 
Hull stated that he felt the city 
• should act swiftly. ,'The larger 
companies have won and I 
would like to see the •wishes of 
th e -electorate .:carried out , "  :h e 
said. . 
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Along  w i th  severa l  o ther  K l t imat -S t lk lne  Reg iona l  D is t r i c t  d i rec tors  and  s ta f f  members ,  BeY 
Rodrigo, Judy T'racy and John LeSage took some time for relaxation at  Bishop Bay Hot 
Springs during the regional distr ict 's tour • of Douglas Channel last weekend. • 
next two to, threemonths, At 
that time; he~says~ because they 
are doing all •.the ground work 
now, their application wilt be 
one of the first to be considered. 
Ray says the opening of a 
casino in Terrace would provide 
up to 40 new jobs and would be 
beneficial to all charities and 
non-profit organization in the 
community.. He explailzed that. 
50 percent of the gross amount 
taken in each night will go to the 
sponsoring organization, 10 per- 
cent will be payable to the pro- 
vincial government, and the 
casino operator will take the re- 
maining 40 percent, out of 
which the operator must pay all 
expenses including wages and 
hotel rental. He adds that the 
hotel will not be operating the~ 
casino, only leasing space to 
professional casino operators, 
Council approves casino idea 
The city of Terrace has en- sign has very stringent regula- licencesafew months agobut he 
dorsed the Terrace Hotel's ap- tions whichmust be followed by expects that to be rifted in the 
ph'cation to the B.C. Gaming 
c6mmission'" for. fight • to estab- 
lish :a casino in Terrace. 
The request for support was_ 
first dealt with by the Finance 
Committee, who were told by 
RCMP Inspector Larry Yeske 
that the issuance of  a gaming 
licence would pose no problems 
because the Gaming Commis- 
all operators. 
Contrary to ,other media re- 
ports that the Gaming Commis- 
sion was no longer issuing ca- 
sino licences, Gerry Ray, Assis- 
tant Operations Manager for the 
Terrace Hotel, sounds very op- 
timistic. Ray says a moratorium 
was placed on the issuance of 
Grader brings $36,100 
"tERRACE --  The city received 
four offers for a 1976 120 Cat 
Grader it put up for tender, and 
council opted to accept he high- 
est bid at their meeting Monday 
night. 
The best offer came from 
Wiebe Contracting and at a 
price of $36,100 he is now the 
proud owner of ,the machine. 
Other offers were submitted by 
Terrace Wade Contracting for 
$26,305, Far-Ko Contracting for 
$22,500, and Bill G. Allen for 
$15,100. Council decided to pur- 
chase a new 672B John Deere 
grader from Coast Tractor and 
Equipment Ltd. of  Terrace for 
$160,000 to replace the old ma- 
chine. 
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Exterior and interior paints 
A rn  trorig flooring *, Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
"All tl e supplies you need" 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 
6,35-6600 
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ACROSS [~!  
:1 Buddy 
4 Building site 
1 Hint 
10 Past 
11 Donate 
12 One time 
14 Soaked 
15 Baking chamber 
16 At rest 
11 Bury 
19 Implore 
20 Venezuelan 
copper center 
' 22 Support 
24 Routes, abbr. 
25 Raves 
27 Anger 
29 Trios 
31 Neetliy -' 
35 Locality not ~ i 
• available. Inlt 
36 Mount 
37 River Islet 
40 The tentmaker 
43 Female sheep 
• 44 Staff of life 
46 Adolescent years 
48 Yearn "" 
THIS WEEKS 
PUZZLE ANSWER 
~d i u 
49 Geometric solid 
50 Month 
53 BibliCal country 
54 Unusual parson 
55 Lincoln, hbneet . . . .  
56 . . . .  Lanka: 
51 Church bench 
56 Walnut. for example 
Down' • 
1 Animal's fool 
2 Grow old 
3 Ointments 
'-I 
I 
I -  
s 
J 
4 
,• ,~" .  
4 Exists 
60P  en 
Docsde 
7 Wind 
8 Betow 
9 Brilliance 
11 Obtained 
13 Moslem Easter, pl. 
-18 Pertaining to birth 
19 Funeral fires 
20 Be 
21 Ethiopian lille 
23 Goal : ~ • 
26 Ecclesiastical council 
26 Dined 
30 ~ Snead 
~32 Reporter 
33 Haven 
34 Yards, abbr. 
37 can 
38 Presses  
39 Male voice 
41 Redeem 
42 Renovate 
45 Lamb. Lai 
47 Ever 
49 Policeman 
,51 _._  Slmbel 
52 Still 
t 
, ....:park, ng.-Iot:::crashes 
. , !  i 
, Terrace RCMP have, ex-v id ing angle parking through 
pressed concern over • the number out the parking lot they would 
of motor vehicle accidents in the restrict he number of available 
Skeena •Mail parking lot, ~and spaces. He added, however, that 
there may s0on be a number of they would be lookinglat ang! e
~ha~n~es, Mall management is parking; and larger  parking 
looking a't: angleparking,, larger = spaces, possibly at,the west end 
si~a¢~: more policingof th~fit'e :: Of,the lot', forthe convenienc~ of 
:e~ergeney l~ ,  :0ne:way traffic ~ larger vehicles uch"as ~.'campers 
~d i!the ~possibility of  finding and motor homes: ' 
' /St[ffparkingionthe southside : Mc~ a!s0".said that they 
" '  0f:'Greig Ave . .  , '  ' "were.in agreemen t about po!ic- 
i•City council's:Finance Corn- ing the fire lane; they have 
• mi~tee; Skeena Mail :manage, issued tickets in the past, and ~e 
ment an d RCMP Staff Sergeant, willingto investigating aiterna- 
: • Woods met on May 31 todiscuss tives to:improving the parking 
the problem.:Woods said he had cong~tion, currently found at 
examined information on the the mall. But he said one p0ssi- 
number o f  accidents per stall ble solution they had explored 
Submitted by I.~C ~anagement 
Ltd., the property management 
f irm for the mall, but he still 
believes the number of parking 
lot accidents i too high. Woods 
Pointed out problems like park- 
ing spaces that,appear to be 
designed for smaller cars --  
which is the case in most malls 
- -  and added that angle parking 
is more accessible than perpen- 
dicular parking and would be a 
better arrangement. 
But Carrel McLean of L&C 
Management said that by pro- 
obtaining a portion of the 
CNR right-of-way south of 
Greig Ave. for staff parking --  
had received anegative response 
• from CNR. 
But whatever solution is 
found, it will need to be en- 
forced. And as far as enforcing 
parking regulations inthe mall is 
• concerned, mall security• staff 
may soon be able to  issue 
tickets. Woods is looking into 
the matter of the right for 
owners of private property such 
as Skeena Mall to issue tickets.. 
Preschoolszoned out 
t ~"  ! 
• T E R R A C E - - S c h o o l  zone s~gns propriate and the suggestion was 
will not be installed in pre- made that a fence with a secure 
• i;'school and day care 16cations. gate should be installed. 
~Council made"this decisi6n fol~ " . '  i-,.', . . . .  :,; ~ • ~"~ 
~lowing an RCMPreviewoftraf--. Christensen also pointed out 
fic in the area of~the Netty Olson 
• Pre-School to determine, if 
school zone signs.-were neces- 
sary. And according to Director 
of Engineering Stew Christensen 
the RCMP findings were that 
that there are a number of pre- 
scEools, family day cares, group 
homes and adult care facilities in 
Terr~ace, and if a school zone 
was pu t in place at the Netty 
Olso.n location these other 
these signs would not be ap- centers would expect he same. 
CNR blamed for 
rude awakening 
TERR&CE - -  The city has been 
getting some complaints that 
CNR train whistlesare sounding 
more often and they're getting 
louder, 
One complaint comes from 
E.R. Green who stated in a letter 
to the city that ,CNR is disre- 
garding the AntiNoise Bylaw of 
the City and is sounding the 
• whistle of the trains at all hours 
of day and night". According to 
Green, "It shatters my dreams 
at 0200 hours in the morning." 
Mayor Jack Talstra says, •"I 
haven't heard a whistle for quite 
a while," and Ruth Halleck 
says, "I have heard it but i t  
seems they try to mute it at that 
hour." But Bob Cooper says he 
'has noticed CNR using train 
whistles "blowing a lot more 
• during the day", and Dave Hull 
• said a train whistle woke him up 
one night recently. Talstra sug- 
gested that perhaps CNR just 
needs a reminder and Green,s 
letter was referred to the Public 
Works committee for discus- s r 
slon.-- 
Roofing contract awarded 
Telkwa Roofing has been giv- 
en the contract o re-roof the 
~north section of the Terrace 
: ~Arena roof at a cost of $14,800. 
Telkwa Roofing's ubmission 
listed four different roofing ma- 
terials ranging as high as 
$19,400; the bid accepted will 
consist of a five-ply 15-pound 
tar and gravel roof eligible for 
the Roofing Contractors Associ- 
ation of B.C. (RCABC) guaran- 
- tee, 
The city received one other 
bid from Lifetime Roofing who 
offered to supply and :install an 
IKO Armour Plast torch-on 
roofing system with a 10-year 
guarantee for $8,920. It was 
pointed out to council by super- 
intendant of parks and recrea- 
tion, Steve Scott, however, that 
Lifetime Roofing has been oper- 
ating in Terrace "for a few 
months" and as of June 23 had 
not received a City .of Terrace 
business permit. Scott also 
pointed out that the products 
'proposed for use by Lifetime 
have not been approved by the 
RCABC nor is Lifetime a mem- 
ber of the association, , .... 
Wednesday;"June 28,:1989 ' '3 • 
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After enduring ood.natured barbs from long-time associates Saturday evening, Bill McRae 
was rewarded for his patience and many contributions to the ¢ommunityover the years by 
being named Terrace's second Freeman. McRae volunteered as the victim of a roast held in 
conjunction with a fundralsing auction for the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation that pulled in 
$30,000. Bill is accompanied by wife Helene. 
Whose turban is it, anyway? 
Roasting Bill McRae is over chambers) Dave Hull suggested while eyeing Taistra's receding 
• and the Celebrity Auction is a that for $500 Takhar should 
thing of the past for most local have the turban gold-plated and hairline, pointed out to him, 
residents. But no/for alderman turn it over to it's rightful "It's getting to the point where 
Me Takhar and mayor Jack owner. Takhar then promised he you're going•to need one." 
Talstra. It seems they still have a would get i Taistra a turban But Talstra has one other 
few details to sort out. "sometime" but there was no bone to pick. Takhar made a 
This matter came to light to- talk of gold. purchase at the auction too --  
wardS the end of Monday's city But it seems there was some he spent $270 for a book," 'Reci- 
council meeting when Talstra i confusion, or possibly a lack of pes for B.C.", autographed by 
~v~s -describingi~the. event .and communication between aider- premier.Bill -Vander Zalm. And 
said, "I paid $500 for a turban man and mayor last Saturday Takhar, the sharp businessman 
and I didn't even get i t . "  night. Because Talstra then said he is, apparently intends to re- 
The turban he was talking to Takhar, "Actually, it was cover that $270- -o r  possibly 
about belongs to Me Takhar, at only $450. You were supposed even make a profit. After he 
least it did, or maybe itstill does to bid $500 and keep the tur- bought he book, Hilda Talstra 
-- who knows? There was a lot ban." It may take some time to asked for a look. But Takhar 
of talk during the auction as to sort this one out but it doesn't simply put his right hand for- 
whether or not Takhar would really matter -- the hospital ward, pulled the book back, and 
put his turban on the block, cameout abigwinner and that's, said, "Five dollars". 
following which Takhar re- all anyone really wanted any- When Talstra told council 
moved it from his own head and way. members of his wife's disap- 
placed on Talstra's. Everyone pointment, Takhar responded 
applauded and cheered so the There is one city alderman, by saying, "Why? Do you think 
bidding began. And Talstra though, who thinks Taistra that wasout of line?" Possibly 
won, he says) he outbid every- made a wise decision by spend- not. It all depends on just how 
one by raising the price to $500. ing the extra $50 and buying the well Talstra can do in the turban 
During the discussion in turban himself. Bob Cooper, rental business. 
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The Terrace Health Care Society 
Care Wing 
onorable Peter Dueck 
. , , "•  _ 
Friday, July 28th, 1989 at 3:00 P.M. 
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SkeenaView reunion!tO :ed: in 
. - , . . [ ]  
TERRACE-- Plans for the re- tivation Program in the "very-workerS: needed Some ::of that :"have endured it for., oth 
union of Skeenaview employees 
are practically complete accord 
ing to one of the organizers, 
Marg Goodlad, and the out-of- 
town response has been ,'quite-.. 
good". " 
She says the organizing com- 
mittee has heard from ex- 
employees from a's ifar away as 
Winnipeg and:SaskatOon aswell 
as many B,C. communities. 
active Staff-managedHandicraft 
Woikshop';: which was .fUnded. 
by private .individuals" an d :'dr: 
ganizations and aided by yolun- 
:teer workers. 
In  addition to McKinnon's 
thesis, the Terrace Review 
talked to one of Skeenaview's 
first employee{;,, J im Piffer,.who: 
started !, .workiiig at Skeen.aview 
as the head ebok and later :b~e: . 
came thl ib~ch'~ing~agent. A d 
pi0nedn'ng spirit demonstrated reasons. 
"by" our':vei-y first white settlers As fai as Piffer W~ con- 
" some 45 Years earlier. In DS0,  cerned, it was.a matter of eco- 
'reP0rtsMcKinnon, Terrace was nomic convenience for the 
a small isolated community o f  worker. Wages were low in 
abo.uf 400, people and the roads 1950, and at 'skeenavie~: you 
into the. community: ,were: ex- 
tremely narrow - - in  man~, cases 
nothing better than dirt .tracks.: 
; :' Piffer desi:ribestfieexperience 
• of. d~ving, lists" fr0m'Essondale 
via:Hazelt0n: ,'I drovel up over or anything-at that  time," ai:- 
earlier. ,'tie was quite a:l]gure in 
the neighborhood;": : Piffei~ 
recalls. ',He realiy came oUt'and 
shook hands and welcomed/iL' i 
Andy-Miles, anotheri"old 
could live in a single bedroom: timei"', was already there When 
apartment for$25 a month orin Piffer: arrived; and that saliie 
.adoublefor.only $30 a month; day 'MileS, daughter /and  
But..fherewas.some inconveni' George Hamer were m~fied; 
•ence too~ ::Therewas no water Therewas' Jack'Kehy0n a ndfii~ 
wife wh0 came>to Skeenaview to" . The event will begin:on Fri- 
da~/~:: Aug. ~t;'~'th a diimer and 
dance at: the:Thornhill ~:Com- 
munity cdntre; then coins River- 
boat Days activities the follow- 
ing day for which reunion 
organizers are preparing a float 
for the parade, and on Sunday 
there will be a picnic and: social 
on the Terraceview grounds, 
once the site of  .Skeenaview 
Lodge. This will be followed by 
a tour of Terraceview. 
The reunion offers a chance 
for may long-time friends to be 
reunited and an opportunity for 
the children of past Skeenaview 
employees to discover just what 
their parents lives were like 
when they lived and worked at 
Skeenaview. And this link to life 
in Terrace in the .past offers an 
opportunity to get some of the 
facts on to the official record. 
In researching the history of 
Skeenaview Lodge, it was dis- 
covered that very little material 
exists. The only major source of 
information is a Grade 12 thesis 
completed by Fraser McKinnon 
on Dec. 4, 1978. In the introduc- 
tion McKinnon ,writes, "' Skeena- 
view h~ an.. interesting and col- 
orful history; yet surprisingly it- 
tle has been written about, it. 
Nadine Asante, in her book, The 
History of Terrace, contributes 
only three lines to this local 
landmark." 
This isn't quite true, but his 
point is well taken. Asante gave 
Skeenaview 13 lines of text in 
which she described how the 
local Board of Trade put up a 
"spirited fight" to save the old 
army barracks from demolition, 
the number of staff members 
'and patients ~as of May 1972, 
and brief mention of the Remo- 
aRer t/dking topiffer; R appears 
as thougli MeKinnori s fight 
Skeenaview does have an inter- 
esting .and colorful history and 
did make a significant contribu- 
tion towards the development of 
Terrace, Pilfer, along with an- 
other early. Skeenaview employ- 
ee Fred Stewart, who was at one 
time was the director of nursing, 
were McKinnon's primary 
source of information. 
Military beginnings 
The buildings that were to 
become Skeenaview Lodge were 
originally built by the Royal 
Canadian Air Force in 1941 as a 
military hospital, according to 
McKinnon, At that time there 
was fear of an enemy attack on 
the west coast and there .were 
3,000 army troops stationed in 
Terrace. But when the war end- 
ed in 1945, the army. departed 
and the $300,000 complex was 
scheduled for demolition. 
McKinnon doesn't mention 
the "spirited fight" put up by 
the Board of Trade but does 
describe ~how the site was even- 
tuaUy bought by the provincial 
government in :1947 for 
$75,000. It was then renovated 
and opened in the fall of 1950 as 
a psychogeriatric unit called 
"The Home for the Aged". At 
that time it was a branch of 
Essondale's Valleyview Hospital 
and operated under the direction 
of the Department of Health's 
Mental  Health Services. 
First, however, the chief engi- 
neer, Fraser McLaughlln, came 
to Terrace and then an advance 
party arrived On Aug. 21, 1950, 
• remembers Pilfer. And at that 
time, Terrace was very different 
than it is today. These early 
• these roadsand they werehorri-: 
- ble,'.' he'  says."I .remember my 
: daughter being seared lopking 
over  theedge of the canyon just 
Outside of Terrace. :That was 
cordingto Piffer. "We were.'the Operate the laundry, . And there 
advahce party. We were sent up- was  another engineer: Whose 
here t0get hings ready.~'~S01the name has been lost in time that 
price for the tow . rent wasli~iil- invited Piffer and his familyt0a 
ing water fromDeep Creek in dinner party on'their arrival; 
horrible -- something like the • garbage..-pails and eating in 
Fraser Canyon." He explains 
that the bends/and the: n~ro w 
roads through deep rock cuts 
• . . , . 
made it ..impossible to see any- 
thing coming the other Way and 
often you would havi~ to back up 
to let someone lse through. 
And road maintenance l ft 
something to be desired too 
according to Pilfer, "The road 
would wash away and there 
would be just a trail made with 
bulldozers --  they just bull- 
dozed a trail. And in the spring, 
you would sink out of. site and 
get stuck." Yes, just getting to 
Terrace in 1950 was an adven- 
ture in itself. 
Stewart described the isola- 
tion of the five-block-long com- 
munity of Terrace in 1950 to 
McKinnon. "There was one fel- 
low who used to bring the mail 
from Prince Rupert to Kitimat 
by canoe because at that time it 
was just an Indian village; that 
was before the railroad. He u~sed 
to paddle up the rivers and drop 
the mail off at different settle- 
ments. In wintertime he had to 
do most of it by dog sled.., he 
didn't make too many ,trips a 
year." 
So why did these early 
Skeenaview ,,workers come to 
Terrace? The facility was 
located here only as a matter of 
economic convenience for the 
government -- the buildings 
were here and they were cheap. 
Some may have been attracted 
by the isolation but others may 
It was a busy day at Totem Petro-Can's 10th anniversary "Customer Appreciation Day". 
Coffee, donuts and good service were there to greet all. And when it was all over, two lucky 
Terrace residents had won the day's draws. Elizabeth Mair won $100 of gasoline and Artln 
Boobs won four all-season tires valued at $425. 
Chamber chooses new executive 
The Terrace _and District vice president Gr~ Townsend, 
Chamber o f  Commerce has treasurer Doug McLeod, and 
elected their 1989/90 executive, secretary Sharon Taylor. 
The new president is Bob Park, Also elected last week were 
who will be as.slsted by first vice ntne directors. ~rving two year 
president Doi.lg Smith, second terms ~e, Dennis Brewer; Eric 
Johamon, Barb Kerr, Gerry, 
Martin and C.ary Rodin; Elected- 
for one year terms are Wes 
Bdest0n, Reynold.Comns; Brace 
Graydon and joe Zucchiatti. 
• , . . " . ; " : . ' ' 
a 
downtown cafe because there 
was no way to cook food .at 
Skeenaview. 
But there was something spe- 
cial about 'the place. New 
wor~ers were greeted with a 
warm handshake and a friendly 
smile. And in their isolation, 
friendships began easily and 
grew fast. Pilfer still remembers 
many of these early friends. 
So from the very first day, the 
workers at Skeenaview Were a. 
neff-found family and .a part: of 
the: community of Terrace 
whose municipal •boundaries 
were still far to thesouth. "The 
people in Terrace really wel- 
comed us," recalls Pilfer; "But 
we came here as group and we 
• knew no one. So we were a kind 
of a family living within the 
grounds." 
Coming' Events 
Ongoing registration Is now open for recreational kids, 
age three and up, for the Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club. 
For more information, call Diane at 638-0786. 
The Terrace French Preschool is now taking registration 
for the Fall. Our new location will be at the Christian 
Reformed Church, 3608 Sparks St. To register, :call 
Jayne Lin at 635-2254. 
June 10 to 30 --- The June show at the Terrace Art 
Gallery during regular Gallery hours -- "Plants and 
Totems", photo collages by Mike MacDonald. 
Saturday, July I . -  Branch 73 of t l~ B.C. Old Age Pen- 
sioners' will be holding their Pancake Breakfast from 8 
to 11 a.m. at theHappy Gang Centre on. Kalum Street. 
Everyone is welcomell !
Sunday, July 2 --  A cry from the heart -- Three Iranian- 
women tell about persecution and sacrifice in Iran. Very 
moving and personal stories. To be held at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Terrace Public Library. All are welcome. Sponsored 
by the Baha'i Community. For more Information call 
635-3219. 
Thursday, July 6 - -  A meeting will be held at the 
Seniors' Lounge, 4623 Tuck Avenue. All former 
employees of the home for aged, Skeena View and 
Skeenavlew Lodge please attend to finalize plans for 
the reunion. 
Saturday, July 8 --  Northwest Counselling Centre will 
be conducting a "Communication Skills Workshop for 
Couples --  Level I" from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Northwest 
Community College, room 2001. Facilitated by Lynn 
Hughes and Lil Farkvam. Please register at the Nortll- 
west Counselling Centre, 4711 Lazelle Ave. For more in- 
formation, call the Centre at 638-8311. 
July 10.28 (session 1); August 8- 25 (session2) -- Ter- 
race Little Theatre will be conducting summer school at 
the McColl Playhouse on Kalum Street. Session one is 
from 9 a.m. to 12 rloon for 7-to-11-year olds; session two 
is from 12:30 to 3:30 p.m. for 12-to-14-year-olds. For fur- 
ther Information, phone Merry or Jo at 638.8061 eve- 
nings. 
Saturday, July 29 . -  Terrace Oldtimers' Reunion annual 
banquet at the Oddfell0ws Hall, 3322Munroe, Terrace, 
social hour at 6 p.m., dinner at 7 p.m. Welcome to Ter, 
race residents prior to 1960. Tickets are on sale at 
Rose's Shop, Terrace Drugs and Grace Fell Florist. 
August 4- 6 --  Grad '69 Reunion are planning a reunion. 
Any former students who did, would have or should 
have graduated then and wishing to attend, can phone 
Rhonda at 638-8787 or Debble at 635-9190. • 
Saturday, August 5 - -Northwest Native Summer 
Festival at the Kermode Friendship Centre, 3313 Kalum 
St. Arts and crafts exhibition and sale beginning after 
the parade to 5 p.m. Hourly door prizes. A Native dance 
exhibition will be held at Lower Little Park Bandehell 
starting at 7 p.m. For more Information, call 6354906. To 
book a table, leave your name and phone number with 
Vlvlan. 
SiHKIgy,/~iguet 13 -- The annual Children's Festival 
will happen. All freel All funl For more Information, con- 
tact Elizabeth at 635-3487 or Lori at 635.9533. 
, 
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I ~i, -Clemente-worked at ~lceena morePe0ple fro m out of town 
~: Forest Products for 21 years " attend the Oldtimers' reunion 
and Sarah Was employed at the • than people wh0'live here? So 
Terrace Hotel for 14 years, come on out and get your 
i tickets early. 
I Tai Chi has come to an end. - " " 
We're taking a •break for the TheNifty Fifty exercise swim 
summer. A very fitting finish session is coming to an end this 
to our last night was going out week. All who participated en- 
Congratulations go out to for Chinese food. We invaded joyed • it tremendously. Barb 
Sarah and Clemente Cardosa the Shall Yan and while waiting Goertzen is the instructor and 
of Agar Ave. on their S0th for our food, we toasted did a fine job. And if for some 
wedding anni'vers~y.,They Margareth and Len Needham reason she could not :be: there, 
were married June-18, 1939 in who are leaving our fair City •...Christine• Sharpies would take 
Fajam de Cima, Portugal. A for Summerland. Joan Toovey over, and very competently so. 
Mass was heldin their honor at presented them with a farewell From all the Nifty Fifties, a 
the Catholic Church where they gift. The next toast was for our hearty Thank You. ToBarb, 
renewed their vows and ex- very competent instructor;- Christine and all the staff at 
Changed rings. Paul Rego and Peter Dickson. He.was also the pool, have a wonderful 
Elizabeth Mendes, both grand- presented With a gift fromall summer.- 
children of the Cardosa's, were ,, of us students of Tal Chi. This "- 
their attendants, was one of those good:evenings How is your garden doing. 
Mrs. Cardosa had also with good food and good peG- Mine is doing all right. It is my 
celebrated her birthday a few pie. Have a great summer greenhouse I'm very pleased 
days earlier. The Cardosa's everyone, see you in the fall. with. The tomatoes are getting 
daughter Sarahand husband big and the cucumbers are 
Edwardo Ferreira arrived for The Oldtimers' banquet is • ready to eat. I'm most pleased 
this special occasion from the being held this year on July 29 of all with my green peppers. 
Azores for a surprise visit. A at the IOOF hall. To be eligi- Last year I had one plant that 
reception was held at the Inn ble, you have to have lived in produced all of four green pep- 
of the West, where many gifts Terrace during or before 1959. pers. This year I have• one 
were presented and a delicious So if you were born in 1959 in plant, but if all the blossoms 
dinner was served to 74 guests. Terrace, you qualify to go to produce a green pepper I can 
Other family members pres- this reunion. If you like go into the business. Already 
ent were their daughters Elsie reminiscing, meeting people there are four green peppers 
Rego and Stella Mendes, and and good food, .it will be well and scads more to come. It's 
grandchildrer/Peter, Paul, Gill •worth the price of the ticket to fun to watch all this stuff 
and Guaiter Rego and his wife . attend. Tickets are at Terrace growing. 
Teresa and baby Jessica Drugs, Rose's Shop and Grace 
Ashley, and Elizabeth and Bet- Fell Flarist. If you've never If you have an item of in- 
nice Mendes. been to .one of these events, it's terest for this column, please 
Clemente and Sarah Cardosa time you found out .what this is give me a call at 635-2723, and 
arrived in Canada in 1904., ~all about. Did you know that " I'll be b~ck nex(Wedii~sday. ' 
UBC president supports idea 
of northern university --  
but not the Society's model 
TERRACE- -  Dr. David 
Strang~vay, president of :the 
University of B.C., said in an in- 
terview last week that he sup- 
ports the idea of a university 
based in northern B.C. but 
dislikes the model being pro- 
posed by the Interior University 
Society. 
Inreviewing the Interior 
University concept, ~StrangwaY 
said he thinks it's unrealistic. 
Noting the call for 15 branch 
campuses and the immediate 
establishment of graduate pro- 
grams, Strangway commentect, 
"They're trying to• build it from 
the top down." 
He would prefer to see the 
gradual evolution of existing 
community colleges into degree- 
granting schools. The B.C. col- 
lege system is comparable to the 
junior college system in the 
U.S., he said, because courses 
taken on local campuses can be 
applied toward university credits 
and transfers. "The people who 
designed it were very wise," 
Strangway said, and noted that 
in Ontario, for example, com- 
munity college Courses do not 
qualify for university credits, 
UBC has successfully sup- 
ported community colleges in 
other areas of B,C. in their ef- 
forts to deliver degree programs, 
he said, and thesame process 
could take place in the north. 
The system he outlined involves 
UBC endorsing the course con- 
tent for a finite period of • time 
("not branch campuses," he 
noted), after which the schools 
are expected to become free- 
standing. 
university, and he hasn't noted 
many problems with students 
from remote areas adapting to 
urban life. In the residential set- 
ting on campus, he Said, social 
groups formed among students 
"Thefre building it from the top down." 
-= Dr. David Strangway. 
With regard to the "modular 
:learning" concePt; which in- 
volves intensive study of one 
subject at a time, Strangway 
.commented, ,'Many things can 
!be done, ~dthough some say it's 
best to  take a diversity ,of 
courses simultaneously." 
Strangway also questioned the 
attractiveness of a Prince 
George-based university for peo- 
ple in the northwest. "In terms 
of cost, why would anyone 
choose Prince George over Van- 
couver7"  he asked. The 
Ministry of Advanced Educa- 
tion will fund  the university 
development program for com- 
munity colleges located in areas 
that have a population of 70,000 
withifi an hour's drive, and 
Prince George meets that  
qualification. ""But  they're 
waiting to see what Prince 
George wants rode,"  he said. 
Under the current system, 
Strangway said, UBC is finding 
students •from the north 
academically well-prepared for 
help that adaptation. "It's dif- 
ferent, for different people," he 
added. 
He admitted, however, that 
the university probably isn't do- 
~ing as much as it could to 
prepare its graduates for work- 
ing in remote areas. The change 
in lifestyle from an urban cam- 
pus setting to sparsely populated 
and sedate communities can be 
disorienting for some people, 
andas  a consequence areas like 
the northwest suffer from 
chronic shortages and high turn- 
over in professional fields. 
Strangway said "c l in ica l  
placements", a type of intern- 
ship in rural areas that would be 
part of Course content, might be 
a solution. ,'I would like to see a 
partnership nthat, but financial 
support would be needed to ac- 
complish it," he said. 
Strangway noted, however, 
"Some of the students wh6 
come from those areas aren't 
really that eager to go back," 
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DR. DAVID STRANGWAY: With flexibility, you will have the 
ability to rise to the challenges you are going to face. 
Grads advised to 
seek flexibility 
The 200.plus members of the 
1989 Caledonia Senior Secon- 
dary School graduating class 
were warned against career- 
oriented goals in higher educa- 
tion by the president of B.C.'s 
largest university last week. 
Dr. David Strangway, presi- 
dent of UBC, spoke to the grads 
at the Caledonia commencement 
ceremonies Friday evening in the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. At a recep- 
tion prior to the event he had 
alluded to the theme of flexibili- 
ty in education by using his own 
career as an example: "My 
brother (Terrace surgeon Dr. 
D,W. Strangway) ~is still s,.a.. 
medical doctor, but I seem to be 
doing something different every 
two or three years," he said and 
joked, " I  can't hold on to a job. 
I certainly never studied to be a 
university president." 
What he did study to be was a 
geophysicist, and Strangway 
eventually became involved in 
the U.S. space program. He told 
the Caledonia group that he 
graduated from university 33 
years ago, and since that time 
revolutionary developments, 
from the theory of continental 
drift to the gathering of rock 
samples off the surface of the 
moon, have taken place. Two 
years ago, he said, there was a 
prolonged debate on the UBC 
campus over the acquisition of a 
Fax machine; now, a relatively ~
short time later, Fax messages 
are routinely sent between 
departments. 
"The base you get from high 
school, your teachers and the 
education system is the one you 
must build on," he said. "With 
flexibility, you will have the 
ability to rise to the challenges 
you're going to face." 
Students are often under 
pressure from counsellors to 
take a strongly career-oriented 
slant when choosing their' post, 
secondary education, but 
Strangway warned them that the 
world is changing rapidly and 
they have to be prepared for 
that. "There will be scientific 
and social revolutions none of us 
can predict. I don't know what 
revolutions there will be in the 
next 30 years, but you will be  
part of them and have to deal 
with the consequences," hesaid. 
Strangway concluded bY 
reminding them that there are 
• some constants, however: ."We 
must remember our values, 
maintain our dreams, and be 
compassionate." 
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Men's or Ladies' cotton b/end 
dress or business Shirts expertly 
laundered. 
~,, Only drive.thru in town 
~,, Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,,- Drop off point at Thornhill Public Market 
( : leas1 w i th  (~m' , . )  
a:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. -- Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. -- Saturday 
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:Evaluating Squeeze 
. . • . . . .  
~ :it's pretty hard to quantify the impact of.aft, .bfita 
group of people got together ecently at the:'Skeena 
Health Unit auditorium and took a run at it anyway. 
:: The  subject wa~. an evaluation of Project Squeeze,: .... 
the effort by Skeena Theatre Arts: :students t~ create a 
setof dramas thatwould tryto make Sense ~0Ut 0f:fhe 
reality of adolescenf alcohol abuse. Most Of the 
40:oddpe0plepresent Were students, parents, teachers,. 
officials, and advisors wh0:were directly involved in-  
the .production. . . . . . . . .  ' 
Thegreatest uncertainty centered~around the effect 
of  the productions on their young audiences. Brian 
Koven, the theater arts teacher who directed the plays,  
read letters written by elementary school,students in 
response to the plays, including one from a gift who 
swore she'd never drink after seeing "Squeeze',. But 
as Koven pointed out,: abstinence wasn't really the~ 
message' and most of the audiences for the maj0~; pro, 
duction, "Juice", have had. around 14 years o f  social 
indoctrination intothe use of alcohol and it Would be 
unrealistic to expect a lot of immediate changes in 
their attitudes as the result of a two-hour play, 
There was no uncertainty, however, about the effect 
on the students who were directly involved in the pro- 
ject. One after, another they described the unique bond 
that had grown within the cast and crew during the ex- 
hausting course of putting the plays together: Feed- 
back'from their fellow students was ambiguous on the 
alcohol issue, but admiration and enthusiasfn were 
rampant for the professional quality of the •production 
and the realism Of thescript. 
The result is that the Theatre Arts program at 
Skeena is packed to overflowing for the coming year. 
Whether or not the project struck a blow against 
alcohol abuse is a question that may never be 
answered, but it certainly struck a blow in favor of the 
dramatic arts. In view of the galvanizing effect that 
Koven has on his students, the project was Successful 
for that reason alone. 
Squeeze will be subjected to prolonged scrutiny and 
analysis by. a whole range of scrutineers and analysts 
in the months to come, but one conclusion that 
doesn't take a lot of analysis is that it has 
demonstrated beyond question what happens when a 
courageous and dedicated teacher involves his students 
with unbending intent in the pursuit of a worthwhile 
goal. The results can betruly astonishing. ' c~n~.  
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The view frOm yirctoria 
The Terrace Review is pleased to introduce this week our new cor- 
respondent in the legislative and political labyrinth of Victoria, 
John Pifer. We've been admiring John's freelance work from a 
distance for some time, and we're pleased to have it as a regular 
:feature on our editorial page. We'recertain our readers will be bet, 
ter informed on the activities of the provincial government asthey 
affect Terrace with the benefit of John's insight and first, hand 
observations. 
c~/~,~ilier" attitiide toward conflict 
of interest, his "vision" of how 
government should operate 
(which is often contrary to. 
common sense) and his pen- 
chant for foisting his personal 
views upon the people; but I do 
try to point out some of the 
advancement and worthwhile 
government programs ~and pro- 
jects that are beifig achieved 
despite the messianic arping of 
the leader. 
As for Terrace, the timing 
for me to be in the Review is 
great, because your MLA, 
Forests Minister Dave Parker, 
is about o be put into the hot 
seat when his ministry's 
estimates come before the 
house. Parker, himself a 
registered professional forester, 
faces assault from everyone 
from the tree huggers to the • 
IWA loggers and all in be- 
tween, as he tries to administer 
a sensible middle line which 
will protect environmentally 
sensitive woodlands, whilst 
maintaining a vlable industry. 
Later this week, Parker will 
be unveiling the Socreds' new 
forest strategy, which will lay 
the groundwork for a compre- 
hensive plan for the next 10 
years. The content is top secret 
until the press conference on 
Thursday or Friday, but it is 
said it will reflect some of the 
issues and concerns raised dur- 
ing consultation and discussion 
with all sides of the industry, 
especially the eight information 
• sessions on Tree Farm Licenses 
held throu~houtB,C, in the 
past few months. 
Stay tuned. 
As for the current edious 
's t session of the Legislature, : , 
may bealmost he end Of June, 
by:John Plfer 
VICTORIA --• To many of the 
MLAs and ministry •officials 
here in the capital city, Terrace 
is "somewhere up north" - -  a 
place which occasionally comes 
up when government handouts 
are beinggiven across the prov- 
ince, and rarely at any other 
time. 
But to me, it brings back 
memories of three or four dif- 
ferent reks down Highway 16 
some years back, and the pleas- 
ant people I met during those 
trips amid such a splendid set- 
ling. 
Now, to have the chance to 
contribute a weekly column to 
your central-B.C. (not "north- " 
ern",: I know THAT muchl) 
community is a welcome op- 
portunity. 
All you need to know about 
me is that I have about 24 
years of journalistic experience 
• under my belt, including Stints 
as editor of daily papers in 
B.C. and in England, and as a 
reporter on everything from 
politics to films and theater. 
For the past two and a half 
years, I have been a freelance 
columnist and reporter at the 
Legislative Press Gallery, 
following the antics of Premier 
Bill Vender Zalm and his gov- 
ernment. AS you will ap- 
preciate, dear new readers, that 
in itself has been a fascinating 
30 months of chaos, confusion, 
conflict, and occasionally, pro- 
gress. 
Many of the commentators 
and columnists covering Wild 
Bill - -  including me --  have 
been accused of being Vender- 
bashers. I don't deny that I 
often find myself writing with 
amazement a this'premier's 
but the province's 69 MLA's -- 
Will have to wait another two 
or three weeks before they can 
even sta:rt o think about enjoy- 
ing any summer holidays. 
This long, dragged-out ses- 
sion still has-¢ few surprises yet 
to come, the most notable of  
which will belegislative 
changes to the Medical Services 
Plan. 
The health ministry is being 
tight-lipped about he details of 
the legislation, but two senior 
officials have told me that it 
Will be highly controversial, 
and that doctors in particular 
will not fike it, which suggests 
that they will be receiving less - 
money, or at least will be made 
to provide more detailed 
accounting of their charges. 
Chances are the average man 
and woman won't like it either, 
as it is certain to mean yet 
another increase in rates. 
While it is true that MSP 
program changes this year have 
seen greater assistance being 
given to low-income sub- 
scribers, it also is a fact that 
the government is projecting an 
increase of more than $32 
million in revenue from the 
plan during the current fiscal 
year. And guess who supplies 
that extra money? Yes, the tax- 
payers. 
When this government came 
to power at the end of 1986, 
MSP premiums accounted for 
revenue of $380 million. 
Government estimates for the 
1989/90 fiscal year show 
revenue xpected of $612 
million. Now, we know that 
B.C.'s population is growing 
steadily, and that more people 
are being covered by the 
Medical Services Plan, but 
believe me, that $232 million 
extra is not coming solely from 
the newcomers. It's from thee 
and me, dear reader. 
Both Health Minister Peter 
Dueck and Finance Minister 
Mel Couvelier have repeatedly 
stressed the need "to bring 
health care costs under 
control"~ While it may be 
cont inued on page 7 
I 
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Do you believe the B.C. Health Care 
,-:-:,system Cansurvive in itspresent form? 
. . , . .  
Wil l iam Buck 
If we can run a$70,000 
home in VancouVer up to 
$300,000 without batting 
an eye, then we can afford 
a good health care sys- 
tem. If people can afford 
$16,000 for a "toy", (eg.. 
recreational vehicle), then 
we can pay a decent wage 
tO our nurses. Many are 
.leaving B.C. to-go to the 
states as it is, 
Jim Cook 
(from Nelson, B.C.) 
I think it can - -  yes. We 
are losing a lot of our 
nurses because they are 
poorly paid. Any health 
care system in this coun- 
try should be able to.sur- 
Vive. , 
_ - ~ ' , - ' .~  • 
/ "  . , . 
Ja©kle Dale 
I think it can, The 
.,government of B.C., how- 
ever, needs to find out 
where all the money Is go- 
ing - -  there needs to be 
more efficiency in the sys- 
tem. In order to have good 
nurses we need to pay 
good wages, but  costs 
generally are much too 
high compared to Alberta. 
i! . . . . . . .  ....... 
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Margaret RalmSO 
:::::~}//i I think It can because 
health care is such a 
necess i ty  it is vital that  
: '  ...... : ~ we ensure the B.C. Hea l th  
" Care  system is a lways In 
• ~ . ~ " top form". 
Gloria K l rkpatdck 
That Is a hard question 
to answer - -  I think we 
have an excel lent  • health 
care system and can af- 
ford to keep it up in B.C. 
i o China 
It appears that students and 
teachers in School District 88 
did well to take their 'excursions 
to the People's Republic of Chi. 
na last year. 
On June 6 the B.C. Ministry 
of Education issued a bulletin 
urging all districts who intend t6 
8o to China this summer under 
the Pacific Rim Initiatives pro- 
gram to cancel their travel plans 
due to the political unrest here. 
All Pacific Rim travel for 
School District 88 this year is 
planned for Japan. 
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DSstable but vi . . . . . . .  
spreading in- reg ....... 
The number of reported cases tell a different story. , :~ij/=: : 
ofAIDS (Acquired Immune De- 
ficiency Disease) in the Skeena .~- 
Health Unit area now stands at 
tWO. 
Reported Cases of the fatal 
disease in the,SHU area ~, from ~- . , 
Houston to the Queen Charlotte 
Islands and n~orth to the Yukon 
border - -  have not shown the 
dramatic increase in incidence 
evident in Vancouver, but Dr. 
David Bowering, chief medical 
health officer for the SHU, Says 
the figures can be misleading. Anyone who suspects he or 
Bowering suggested recently she may be infected can arrange 
that a more accurate indicator to have a blood sample taken 
would be tlze number of con- and tested through a family 
firmed positive tests for HIV physician. Confidentiality of the 
(Human Immunodeficiency Vi- tests and their results are guar- 
rus) in the area, Those figures anteed.... _ .... 
Lette to rs the Editor / 
Of hounds and humans 
HIV is the infection wh ich  
eventually - -  sometimes af tera 
period of years develops into 
the series of symptomatic ill- 
nesses called AIDS. 
Bowering says an average o f  
25 to 30 people in the health unit 
area are tested each month •for 
HIV; of those tests, an average 
of two each month come back 
positive; an indication that the 
disease is spreading in this area. 
To the Editor: 
Regarding the nurses' strike, 
its interesting to note on my 
1989 property tax notice for 
Thornhill that I'm paying $48.99 
to the Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
Hospital District. Further down 
I note that I'm paying $97.19 for 
Thornhill dog control. 
It was quite a shock to find 
that the government or regional 
board thinks that dog control is 
twice as important as hopital 
care. Perhaps.this.is why nurses 
are so 10~' ~paid ~for their four 
years of training and working !n 
life-threatening situations, m 
comparison to other piofes- 
sionals. 
It's time we got our priorities -
straightened out and put 
humans before dogs. 
N. McFarland 
Editor's note: Without disputing 
Mr. McFarland's point we feel 
compelled to point out for our 
readers" benefit that hospital 
operating .costs and some of 
their major capital costs are 
wholly funded by the Ministry 
of Health; the. Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional Hospital District funds 
minor capital expenditures and 
equipment replacement costs 
through the property tax levy. 
Local government is entirely 
responsible for dog control. 
Well-spoken Veritas 
students place in 
K. of C. competition 
i 1 
Two Veritas students, Glenys 
George and Joelle Walker, 
placed second and third in a 
Knights of Columbus public 
speaking competition held in 
Kit;mat recently. The competi- 
tion was open to grades five to 
seven students attending 
Catholic schools in Terrace, 
Kit;mat and Prince George. First 
place was Won by a Prince 
George student. 
Veritas representatives for the 
event were chosen by an in- 
School competition held earlier 
and this was won by George, 
~i~. 
followed by Walker and Edlynn 
Okano. The trio then went on to 
the Knights of Columbus com- 
petition, where they were :re- 
quired to deliver a three-minute- 
prepared speech followed by a 
two minute impromptu presen- 
tation selected by each speaker 
from a choice of topics. 
According to a spokesman at 
Veritas School, the Knights of 
Columbus public speaking com- 
petition began in northern B.C. 
25 years ago and the club do- 
nates plaques for each winner as 
well as district awards. 
Pifer ---- continued from page 6 
disputed that they are not out 
of control, proportionately, 
with other years, the 
philosophy and policy of the 
SocialCredit government is to 
see the user paying more.., and 
if that means the only way it 
can be done is to have everyone 
pay more, so be it. 
• Parting Thought: Surely 
Labour and Consumer Affairs 
Minister Lyall Hanson must 
want this session to wind up 
more than any other MLA, if 
just to get Some relief from' the' pressure to do so,  
incessant barrage of questionsi-~ I 
,and demands for fiis resigna-, 
tion over the lies (not his, I 
hasten to add) surrounding the 
infamous Knight Street Pub af. 
fair. Chances are Vander Zalm 
will shuffle the Cabinet just 
before or just after the end of 
the session, and it will include . 
a change for Hanson, most .~- 
likely into a different portfolio, 
I do not think he will be 
dumped altogether, even 
though the Premier is under ..~ 
considerable publicand private-, .
~' %- t 
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by Pare WMlalker 
",You occupy a. very unique 
and treasured place in the 
heritage of Canada Post Cor- 
poration, having served our 
customers in Cedarvale for 
sixty,eight years. Indeed, you 
havethe most enviable record of 
having been associated with 
Canada Post Corporation for 
the longest period of time of any 
individual in our history. '" 
;:p emetu postm ress Edith Essex: Cedarvale-:   a l: i s t  " 
• ,'Has there ever been such a 
letter?', Edith Mary Essex of 
Cedarvale~ asked with pride as 
she displayed to visitors this let- 
ter Of commendation she receiv- 
ed from Canada Post on June 2, 
1989. It was her eighty-third 
birthday and postal officials 
took the opportunity to combine 
the presentation with the visit of 
CBC's "Midday" news crew to 
this region (via) Via Rail. "Mid- 
day" filmed the event and it was 
on their noon hour show on 
June 26. 
Cedarvale store and P.O. is 
across ther iver  from where 
Cedarvale Lodge is situated on 
Highway 16 about 74 kilometers 
east of Terrace. The community 
was once connected by ferry, but 
about the time there was a road 
being pushed through on the 
other side of the river from Kit- 
wanga, the overloading of the 
ferry during high water caused it 
to break• away and go down 
river. It Was never replaced. 
The structure housing the 
store and. Post Office was built 
more than 100 years agoby mis- 
sionaries. It nestles in a tangle of 
wild rose and other flora bet- 
ween the CNR tracks and the 
Skeena Riverbank. 
More than 40 friends, neigh- 
bors and postal officals from 
variOus towns shared a special 
cake in the sunshine outside the 
small, weathered building. Mary 
Phillips, Canada Post inspector 
from Prince George, .had organ- 
ized the  .birthday party and 
honorarium. : 
Edith Essex said: "The post- 
master from Prince George, Mr. 
Ray Deb01t was the one ,who 
presented that  wonderful  
letter." It was signed:~ by - the 
president of Canada Post Corp., 
Donald H .  Lander. 
She also received a68,year ser- 
vice plaque and paper~veight 
with the postal insigna •on it, a 
gold watch and flamed member- 
ship certificate from • the Postal 
Heritage Club (presented by 
Rick MacEachen), and from 
Houston P.O., a book entitled 
"Marks on•the Forest Floor', by 
their Centennial .Committee. 
"Many of•those years (of ser- 
vice) were during a period of 
time when the provision of 
postal service in rural Canada 
encurred many long hours and 
personal hardship," the letter of 
commendation went on to say. 
The Essexes lived a mile and a 
half from the P.O., and Edith 
always walked that distance 
both to and from work. She still 
does - -  perhaps that accounts 
for her youthful demeaner. 
There were times that she had to 
meet the train at 3 a.m. to 
receive the mailbag. She injured 
her leg once and just two years 
ago slipped on the ice and broke 
her wrist. After being in the 
hospital only two days, how- 
•ever, it .was  buiness as usual at 
Cedarvaie Store and Post Of- 
fice. 
The dedication to work, and 
quality of the rural lifestyle 
Edith Essex has lived is reminis- 
There's been a lot of outdoor activity around local schools 
recently, one of them being Copper Mountain Elementary 
School, where Students took a day off Just to have fun. Mark 
Hawks and Ryan Watson are shown here trying to master 
the cooperative effort required for the three-legged race, .... 
cient o f  an era-of  Canadian 
history 'that is fast slipping 
away. She has published two 
collections of poetry entitled 
"Old Loveletters and Other 
Poems"; ,and ,Rhymes of a 
Country Postmistress". 
Reading her  unassuming 
verses is to have the privilege of 
a glimpse"into everyday life 
along the Skeena in past years. 
They• are, at least to this writer,- 
poignant, sensitive and sincere. 
Also wholesome -- like huckle- 
berry pie. She writes like Grand- 
ma Moses paints. ~ 
Edith Essex's father arrived in 
.the northwest from vancouver 
in • 1913, speculating: on real 
estate. He stayed to work as a 
section man on the CNR, and 
with his wife raised eight 
children. Edith still resides on 
the property where they settled. 
A widow, she was married to 
William Essex, a conductor on 
the railway. As •they had no 
children, her brother Donald 
from Smithers helps her care for 
the land. 
Edith's parents were both 
from Liverpool, England and 
fell in love with Cedarvale and it 
white picket fences. It reminded 
them of back home. At that time 
the store was owned by a railway 
conductor named William Mox- 
ley. He had a nephew whom he 
allowed to run a grocery delivery 
enterprise, resulting in a debt 
amounting to $4,700. John 
Thompson, Edith's father went 
into partnership with Moxley to 
help ease his burden. It took a 
long while to pay off  the debt, 
and both men had outside jobs. 
The Post Office Department 
paid five dollars per month, 
received quarterly. 
Edith Essex, the postmistress and general store proprietor 
for 68 years in Cedarvale, still enjoys an old-fashioned rural 
lifestyle, boiling water for tea on a wood-burning stove and 
walking three miles to work each day. 
hundreds of rare stamps. 
Crown jewels of the Skeena 
Valley 
The Seven Sisters "mountains 
rise 
In all their majestic beauty 
To the realm of the skies, 
Cedarvale Store and Post Office 
"as long as they'll let me", she 
said. At the back of the little 
building is a chamber where she 
can rest and make a nice cup of 
tea. It has a cot standing on the 
scrubbed board floor, a table 
• Ptl.  184 ' 
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The Post Office had opened 
1, 1910 and Edith began a Edith has written July covered with oilcloth, 
assisting there when she turned sideboard and washbasin. On an 
15. The fact that she had only antique wood stove a kettle sings She will continue to con- 
four years schooling, taking her in readiness. • template these mountains and to 
education over a period of years In tlze company of Mitzi the mzss the locomotives of the past, 
as instruction became available, cat and Kelly, a sere,year-old which chugged and whistled 
was not a deterrant, black lab, she will add, in her tl~eir .way along the Skeena cor- 
She will continue to run spare tune, to a collection of ndor. • ' * . : . - . ,  • ' . , . 
__.~__ , . . ,.~-----~. 
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~~ | be- yours • I For your dining pleasure we have I / 
. - I expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant | / 
[][,,1 I~  I hour,.. I I 
LI~.~,~. ~ . ] .7 a.m. to ,p.m. 111 
l : "Fin D g '~  Polly's Cale 1 ~ .,n,n I 
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by Andrea Deakln 
Nicola Bayley delights the eye with her 
fine use of color and her delicate percep- 
tion. Jewel-like miniatures enriched One 
Old Oxford Ox and her collection of 
Nursery Rhymes• Wit, almost angible il- 
lustrations, and rich color enlivened 
~William Mayne's Patchwork Cat. 
Groundwood have just published a 
paperback of her Copycat series. ' 
In each of these charming little books, 
Ms. Bayley shows a cat taking on a dif- 
ferent role..The "Elephant Cat" prefers 
to*avoid the elephants' bathtime..the 
parrot cat prefers to avoid a snake, each cat can return to itself 
• when threatened, but inthe interim they imagine themselves a  
some other animal. It is gentle joke a child may share with an- 
adult, while at the same time recognizing their own love'of im= 
aglnative play. 
Small inks for youngeyes to find join the everyday to the ex- 
otic. The Siamese "Elephant' Cat" explores an elephant bookend; 
a. dish with Muffet and the spider sets the tabbydreanfing about 
a spider-like life; thesnow and thepolar bear on his mistress' 
=.o ~ = sweater set the black cat imagining. Miniature-like illustrations, 
intricately detailed and almost angible, glow with color and in- 
vention. The white cat gazing at the brilliant parrots in the jungle 
is followed by Puss diligently painting her own white fur. At the 
end of "Elephant Cat", the Siamese is tucked up against the 
elephant .bookend, surrounded by images of India. 
• The Copycat series are published in paperback by Groundwood 
at $2.95 each. 
:.. " ~ : "Higgledy-piggledy, Take a look, fAt this lovely picture book;" 
So it says on the cover Of Charlotte Voake's latest book for little 
• - .children.~ It is a higgledy-piggledy collection of all the things we 
first sha/e with babies. There is an alphabet carried by romping 
children, some numbers, a selection •of animals, colors and 
shapes, all interspersed with simple little rhymes. This is a book 
to share with very small children. Open it at any page and there 
is a complete concept to share. It is an ideal "one page and off 
to sleep" book, and it has all been illustrated by Charlotte Voake 
in her gentle, light.hearted manner, a delight. First Things First is 
. published by Groundwood Books at $12.95. ., 
i • - y " " ' ' 
Stories of small animals,• humanized and living in :the country- 
~ . side, •is very much a part of nursery tradition. Most famous are 
Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit and Allison Uttley's Little Grey 
Rabbit,-and each have had their own tradition and value. There 
have been many imitators, but the judgement must be based on 
. - their value and the individuality of each series. The most effective 
and felicitous of recent imes is the work of Jill Barklem. She has 
created a Whole w6rld in her hedgerows, inhabited by Edwardian 
field mice the Brambley Hedge b0oks. 
The value of Brambley Hedge is twofold. The stories have an 
old-fashioned, other-worldly air, but they show valuable and un- 
changing values of caring, respect for others, the ability to live in 
harmony. They also emphasize a highly respectable and modern 
• virtue-concern for the environment. The stories are simple but ef- 
fective: the illustrations are outstanding. Apart from the high 
• quality of•execution, the illustrations are packed with carefully 
researched detail of the life of these tittle animals. They live off 
• the environment. To quote Jill Barklem, "On a practical level,' 
• their clothes, food, housing and utensils are provided by the 
Hedge or the surrounding countryside. The dairy, the flour mill, 
the looms are fully functional, and run on water power or are 
paw operated." 
A new edition, very handsomely produced and presented, 
celebrates the eighth anniversary of the first Brambley Hedge 
book. The first four stories, "Spring Story", "Summer Story", 
"Autumn Story" and "Winter Story" have been collected 
together and prefaced by an interview ith Jill Barklem which in- 
cludes preliminary sketches of her Work. In this edition, the 
delightful i lustrations have been enlarged, making the detail 
easier to enjoy. It is a book to appeal to adult collectors as well 
as the fortunate children who receive it. The Four Seasons of 
Brambley Hedge is published by Collins at $29.95. 
dnes¢ 
andstandards 
eez  uy ,ocal director 
Daniel Barnswell was awarded 
a Certificate of Merit for Most 
Promising New Director at the 
Provincial Drama Festival in 
Kelowna t the end of May with 
his interpretaQon and direction 
of Curse of the ,Staving Class 
written by Sam Shepard. 
by SyMa Golke 
Originally from Terrace, 
Barnswell has returned to his 
home town after anabsence of 
14 years. People• might remem- 
ber him from his performance in 
The Decline and Fall of Lucifer 
in last year's Skecna Zone 
Drama Festival, where he won 
the award for Best Actor and for 
his appearance in Mothers and 
Fathers in March of 1988. 
• According to Barnswell, ife is 
painful. Drama is a reflection of 
society, a way to measure our 
pain. He prefers tragedy to com- 
edy because tragedy holds the 
real content of drama. There are 
only two solutions to every trag- 
edyi the protaganist refuses to' 
change, bend or yield to the cir- 
cumstances and consequently 
either he is destroyed or his 
world is destroyed. Black com- 
edy is similar totragedy, in that 
it is increasingly funny until sud- 
denly the audience can't laugh 
anymore. 
The urge for creative xpres- 
Sion is spiritual. It reflects our 
sti't~les inlife 8~nd our'attempts 
at understanding the higher 
meaning. As the subtitle of 
Curse states, "nobody looks the 
way they are.,' Drama ttempts 
to explain the experience below 
the surface, to unearth what is 
really happening beyond the ap- 
parent. People in Terrace can 
relate to this. People everywhere 
can. 
Sam Shepard operates on two 
levels, the apparent and the mys- 
tical. He concentrates on family 
relationships. In  Barnswell's 
estimation, Sam Shepard will 
stand the test of time. He will be 
remembered as a commentator 
of our society. He is a Pulitzer 
Prize winning playwright. 
When Barnswell was ap- 
Proached by Terrace Little 
Theatre to do a play for the 
Skeena ZoneDramaFestival, he 
wanted to choose a play with 
substance. •The executive wasat 
first reluctant. Is there an au- 
dience for this type of material? 
How would a Terrace audience 
react to a sam Shepard play? 
With the support of Merry Hail- 
sor, the play was passed by the 
executive. They later realized, 
from the response to the show, 
that there is definitely an au- 
Schoo l  d i s t r i c t  tallies dience in Terrace for serious 
: drama. The play was scheduled cost of negotiations for six shows, They held it over 
board's Vancouver law firm 
who supplied negotiator May 
Saunders, and $8,000 to media, 
tor Vince Ready. 
The negotiations with the 
Canadian Union of Public 
Employees took four days and 
cost the board $5,600, . 
• The remaining $37,000 went 
into the cost of; arbitration in, 
volving one of the district 
employees, he said. 
for three more plus a perfor- 
mance in Kitimat. 
Curse was a demanding show. 
Barnswell has nothing but praise 
for the professional level of 
committment and performance 
by the cast and crew: "This has 
been an excellent learning ex- 
perience. We all stretched our 
capabilities, and grew as a 
result. 
" i  wanted this play to be a iO. 
We strove for a I0 all the way. I 
treated this play heavy-handed- 
i:School District 88 paid about 
$158,600 over the past year in 
bargaimng, arbitr~ition and me- 
diation costs, board secretary- 
treasurer Barry Piersdorff said 
recently. 
Most  of that was spent in 
arriving at a new contract with 
the Terrace District Teachers 
Association: $108,000 in negoti- 
ating fees, most of which went 
to Campney MurphY, the 
DANIEL BARNSWELL: Wanted to draw the best that was 
possible from the people performing. 
ly. Curse i s  not to be treated 
lightly. It's heavy stuff. I asked 
a lot from amateur actors. We 
held informal acting workshops 
every Sunday, besides doing the 
rehearsals. ~ I wanted to draw the 
best that was possible from the 
people performing. Many of 
them did not want to go to the 
place they had to go to :'be' in 
the characters. It was not a hap- 
py place to be. People 'resisted, : 
but ultimately, an actor has to 
draw from his own experiences 
and emotions and enter into the 
character. 
"Once we were performing 
and the show was in progress, 
people didn't want to quit. 
There is an incredible energy 
that builds up in this kind of 
productiorL And then it is over. 
It is common to have a let-down 
and depression once the show is 
over. •I tried to help my actors 
with that and prepare them for • 
it. Drama is an ephemeral medi: 
urn. We watch, we participate, 
we experience, and then it is 
gone." 
Curse won Best Production 
for the Skeena Zone as well as 
Best Technical (David Battison, 
Tonee Sabine) and Best Suppor- 
ting Acti'ess (Connie Silveira). 
Curse has been a success for 
Barnswell. After seeing the play 
at the Provincial Drama Festi- 
val, communities have ap- 
proached him to do plays for 
them. 
Barnswell always enjoyed 
theatre and knew he wanted to 
be a part of it. He left home at 
an early age, traveled for two 
years through 25 states and six 
countries, gaining the kind of 
universal experience necessary 
for someone in, the performing 
arts. 
His focus was to be a director. 
But he proceeded in'a methodic- 
al way, going through every pro- 
cess, knowing in this way he 
would become the best possible 
director. He started with stage 
work, lighting, building sets and 
then to three years Of concen- 
tratedactor t aining. From there 
he went to further studies at 
Simon Fraser University. 
His aspiration is to be one of 
the top directors in Canada 
within the next 10 years. 
.lonsered super 670 
Takes on the 
Heavyweights!- 
ge 
t l  
A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER 
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• "Terrace,s ardent bicycle racer 
Mike:Christensen continues to 
come up ~th  sp~kling perfor- 
mances, and::his recent effort at 
Quesnel waslia:record-breaker, 
" It.was Father's Day. weekend 
withthree ~,~fits for the bikers. 
He started with a second-place 
finish in a one-kilometer:-tifiie 
trial. Mike did it in 1.38. 
Mike's rec0rd-setter was next 
for the day. 
It was a five-kilometer hill 
climb time trial, which Mike 
won with a mark of 13 minutes, 
30 seconds. This cracked the old 
mark by 22 seconds. His closest 
competitor was 44 seconds 
behind. 
Christensen sets The sCores.are.:,.. . . . .  
record Ouesnel 
Next day was somewhat 
disastrous for Mike. It was the 
85-Kxide to Barkerville, and he 
aPpeared in good • position to  
come~ut a winner. He was in a 
three-~ike group in the lead Spot 
when~he caught a: flat ~' t i re.  
halfway through the race. 
I•A quick change enabled•him ~ 
to get back in the chase, but the 
time lost was.too much and he 
wound up in sixth place. 
In his Number Foul" racing 
category (world best is Number 
One, going down to beginners at 
Number Five) Mike placed se- 
co~id overall. He felt confident 
he'd win the big one entering the 
event, but it was not to be. 
Rosengren takes 
:Father, s Day open 
q 
was second low gross in this 
flight Lwith 212. Pro-manager 
John Morgan of Smithers 
couldn't find the~:handle and 
took third •spot with a 218. 
Othertop news coming out of 
the tourney was a hole-in-one 
scored by Rupert's Doug Weber ,••r" 
Skeena Valley golf club pro- 
manager Dan Rosengren eeded 
a Sudden-death playoff to win 
the Father's Day weekend 
jubilee opengolf tournament a  
Prince Rupert. 
Rosengrtm •and• hometown 
favorite Eddie Boudreau wound 
, /  
. • - . , ' . .  • . 
..;: .:; . : .  
-: 'SILVER CUP' TOURNAMENT • : '  ,.;. :!i,~ 
~ithers) 12 - -  Brl.Don .Speclalsg'  . .  ;i." :!) 
10 - - ,Tunne l  and Rockg . -  : . • '" 
nes 7 - -  Tunne land  Rock 5 , .  -i,'~,~~:~. ,  
~ls 10 - -  Swl f tyMuf f le r  9. 
:k 9 : -  Nordlng Trucking 8 .... - :~ ~";i:i',:~:~:~ 
mea l1  - -  Swl f ty  Muf f le r ,8 .  - :  ~:.i,.;:~J~i!i 
s 13 - -  Tunnel and Rock 9 '  , : :  (,'~ .~'~:~: 
lee 9 ,  Nordlng Tru©klng 8 : : , ,  ~ ~.~:~ 
15 ,  East End  Supremes :10 . . '  ....... r .  ~,  
no 15 - -  Sw!fty Muff ler  11 - .:~ 
:.set End Sdpremes,16 (F inal .Game)/ . . : .  ..-.~*~..:,c. 
.GIRLS DIVISION " ..,,:-.'.~ -:.~!;~-::. 
Smlthers) 10 .  M ldd le tonTruck lng7  ~ 
10 .;" Terrace Hawkeyes 5 -" .... ,..; . ~::~:%~:;o:i: 
ty (Smlthers )  11. - -  Mr. M l kes S,. . '  . 
sers 8 - -  Insurance 4 • ..... ........ ~ "~.,, 
Aty, 10 - -  Terrace Hawkeyes 4 • .- ~ . ~,~ ':.'.',~:.~ 
rucking 3 - -  Mr. Mikes 2 . . ' " ? "  ~" "~,~~"*~'~, 
'ante 11 -- ' :Terrace Hawkeyes 7 . ...... ": ~:~~'~':;~ 
airy 7 . - -  Mlddleton Trucking 1. -~ ;~-, ~: -~,"-~ 
sers 10-  Mr. Mikes 6 ..... '~:~~:: 
nee 10 --.; North Country Realty 6 - i'~! ~::~-~--':~:'~::'i::!. '-: . :.-- 
10 - -  Mlddleton Trucklng 9 : .  ~" • " ..... ~ :~, ~,:~:~:~::'! 
vkeyes 9 --; Mr. Mikes 9 e) ' " : ' ~ '~' J . '  ' '  'r~` ~ 
7 Litt le Gassers  13 (Final Gem " ' "  :' :~ 
• BOYS.D IV IS ION.  .. :- :':'!~ii~!i 
• - /  / 
5 - - ,Cuppers lde  Aces2  " - ...... ~:::-~.~ 
Insets"11 - - .Co:oP Stars 7 . 
11 - -  Operat lngEnglneers  4. " '" :,~!!i  
9 ,  Cuppers lde Aces 8 ' -~:~';!i~ 
eers s . -  Copperslde Aces 8 ':-:-::" .; ,~!~:! 
- -  Operat ing Engineers 10 - -  ', - . . . . .  ~:-~ 
opperslde Aces 14 (Final Game) .  !: ~':I::~L";':~' 
FTBALL EXHIBITION .... ':' 
'ee Gir ls  8 . "  Terrace ~ l~ewee Boys6  ~;" ,!i:. • :~:'~ , : :,:~:;;~*~; ;*;;  , :~ 
, i ' : :  i ,~:.: . , ;~,;#,~, 
~"": ~": TERRACELADIES" RECREATIONAL : ' ' up, in a 209 tie after 54 holes. In on Saturday. I "~ : : ~~; •~: ~ ~'~ ::~ :~; * 
the playoff, R.osengren shot a Gross winners in the f:irst, se- .,,: .. ,~ .,:;'~'<:?~:t~" :~ :• :',:, ,ii i : . • ~ TO~RN 
pm to vdn .zt on the furst condundthkdflightswereRyan ..~...::~,:.:.;.. -:~:~r .... 
Weber, AI Garreeht and Gene 
Caira, in that order. 
Boudrcau double- extra hole. 
bogeyed. 
It was the fh'st time he had 
Wonthis event in almost 20 years 
of  trying. "I've had quite a few 
top-five finishes, and lost out to 
George Noth in a playoff four 
years ago, but this is my first win 
here," Rode said. 
Boudreau wound .up winning 
the championship fl ight• 
Veteran Noth of Fraser Lake, a 
winner at Rupert several times, 
The overall low net score was 
turned in by Don Sinoski (183). 
Young Jason Gordon grabbed 
low net for the championshiF 
flight with a 193. 
Other •,•net winners were Ab 
Rosario, Bruce Kerr and .Steve 
Burton for first, second ~,~d 
third flights, respectively. 
The three-day annual event at- 
tracted 1t6 golfers. 
No Kelowna for 
Northwest soccer  
Prince Rupert, Terrace and 
Kitimat youth soccer associa- 
tions all vetoed taking part in the 
Canada Safc way Interior Chal- 
lenge Cup Tournament for 
house teams at Kelowna the past 
weekend because of the cost fac- 
tor tacked on by the host associ- 
ation. 
As a regular participant in the 
past, and hosts in Terrace two 
years ago, others had offered 
billets to visiting teams to cut 
down on overall expenses. 
Kelowna refused to do this, thus 
making it too expensive for us to 
send representatives~ 
A protest on Kdowna's ac-" 
tions has been submitted to the 
B.C. body for youth soccer. 
Terrace will, however, be sen- 
ding out three teams next month 
to the Quesnel invitational tour- 
nament called 'Billy- Barker 
Days Select Team Series'. 
£ 
Terrace has teams entered in 
the under-12, under-ll and 
under-10 divisions of the July 
14-15 event. 
,i~:~:,~i:~;~, SOFTBAI ;L  EY JUNE 1Tr  H 
i ~t:~ '  ',~::'~'KIt~inat K/GIB 20 Donna 's  CUt &Cur l  8'~ 
,-,::,,,:~.?, ;~., ,,,~, . . . .  A & W 2t Donna • Cut & Curl 8 
~i~;~:i,i"~./. • : ,  .K l t lmat  K/G/B 15- -  A,& W O.., - 
. -  r 
~ ~ ~ L~ 
:(•'" : T i lden 10 - -  A & W 4 "• ' " ~*•"•::! 
T i lden22 - -  Donna's Cut & Cud lO : " ' ' ": :- ":~:"::" ii":::.i ':" ~: 
K i t lmat  K/G/B 11-  Ti lden 3 (Championship Game) • - • : "~ ' ~ r ~ " ' :' .. : 
TERRACE MEN'S SLO.PITCH LEAGUE'  
Not of  the West 8 - -  Thomhl l l  Motors  7 
S,K.B. Molson Wreckers 7 - -  Rudon 2 
Thornhi l l  Motors  12 - -  S•K.B. Molecn Wreckers  9 
Not of the West 23 - -  Rudon r9 
TERRACE MINOR BASEBALL PLAYOFFS 
Rookie Divis ion 
. Northern Drugs 20 - -  Elks 4 
Coop 24 - -  Petrocan 20 
Coop 16 - -  Northern Drugs 8 
: . J ,  
• ' : • Bambino Division 
. . . .  : . . . . .  • McDonalds 20 - -  Overwaitea 7 
• , , - •  • . . . . .  
Smithers athletes, g.et 
provincial recognition 
Three Smithers High School 
athletes have received provincial 
recept ion fo r  their achieve- 
ments, 
Shelley Morris, Ian Meier and 
SuzY Taylor have received 
" TERRACEYOUTH SOCCER 
" ' "  ' EXHIB IT ION GIRL8 GAME 
:: : . .  Ter race1 - -  Pr ince Rupert 0 
• UNDER 10 DIVISION. .. 
A.G.K. 7 - -  Terrace Travel 0- 
Car ly le Shepherd 3 - -  Skeena Sawmi l l s  0 
" - Thunderbirds 4 - -  Shoppers 4 
- Centennial  L ions I --- Skeena Cel lu lose 0 
Surveyors 4 - -  Coop  1 
UNDER 8 DIVISION • 
McAIp ine 4 - -  Totem Ford 4 - 
- • Da lw Q0een 4 - -  Terrace • Chrys ler  O.  
Ti lden Tigers 2 - -  Ken's Photo 2 
• ~ . . . . .  UNDER 16 DIVISION 
Braids 4 - -  Brady F.C. 1 
GIRLS DIVISION ...... * 
• " T ide Lakers 4 - -  Pizza Hut  2 - ~'-: ~/"~: :::: 
TERRACE MIXED SLO-PITCH SOFTBALL LEAGUE, 
Skeena Hotel 12 - -  Skeena Cel lu lose 8 " 
Oldt lmers  7 .-- Royale 6 
Fami ly  Connect ion 1 - -  River Rats 0 
Terrace Hotel  12 - -  Brewmastere 5 . : 
Skeena Sawml l lks  13 - -  Realty World.Penneys 0 • 
Family Connect ion 7 . - -  Independent Industr ial  0 
NORTH COAST RUi 
recipents province-wide and the 
only ones from the northwest. 
Morris participates in track 
and field and the,heptathlon, 
while Meier is a wrestler and 
Taylor excels in volleyball. 
$i,500,Nancy Greene Scholar- 
" '"~ the vrOvincial The awards•symboiise out- 
shlp~: from - : ~, standing athletic achievement 
gove~ent .  
The three are among thirty the high school evel. 
Farko 14 - -  Shoppers 14 
Farko 14 - -  McDonalda 12 
Overwaltea 12 - -  Shoppers 7 , : 
Terrace Northmen cont inued their  unbeaten string with a'23-4 win 
over Smithers Camels  on June 18 weekend. 
," . 
. : ' . .  
3 : .• ".., 
,%;: . 
" o"  . 
. ,  a ,  
i : Co.op top divisions-- " "  
The four youngest divisions of 
Terrace Minor Softball wound 
up their seasons on June :18 
:weekend at Elks Park.' when it 
w~:o~,er, one Of :th e four Silver 
cup t0titney titles had gone out 
:: . . . .  .!i/i~:'~:~ilS-uSual pr ctee wzth the 
beating East End Supremes 
18-16 in the final contest. 
Supremes won second-place 
pennants. .. 
The squirt girls' ::diVision 'had 
four local entries; plus North 
Count~ InSurance and North 
Chuntry Realty! Of Smithers for 
• !y0fingest division -- T-Ball - -  their six-teamround,robin. This : 
~r:esu!ts ': were •not :posted.~. series_went to Smithers"Realty.. 
' Org~ers.  let them play and: kids .with their.:l.7-13 .win over 
. have fun, The-teams involved Little Gassers:i~ tlt .. !final, " . 
~: were=Vie Froese, Little Oilers, 
Em¢'0 and Centennial Lions. ~ 
...... -~!"ln:":i~he all-girls 'mites' divi-. 
:sion, .five teams: (including Wes 
~No~ding Trucking of Smithers) 
iiplayed a, complete •round-robin 
seri~ With the top-two advanc- 
ingto  a championship game. 
.Bri-Don •Specials came out to 
win first-place trophies by 
Only three teams competed, in' 
thesquirt boys' division; so they 
played: a =double round-t~bin 
series with the top two going in- 
to a championship game. The 
Co-op statswon it by beating 
C0Pperside Ac~=23-14. " 
: Scores from all games can be 
found in this week's coreboard. 
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with tournament 
Bd.Don Specials beat out East End Supremes in the final towin the mites division of Ter- 
race Minor Softball's Silver Cup tournament on June 17. 
• The Co-op Stere emerged as champions of Terrace Minor Softball's boys' squirt division 
'Silver Cup' tourney on June 17. 
North Country Realty of Smithers won the squirt girls' division of Terrace Minor Softball's 
• Silver Cup tourney on June 17. 
ii 
Clark crashes in Winnipeg 
:~ Dr. Paul Clark, Terrace's 
~vorld record holder in several 
.iwheelchalr races, had hoped to 
' i i regain his world mark in the 
~ marathon at the Canadian 
• Wheelchair Marathon Cham- 
• .  pionship in Winnipeg on June 
• 18, 
iBut  an  accident two 
• : : ,  kilometers into the 42-K event 
Clark and two other 
BIC, ridersout of contention. 
Clark,s crash with Ron 
.. ! ,  i 'RobiHard imd Dan Wesley also 
his front fork. He con- 
: !: n ~, ,~,  i ,  ~ hnu~0 ,,but the fork 8al/eout 
at the 30-K mark, making Clark 
a spectator. 
It was only his second colli- 
sion in his years of competing. It 
was much less serious than three 
years ago at Seattle, when he 
broke his arm. This time he suf- 
fered no injury. 
The day of the accident 
(Father's Day, by the way) Clark 
told us he'd have to completely 
rebuild the fork portion before 
he'd be able to compete in his 
next race -- last Sunday at 
Toronto. 
The  race was Won by 
Sweden's Bossi Lindquist in a 
time of one hour, 44 minutes. 
Quebec's Andre Viger placed se- 
cond while another Swede came 
in third. • 
Clark told us that his two 
mishaps (Seattle and Winnipeg) 
are the only two reaces where 
he's never completed the course. 
At Winnipeg, the weather was 
perfect but the jockeying for 
positions wasn't, and that mar, 
red what Clark feels might have 
been another notch on his belt of' 
victories.: .,, '" 
Coming events in 
regional sports 
Lots of sports action coming 
up Canada Day weekend. Ter- 
race Oldtimers are hosting men's 
and ladies fastball tournaments 
running Friday to Monday. At 
least 20 teams are expected. 
Locations will be designated 
later this week. Prize money will 
be announced at the same time, 
-Kitimat:s Hili Climb runs on 
Haisla Hill sunday the 2rid. En- 
try is open to all licenced rivers. 
It runs from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Vehicles hould register at Daval 
Automotive, Kildala Service or 
Nomag Auto in Terrace by Sat- 
urday. Vehicles will be displayed 
at Tamitik on July 1st evening. 
More bicycle riders are sought 
for the. first annual Kitimat 
River Challenge race from 
Kitimat's Riverlodge to Mount 
Layton and back on Saturday. 
It's an 80-kilometer ride. Pick 
up registration forms at 
! 
Riverlodge or Sundance Sports 
in Terrace. 
Adults and teens interested in 
a two-day volleyball officials 
clinic in Terrace in..: September 
should contact;Linda Black at 
Cak~donia high school by this 
Thursday. 
More youngsters can still be 
taken, for the Northwest 
Residential Soccer Academy-at 
Northwest College in Terrace 
next month. Although officiall~, 
closed off last week, organizer 
Liz Ball says they can take a few 
last,minute boys aged 11 and up. 
Contacther at 635-6511 during 
the day, or 638-8995 evenings. : 
The annual 54-hole Skeena 
Valley men's open golf •tourna- 
ment runs this Saturday to Mon- 
day in Terrace. They can take up 
to 108 players at a $65 entry fee. 
Entries close this Wednesday. 
Phone the golf club at 635-2542'., 
including accommodation (Century Plaza Hotel 
Terrace Travel Canadian Airlines International Ltd.) 
3rd Prize: Gas Barbeque 
• TERRACE ROTARY 
RIVERBOAT RACE i 
AUG. 7, 1989 
COPPER RIVER FLATS 
1st Prize: $2000.00 
2nd Prize: Weekend Trip for 2 to VancouVer ~ i~i 
| -  
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Kitimat KGB takes  
ladies' softba.I !.- --," 
The one-day Terrace ladies 
recreational softball tournament 
on June 17 was a piece of cake 
for the Kitimat K.G.B. team, as 
they won all three round-robin 
contests; then scored a fourth 
,easy win in  the championship 
game. : : 
Kitimat started with a 20-8 
win over Donna's Cut and Curl. 
- ¢ , 
Then they blanked A & W I~-0 
before winding up their round- 
robin by. outscoring Tilden 14-9, 
Tilden had the second best 
record, so they took on Kitimat 
agai n in t final but lost • 11-3 to 
the Smelter City gals. A & W 
won 'the most sportsmanlike 
team award, • ., 
Stea ,e rs top, Ki s piox 
Although the final game re- tory over Houston, then downed 
quired some extra effort, the 
Terrace Northern Motor Imi 
Stealers had relatively no pro- 
blem winning the seven-team 
Kispiox ladies softball, tourna- 
ment on Fathers' Day weekend. 
The Stealers went through un- 
defeated, winning four games in 
.a row including the title match 
3-2 over Hazelton's Skeena 'A' 
squad. 
They started with an 8-4 vic- 
Moricetown: 12~. 
In  the semi-finals they de- 
. feated Ki'spiox 14-5. 
The Stealers' Linda Black was 
named most valuable player. 
Teammates June Ross and Joy 
Schmidt were selected best in: 
fielder and most"inspirational 
players, respectively. • 
. For Winning the series, 
Stealers came home with $800 in 
prize money. 
Two Terrace winners 
in Alcan run 
Terrace competitors won 
more than their share of races at 
Kitimat's annual Alcan Family 
Mini-Marathon on June 17th. 
The event attracted 75 runners 
and bikers, including Terrace's 
Ed Ansems and Sue Simpson, 
who won their respective 
2t-kilometer (half-marathon) 
races. Ansems Was timed in one 
hour, 17 minutes while Simpson 
has a time of one hour 27 
minutes. 
Fiye-K winners were Mark 
Zielinski of Kitimat (18 minutes) 
and Gall Sheasy ;of Terrace (24 
minutes). 
Kitimat's Trevor Mendham 
rolled to a 41-mi,'nute finish in 
the five-K wheelchair event. 
Bike riders had to go twice the 
distance of runners. The home 
town's Bruce Pettet won his 
42-K race in .71 minutes. The 
• youngest 21-K runner as 13- 
year-old Miles Lacey, who was 
timed at 119 minutes. 
.ocal -e nt ri es :stop ped 
at slo-pitch .tourney 
Terra~ had three om of the  The  Blues started *with a 
six entries, but two of the other loss to Rupert, then picked.up, a 
teams made the final at the zone " default win over Houston. Next 
Senior 'B' mixed slo-pitch soft- the Blues eliminated Terrace 
.ball championship held.: .at Hotel 12-9 in 10 innings and 
Smithers on June 17 weeketld. -sidelined Skeena Hotel 9-2 to 
It was the host Smithers Blues meet Rupert in the finals. 
emerging from the 'B' side to Rupert's unblemished record 
knock off previously unbeaten .fell in the tight fret game by a 
Prince Rupert twice to earn a 8-7 score. The sudden-death 
tirp to Victoria July 14 for pro- " f'male wasn't even close, with 
vincial finals. Smithers posting a 14-5 victory: 
~NOrlIERN 
• . : . •  . 
Kltimat KGB won the Terrace Ladies' Recreational Softball tournament with ease on June 
17. They beat Terrace Tilden 11-3 In the final. 
'i?~ 
• ', ~ .~ ..... 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  H ..... It Blanket  Blanket Blanket ~ .B.C. and YUKON ALBERTA NWT J~. SASKATCHEWAN 
. . . . .  " " - I  Ii, :==, 
• " "~0-  " -  '110P-- '1 , . • I  1~ 1~ word.  77~ oommunlly | 
• ' ~ , -  ~y I;I ~3.OO~.ordfo~ ~oommum~ ~1.00 I~  wo,'d for . $4.00p~'wonJ lot . . . . .  |m l l l ton  
eacnworoovern rMcl~s eachworclovw16 nempwere ~ i  el~:hwocciovor26 newel)q~m 
o "):;o 
"..y. 
13.00 per word for 
each word over 25 
.... ~ i !~  
Blanket 
MANITOBA 
*85=0%, ,,~.,1, 
househok Je  
.51 communi ty  
newspapers  
~> " 
<~:ii:i:i "
Blanket 
ONTARIO @UEBEC 
,27500, .,.=.,~ 
households 
7S wo~ mulmum *51community 
13 mch wo~l over ~ .=e~,,ord ovuoo newspapers 
~ ,,,.:: . :~, ~ ~ ~ k, ~ ~, s, A,..,,~< 
ALL 
I I  I W i l l  [ I l l l  
EDS 
Blanket 
ATLANTIC PROVs 
$1&l&O0 ~ 
"/~/~Sworcls households 
l~l.O0 per word for er~ community 
uch  word over 2S - newspapers  
mlestate i ~ ~ ~ i  i* ": 
C.TC,  T , , .= 'O"  ¸ I"  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Visit the Northern Motor Inn  for i • 
nightly enter ta inment  Come to * 
.where .the ACTION Is. , 
.... Avenue, Terrace, B.C.' V~ IM7 : .  
' . tk1[  C~71L VE ~ CV) lY l lT" ' -  
3"6 ,,.. -.- Hwy 16 East ~ 635 " /840  ~ ~ ~ ~ W V i @ 
i ~' :  , *~'~ ~ "** , i ,  i . . .  , : :  ' I11 I I " I I  II I II I i I 1 I 11 I II = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i ] l l l ; i tTl ' l l l  ~ . "~ * ' : :  
, * 0 
~*~"AI.'~ night to remember for Caledon ia grads 
, - . .  . .~ ' • ; . . ; : ,  . . . . . . . -  , .  " . . .  
4 i 
A handshake, an award and a kiss from School District 88 director of in- 
struction Harold Cox topped off the school year for Jennifer Dow, one of 
more than200 Caledonia Senior Secondary students who went through 
graduation ceremonies Friday night at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Jennifer, 
the class valedictorian, received the Rotary Shield for School Citizenship 
and Social Responsibility. 
iY;'! 
.......... LASS OF '89 ~~ THE C ~i ~i i !~  ~ 
T H, I= '~ ER RACE R E VIE W S A L U T E 
Excel& 
- ~ ~ h o l a r s h .  i l :  
- ..aw,ard  .winners Ed Roodzant ($350) -- . Frank Morris Scholarship ., ($200) --  Caledonia Scholar- . .... 
ship. S.F.U. (Engineering). 
N ;.>:.:.:e 
,:+:<¢. 
Shauna Yeske ($250) - -  
Almgren Logg;ng Co. Ltd. 
Scholarship. Capilano Col- 
lege (Advertising). 
Betty Raposo ($300) --  
C.U.P.E. Local 2012 Schol- 
arship. N.W.C.C. (Arts)/ 
S.F.U. (Criminology). 
• . . • :' 
Keile Pegg ($750) - -  
Centennial Lions Club of 
Terrace Scholarship. U.B.C. 
(Commerce). 
J ason  Rempel ($500) -  
Michael Mitchefi Memorial 
Scholarshi p. Selkirk College 
(Aviation), 
~.:.:.:.: ):.:.:.:.: 
F::::::::: 
I:#::~ i.:.:.:.:, I::::;:::: 
leremy Smith ($!,000) -- ' .Tony Marques ($700) 
Terrace Blue Back Swim . . . .  John, and Ellen Bastin 
Club Scholarship. N.W.C.C, Scholarship. U.B.C. (Engi- 
(Computer Science). neering). 
I /: 
• Shelley Giesbrecht 
($1,000) T .D.T .A.  
Scholarship,' University of 
Victoria (Marine Biology). 
Rick Yip ($500) --North- 
west. Community •College 
Bursary. N.W.C.C.  
(Science) 
David Hogg ($300) - - :  , .  , . . . .  
Clarence Michiel Scholar -~ ' .  < . 
ship. University o f  Alberta 
or U.B.C. (Pre-Medicine). ~ 
• Nina Parr ($900) -- Dud- 
ley G. Little Scholarship. 
U.B.C. or University of Vic- 
toria (Engineering). 
,.~i,:~ ..... ~. .~ :::::" !~.::::~::::~::!':" 
Selena Tank ($500) - -  
-Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Scholarship. Capilano Col- 
lege (Tourism Management). 
Janet Lennox ($1,050), 
Frank Morris Scholarship. 
University of Victoria 
(Chemistry). 
Pare Kerr ($650) - -  Ter- 
race and District Arts Coun- 
cil Fine Arts Scholarship. 
University of Victoria 
(Music). 
Josh  Eades ($500) -- 
T ,D.T.A.  Scholarship. 
Oklahoma State University 
(Chemical or Aeronautical 
Engineering). 
Megan Walker ($500) - -  
T .D .T .A .  Scholarship. 
N.W.C.C. (Arts)/S.F.U. 
(Communications). 
~. ... 
• , ~ ~ i ~  ~!I 
! 
Jenine Krause ($500) - -  
Terrace and District Medical 
Society Scholarship. Univer- 
sity of Victoria (Pre- 
Medicine). 
i~  '~  • _ 
i i  .... • ........... 
:7~ ~ 
Brian VCilson ($200) --  
Caledonia Scholarship. 
Mount Allison University 
(Geology or Music). 
MiehelleRolfsen ($300) -- 
Ted Wells Scholarship ($100) 
-- Caledonia Scholarship. 
N.W.C.C. (Pre-Pharmacy or 
Business Education). 
. . . . .  i i  
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Traey Reynolds ($500) .--- 
T .D.T .A .  Scholarship. 
U.B.C. (Education). •
Tracy Bury ($200) -- 
Caledonia Scholarship ($100) 
Logex Trading Ltd. Scholar- 
ship. N.W.C.C. (Social 
Sciences). 
Vie Dhami ($700) --" Ted 
Wells Scholarship. U.B.C. 
(Engineering). 
Garrett Hidber ($100) -- 
Elan Travel Ltd. Bursary 
($50) --  Caledonia Bursary. 
Grande Prairie Regional Col- 
lege (Marketing). 
? ., , . . 
Kiera Sundberg ($400) - -  
C.U.P.E.  Local 2861 Schol- 
arship. N.W.C.C. (Arts)/ 
University o f  Victoria 
(Education). .- 
Jennifer Dow ($1,000) - -  
Rotary Club of Terrace 
Scholarship. Malaspina Col- 
lege (Linguistics or Psycholo- 
gY), 
i~i•il ! 
Beckie Wilkerson ($500) 
-- Skeena Cellulose Com- 
pany Limited Sch61arship. 
Brigham Young University 
( Journa l i sm/Po l i t i ca l  
Sdence). 
I 
: i~ :~ ~: 
Tina Thomas ($I,000) - -  
Terrace Blue Back Swim 
Club Scholarship. University 
of Victoria (History/Law 
followed by a career in 
Diplomacy). 
i.i • .5. . .i,: 
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Rebecca Mattheis ($250) 
: • .~-- Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
:~ Scholarship ($50) --Cale- 
- : : : , : ;don ia  .... Scholarshi p. 
. ,. N.W,C.C, (Nursing). 
' / : i  
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Bruce Neid ($250) - -  
Cedar River Timber Ltd. 
. Scholarship. Grande Prairie 
,iRegional College (Mathe- 
• matics or Commerce). 
Sandra Stefanik ($150) - -  
Ken's Photo Studio Ltd. 
.Scholarship ($100) - -  Ter- Anti l)eol ($650) -- Hans 
*raCe .Art Association G. Muehle Scholarship, 
Scholarship.. Capilano Col- U.B.C. ~- (Computer Science. 
lege (Graphic Design). ~. or Engineering). 
• Teresa Bannister ($500) - -  
Terrace Insurance Brokers' 
..: Scholarship (sponsored by 
Braid Insurance Agencies/ 
Keenleyside Insurance Ser- 
y!¢es/Paragon Insurance 
Agencies/Wightman and 
Sinitii Insurance Agencies). 
N,W.C.C. (BusineSs Admin- 
i : istration)/SiFiU. (Accoun- 
, i' t ng) : .  
Karen Karu ($500) - -  
'Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Scholarship. University of 
Victoria (Education). 
Rhiannon George ($500) 
- -  Terrace and District 
Medical Society Scholarship. 
University of Victoria (Pre- 
Jeff Tupper ($500) --  
T.D.T.A. Scholarship. 
U.B.C. (Computer Science/ 
Mathematics). 
~i~:i~'>.i ~::!: , i ::!:::~i!~:~!?!?ii):?::i!!!?i?i! 
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Pharmacy or Pre-Dentistry). 
. .~ ", . . . . .  : .  • 
ledonia.":- class ' o f  '89 
e graduates: 
, i  
i Don Agnew, Tamara (Tia) . ful, Dirk Falconer, John Favela, 
Ainscow, Peter Akutagawa, Keith Fell, John Fisher, Lorne 
Merle• Alexander, Charmalne Fisher, Al Fleischmann, Ben 
Anderson, Kevin Anderson, Foote. • 
Michelle Anderson, Jose An-. Rhiannon George, Shelley 
drade, Derek Andrews, Chloe Giesbrecht ' Ravi Gill, Melanie 
Asti-Rose. Goodlad, Tarvinder Gosal, Jo- 
Bobby Bahr, Santokh Bains, anne Greening, • Paulette Gyger. 
Surjit Bains, Teresa Bannister, Jason Haldane, Adina Hall, 
Charles Baverstock, Laura Ben- Angela Hamel, Gail Hamilton, 
nett, Sharon Bennet, Cheryl Scott Hansen, Trevor G. Han- 
Blanes, Allan BoltOn, Travis sen, Lianne Haw, Janice Henry, 
Bourque, Dana Boyce, Daroyle Susie Hepner, Garrett Hidber, 
Bracken, Shayne Braid, Sabrina Nadine Hoffman, David Hogs, 
Brown, Ernest Bueckert, Trac'y Steve Holmberg, Ted Holosko, 
Bury, Vicki Buteau, Rhonda Andrew Hope, Tina Hoven- 
• Butler. kamp, Tammy Hubbard, Darrin 
Denise Cam, Rodney Camp- Hudson. 
bell, Pat Carey, Tracey Carey, Howard Inkster, Aaron lppel. 
Dorcas Chapman, Rob Cheer, Wyatt Jackson, Paul M. Jef- 
Ken Chemko, Tracey Clark, few, Tracy Jeffery, Nikki 
CorileeClarke, Alix(Alexandra) Jenkins, Sandy Johnston, 
Copeland, Shawn Coulter, Jody Johnny Jones. 
Cox, Dominique Crouse, Chiton Kantakis, Nicki Kar-" 
Andy Davis, Jackie Dekerk, lash, Karen Karu, Susan Lynn 
Anil Deoi, Denise Derooy, Steve Kelly, Kevin Kennedy, Pam 
DeWacht, Victor Dhami, Sham- Kerr, ~ Cory Killoran, Blaine 
mi Dhansaw, John Paul Dodd, Kluss, Denise Kluss, Lory Knull, 
John Donahue, Shannon Don- Jenine Krause, Sandra Kuhar, 
nan, Jennifer Dow, Marco Tia Kurylowich, Tanice Kusick. 
Duarte, Tawnya Dunger. Lynne Lagace, Defi'ick Lar- 
Josh Eades, Michael Easton, sen, Jeff Larkin, Janet Lennox, 
Jon Anthony Edgar, Rose Eide, Rose Lenser, Anita Letourneau, 
Dianne Emerson. Eric Levesque, Christopher 
Kris Fairless, Laverne Faith- Lindseth, Orietta Lorenzon, 
J ody  Cox ($200) -- 
Mohawk Oil Company Ltd. 
Scho|arship. University of 
Victori a (Speech Therapy). 
/ 
i 
Curtis Louie, Ralph Lubke, Mui 
Luc, Rena Lucier, Traci Lyons. 
Daniel MacKenzie, Tony 
Marques, Deanna Mason, 
Rebecca: Mattheis, Brad 
McAvoy,:~ Brenda McCarron, 
Shane McColman, Russell Mc- 
Farland, Denise McFarlane, 
Carrie McLeod, Blaine B. Meek, 
Christina Mehs, Kristine Melby, 
Ricardo Milhomens, Brent 
Monkman, Sherri Monteith, 
Rosalee (Longpre) Morgan, 
Steven Morgan, Aaron Morvan, 
Randy Musselman, Cindy 
"Myers. 
Barbara D. Needham, Bruce 
Neid, Bradley Shawn Neufeld, 
Melody Newman. 
Melanie O'Brien, Charlene 
Overholt. 
Lisa Parker, Neelam Parmar, 
Ranjit Parmar,  Nina Parr, 
Susan Payne, Scott Peden, 
Karen (Kelly) Pegg, Arnie 
Pelletier, Debbie Penner, Arne 
Perrin, Tracey Peters, Mitch 
Powers,Laura Pruner. 
Betty Raposo, Monica 
Rauter, Harry Redmond, Cor- 
ina Reed, Audra Reitz, Jason 
Rempel, Tammy Renney, Tracy 
Reynolds, Fawn Richard, Sonya 
RioUx, Andy Robinson, 
Michelle Rolfsen, Edward 
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Rose Lenser ($500)- Ter- 
race and District Medical 
Society Scholarship. U.B,C. 
(Pre-Medicine). 
Sue Kelly ($650) - -  Hans 
G. Muehle Scholarship. 
University of Victoria (Music 
Education). 
.,:..•, 
.~<.. 
Melanie O'Brien ($200) - -  
,Caledonia Scholarship ($100) 
-- Skeena Cellulose Ltd. 
Scholarship. U.B.C. (Diete- 
tics). 
Roodzant. 
Thomas Saline, Naomi Shaf- 
fer, Patty Sharpies; Tommy 
Shippit, Corwin Siemens, Eliz- 
abeth (Liz) Sluys, Robert Jon 
Smart, Jenny Smith, Jeremy 
Smith, Mireia Sorribas, Lisette 
Spencer, Emerson L. Squires, 
Robert Stanvick, Reynold Starr, 
Sandra Stefanik, Kiera Sund- 
berg, Cory Sawn. 
Selena Tank, Theresa Taron, 
And); Davis ($500) -- 
Larry Swanson Scholarship. 
U.B.C. (Pre-Dentistry). 
Patricia Sharpies ($300) -- 
Doll and Jim Norrington 
Scholarship. U.B.C. 
(Science). 
Shauna Towriss ($500) - -  
Terrace Co-operative 
Association Scho!arship~ 
N.W.C.C. (Arts)/University 
of Victoria (Education). 
Ted Taylor, Nina Teixeira, Tina 
E. Thomas, Shauna Towriss, 
Jeff Tupper, Troy Turner. 
Carla Lynn Virtue. 
Megan Walker, Tanya 
Walker, Barbara Wanhill, Ber- 
nadine Watson, Beckie Wilker- 
son, Brian Wilson, Eddie Wolfe, 
Kara Wright, Pare Wright. 
Shanna L. Yeske, Rick Yip. 
Shane Ziegler, Deanna Zilin- 
ski. 
Caledonia grad ceremonies  were the end of an era in more 
than one way - -  long-time principal Bill Sturn, shown here 
congratulating Deanna Zilinski, is leaving the school for a 
Job In Llilooet. 
f ' . r r  " "K j i  , 
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OUTSTANDINGSTUDENT AWARDS 
Cfint Baker 
Band 11 & Stage Band 11 
Suzanne Banviile 
Clothing & Textiles 11 
Andy Blair 
Drafting 11 
Irene Bretheriek 
French 10 
Ernest Bueckert 
Consumer Mathematics 11 & 
Metal Work 12B 
Ken Chemko 
Metal Work 12A 
Tracey Clark 
Family Management 12 
Vanessa Crooks 
Communications 12
Robert Cuddeford 
Physical ~ Education": I0 &~"  
Science I0 
Bruce de Hoog • 
Metal Work 11 
Gene Dennis 
Construction 11 
Chad Elwood 
Wood Work 10 
Dianne Emerson 
Machine Calculations & ,., 
P rocedures  12 
David Falardean 
Construction 12B & 
Trades Mathematics 11 
Kelth Fell 
Mechanics 12 
Shelly Glesbreeht 
Biology 12, Choral Music 12 
Computer Science 12, 
English 12 & Law 12 
Scott Hamen 
Art 12 
Mex Hassett 
Drafting 10 
Ev Hlgginson 
Acting 11 
Darrin Hudson 
Construction 12A 
Wendy Hummel 
Mathematics 10 
Science & Technology 11 
Susan Kelly 
Law 12 & Stage Band 12. 
Jenine Krause 
Introductory Accounting 11 
Janet Lennox 
Chemistry 12, English 
Literature 12, French 12, 
History 12 & Physics 12 
Sandra Loptson 
English 11 & Social . 
Studies 11 
Scott Loptson 
Band 10, English 10, 
Mathematics 10, Science 10, 
Social Studies 10 & Stage 
Band 10 
KIrsten MacKenzie 
English 1 I, Introductory 
Clothing & Textiles 11 ~. 
Tony Marques .
Algebra 12 & Biology 12 
Elizabeth Mendes 
Introductory Accounting 11 
Caroile Miehaud 
Algebra 11 & Chemistry 11 
Randy Musselman 
Consumer Education 12 & 
English 12 
Melody Newman. 
Sociology 11 
~. ,.. • :. John Nole 
Draft ing 12 
Joanne Ogawa 
French  ii. 
• -. Ranjit Parmar 
• ~We.~tem.,.__==>~ Civilization i2. 
.! ~-~VParmmter  - , 
Algebra 11 & Social 
Studies 11 
gelle Pegg 
' Economics '  12 
Miehel le R01fsen  ' 
office Procedures 11 • 
• . ,  , EdRoodzant. 
Geometry 12 
Andre Reitz 
Acting 12 
Vieky Sainis . ~ 
Biology 11 
Liz Slays 
Band 12 
.Jeremy Smith " 
Geography 12 - 
Alice Soares 
Communications 11
Kflsta Soules 
- • Physical Education •I 1 
.. :. Snadra Stefanik 
VisualArts 2-D II, 
Visual Arts 2-D 12" 
Ryan Stevenson 
Art 11 & Biology 11 
Teresa Taron 
Career Typing 11 
Nina Teixeira 
Accounting 12, Office 
Procedures 12 
Tracey Todd 
English 11, Family 
Mana,gement 11 & Foods & 
Nutrition 11 
Jeff Tupper 
,Algebra 12 
Lenny Ward 
: Mechanics II
Beclde Wilkerson 
English 12 
Lee Wilkerson 
Metal Work 10 
Nathan Wilkerson 
Chemistry 1I, Computer 
Studies 11, Physics 11 & 
Social Studies 10 
l)aysun Wrubel 
Physical Education 11 
Governor General's Bronze 
Medal for Outstanding 
Academic Achievement 
Janet Lennox 
Caledonia Outstanding 
Student Awards 
Chloe Asti.Rose 
Shelley Giesbreeht 
Tina Thomas 
~o~a'y Shield. & Scholarship 
~'m" School Citizenship &
Social Responsibility 
Jennifer Dew 
Outstanding Arts & Science 
Student 
Jeremy Smith 
Outstanding Business 
Education Student 
Nina Teixeira 
Outstanding Industrial 
Education Student 
Darrin Hudson 
Outstanding Visual Arts 
Student 
Sandm Stefanik 
Outstanding Performing 
Arts Student 
Pamela Kerr 
Top Grade Eleven Student 
Nathan Wilkerson 
Top Grade Ten Student 
Scott Loptson 
Entrance Scholarships: 
Janet Lennox 
Alcan Silver Anniversary 
Scholarship ($1,000) 
B.C. Premier's Award of 
Excellence ($5,000) 
University of Victoria T.S. 
McPherson Entrance 
Scholarship ($2,500 per year 
for five years) 
Jeff Tupper 
U.B. Chancellor's Entrance 
Scholarship ($3,000 per year 
for four years) 
- ~ - Nina Parr, 
Tina Thomas 
University of Victoria 
Entrance Scholarships 
($1,800) 
Chloe Asti-Rose 
S.F.U. Dean's Entrance 
Scholarship ($2,250 per year 
for four years) 
Coflnna Adams 
French 11 
Tin Alnscow 
Physical Education 12 
Matthew Albert 
Algebra 11 
Brian Anderson 
Computer Studies 11 
Chloe Asti-Rose 
Writing i2 
Bobby Babr 
Choral Music 1 i 
Cont r ibuted  by  ..... 
Caledon ia  S ta f f  . 
Caledonia, in its: twentieth 
year of Operation, Offers more 
than 100 distinct courses in 
various ubjects areas, including 
Accounting, Typing;/Clothing 
and Textiles, Foods and Nutri- 
tion, Creative Writing, English 
and English Literature, French; 
Construction, ~Drafting, Me- 
chanics, Metal ~ Work, Algebra, 
Algebra 11 and 12 Honours, 
Trades Mathematics, Consumer 
MathematicS, Computer  
Science~ Computer Studies; 
Geography, History, Law; 
Western Civifization; Acting, 
Art, Band,  Sc ience and  
Technology, Biology, Chemistry 
andPhysics; IndependentLiving 
Skills, and Pre~Employment 2 &
3. Students have a wide variety 
of extra-curricular activities 
from which to choose: Student's 
Council, Annual Club, Counter 
Attack Club, Drama, Grad 
Committee, Badminton, Basket- 
ball and Volleyball. 
We sent four athletic teams to 
the Provincial Finals. The.B0y's 
Volleyball team, coached by 
Richard Kriegl, and Grant Hol- 
kestad placed second; the Bad- 
minton team coached by Linda 
Black and Bob Cooper, also 
placed second. These are the 
best ever performances by 
Caledonia teams. 
Caledonia has a staff compos- 
ed o f  highly qualified, ex- 
perienced,.and dedicated mem- 
bers who ensure that our stud- 
ents receive the best'l~ossible 
education. They are:committed 
to reinforcing" in a positive way 
good achievement, effort, at- 
titude and involvement. 
• Caledonia has an excellent 
record of achievement in schol- 
arships and receives wide finan- 
cialand moral support in the 
community. We have a Schol- 
arship .'Enhancem.e nt Pro- 
gramme in operation. Early in 
the school year, students are 
provided with current informa- 
• tion and eligibifity requirements 
about local, district and provin- 
cial scholarships. They are • en- 
couraged to apply to write pro- 
vincial scholarship examina- 
tions. Subject eachers are pro- 
vided with the names of students 
who have applie d to write pro- 
vincial scholarship examina- 
tions. Teachers give students 
writing scholarship examina- 
tions extra assistance. In the 
1987-1988 school year, 11 of our 
students were recipients of Pro- 
vincial scholarships. We expect 
the 1988-1989 results to be as 
good, if n6t better. Already, 
based on the results of the 
January 1989 Provincial Ex- 
aminations, it would appear that 
Beckie Wilkerson has qualified 
• for a provincial scholarship. In 
the January 1989 provincial reg- 
ular examinations, nine students 
had final marks of 90 percent or 
~higher in 11 provincially ex- 
aminable courses. 
Students are able to obtain 
scholarships totravel within and 
outside of Canada, and over the 
past years we have been hosting 
many overseas students from 
such varied countries as Finland, 
Germany, Mexico, Brazil, New 
Zealand and Japan; our students 
have gone to Egypt, France, 
Japan, Australia, Chile, Mex- 
[ leo, india, Hawai i ,  Ot tawa (On-  
. • . i ' 7  .•  - 
tario) and /Trois Rivieres 
(Quebec). This year, under the 
auspices of the Terrace:R0tary ' 
Club, Ravi Gill, Sus i  Heppner~ - 
Joe Zucchiatti, Joa~ne'Oreening 
and Kristine Melby all went to 
Ottawato the TerrY Fox Foun- 
dation. Sandra Kuhar also went 
but was funded privately. 
Janewa Osei,Tutu, who was on 
a Rotary International Student 
Exchange, has finished her year 
in Mexico and has already re-. 
turned to Terrace~ Mireia Sor- 
ribas, a Rotary Internauonal Ex- 
change student from Spqin will 
soon be returning home. We' 
were very happy to have'fidr with 
us: Bao:Lanh Diepi a Grade 11 
student, has been chosen to go 
to France on a Rotary Interna- 
t ional Student Exchange. 
Shawnee ::"Love, one of ten 
students from throughout B.C. 
to be awarded a Pacific Rim 
Scholarship for a year of study 
in Japan will soon be returning 
to Terrace. The scholarship is 
worth up to $20,000. Janet Len- 
nox won a T.S. McPherson 
Scholarship from the !University 
of Victoria walued at up  to 
$20,000 over five years; Janet 
also won the B.C. Premier's 
Award of Excellence valued at 
$5,000; Jeff Tupper won the 
U.B.C. Chancellor's Entrance 
Scholarship valued at $12,000 
over four years and will be 
nominated by U.B.C. for a 
Canada Scholarship valued at 
$8,000 over four years. Chloe 
Asti-Rose - was granted :the 
S.F.U. Dean's  Entrance 
Scholarship~ vahted at $9,000 
over four years. Both Nina Parr 
and Tina Thomas were granted 
University of Victoria Entrance° 
Scholarships valued at $1,500. 
,In addition, U.B.C. offered 
Tina Thomas a Norman 
MacKenzie Alumni Entrance 
Scholarship valued at $1,900. 
This year, we expect up to four 
students to receive Canada 
-Scholarships ponsored by the 
Government of Canada:. 
At the end ofthis month, we 
say goodbye to Cheryl Farkvam, 
who was with us for the school 
year; together with Gillian 
Cavalheiro and Cheryl Wyatt 
who were with us for part of the 
year. We also say goodbye to 
Bliss Dodd and Phil Letham 
who were long term, dedicated 
and committed staff members 
who will be leaving us for 
Nanalmo. We will really miss 
them all for their many and 
varied contributions. We will 
~lso be losing Bill Sturn, our 
dynamic and "with-it" principal 
for 1t of the past 12 years• Bill is 
making a career move to Lilloo- 
et, where he will be Director of 
Instruction. W¢~wish im all the 
best. His parting brings real sor- 
rows and we will miss him most 
of all. We will have lost our rud- 
ders but don't think we could 
part with our "sturn". 
On behalf of the staff and stu- 
dent body, we would like to take 
this opportunity tO publicly and 
• sincerely thank the parents of  all 
our students, the many in- 
dividuals, organizations and 
businesses in Terrace for their 
generous and continuing cup- 
port, 
The Awards  Commit tee ,  
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nkal"ium Ban d to 
tlize on S keena [] 
sometime in July, he said, and 
the fee st .rpcture has not yet been 
drawn up. 
"i ' The  boat will be operated by 
!/: i!:iThel tourism ~ component  ~ of  
. the  Kitsumkalum Band's eco- 
m0mic development plan got an- 
• i: other boost rcce.ntiy as the band 
:'held a, ceremonial: blessing.for 
:their newly acquired riverboat. 
~ The eight-passenger v ssel, la- 
'~!.den with .cedar b0ughs,i was 
!floated ohto:;the Kits~kaium 
i:iRiver aCthe boat launch •on the 
~Reserve after being Consecrated 
tonsaid the boat will be used 
primarily as a water taxi, a 
service he saidhas been virtually 
~absent in the area until now. 
Bolton notedthat  during, the Richard Bohn, an experienced 
spring and summer • months ,the :.riv.er navigator, I t  will also be 
north:bank of• the Skeenalbe-Usledfortraining band members 
/comes crowded with frustrated i:who:are ventually to be em- 
",fishermen Whb w~t to get to the~.::iplOyed in the enterprise. ~ 
premium angling'spots- on the .-The boat has been named the 
•other side" of theriver. Now Sim-Oi=Ghets.II (Tsimpsian for 
with a ,Tsimpsian prayer •by tri- they, ll be able to for a fee, he 
ibalelder Vera Henry. said. :: 
: :Band representativeAlexBol. ~, The service should ibegin 
Women's Centre hit 
.by budgetwoes 
! h~ special general meeting to 
discuss finances was held at the 
Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre June 13. 
deal with various legal, social 
and governmental agencies. The 
WRC also provides a drop-in 
center and an extensive lending 
library of books and resourse 
materials dealing with women's 
issues. 
Participation in lobbying ef- 
forts' 'to 'gain full and equal 
representation f women in the 
communi"ty andsociety as a 
whole is also an important part 
of  the Center's role. 
As the center closes to the 
publi'c on June 23, the long-term. 
futureis uncertain. However, a 
dedicated core of the member- 
ship remains positive and corn-. 
"chief"). Kitsumkalum. chief 
councillor CliffBoiton-said the 
name Sim-Oi-Ghets I-is being 
rescued fora muchlarger c af t
expected to arrive later • in the 
by Kaelem Bruce 
• The audited financial state- 
ment for last year was presented 
and  showed that a balanced 
budget had been achieved 
through careful management. 
Several of those present ex- ~ 
pressed frustration and dismay 
that, despite careful planning in 
the past year, the center will face 
making cuts in services due to 
cutbacks in funding presented in
the recent federal budget. 
The Women's • Centre receives mitted to ensuring the survival 
core funding from the Secretary) of.the center. . . , 
, '  The.centerlwill re-opeiz lfi"~tr ~- 
of, State, whose entire budget" .b;.. September. Several fund- 
has been slashed by 15 percent raising projects uch as sponsor- 
across the board. It seems 
similar cuts are likely next year ing a benefit concert or. dance 
as well, one member suggested. " were discussed as further 
possibilities. Hopes were ex- 
The center will-have to either pressed •that such efforts would 
reduce the daily number of:  
hours'in operation or cut back rinse .awareness of the impor- 
' tance of the Women's Centre in thenumber of weeks in .opera- . . . . . .  
tion over the next year.,.it was ex- the community as well as pro- 
plaine d, since there is no extra to viding an opportunity for some 
be trimmed •from the budget• quality entertainment and fun. .  
summer.. BoRon noted that both 
are made by Cree Industries of 
Saskatchewan, anall-native ven- 
ture, " 
The:, secondboat  ...will, 
be used for groups o f  20-25 
people who will be taken on 
guided tours of the Skeena, with 
an emphasis on the river's criti- 
cal role in the history and cul- 
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~ Kltsumkalum elder Vera Henry intoned a Tsimpsian prayer 
over the Band's new dyer boat before it was ceremonially 
launched onto the Kalum River a few days ago. Chief coun. 
cillor Cliff Bolton said the cedar boughs symbolize many 
aspects of the relationship between the people and the 
natural world. 
ture of the Tsimpsian people. 
"When that one gets here, 
we're going to invite the whole 
community for a salmon barbe- 
cue and feast," Bolton said with 
a smile. 
Those present at the meeting 
expressedbeHeftnthecenterasa' = Fertile plans b!oom Valuable resource to the com- 
munity. .. t hot spnng s,te Women in the northwest face ~ ' ° unique stressesd in their lives, 
largely due to problems of isola- 
tion, it was said• This is due to a Fraser McKenzie, a spokes- Layton Hot Springs, as reported 
range of cultural, climate and man for the Waste Management in the June 14th Terrace Review 
economic factors. The Women's Branch in Smithers, has con- - -  but he says there's no need to 
Centre offers a support system firmed that several hundred worry. 
and acts as a referral center for truck loads of chicken manure According to McKenzie, the 
women. It often plays an ad- are being transferred from sam. difference is that at Samson's 
vocacy role in helping women son's Poultry Farm to Mount the manure was stored in a 
[~ ' r  confined area while at the Hot Kids' programs at li u,ary Springs it will be spread out over 
• several acres to fertilize and • 
-C0ntributed by 
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• The Kltsumkalum Band's new river boat, the Sim-OI-Ghets II, will be used to provide several 
services to local people and tourists, Including availability as a water taxi• 
• . . ,  ~ , 
* t 
• 3. 
Fri~l~W0rms ' '  and When •the condition the soil He says that .... ; SUNDAY, JULY 16th, 1989 
GIIIlan Campbell book "~is' finished, deliciously by distributing the manure ven- 
Kidsl This summer BOOK IN wriggly refreshments will be ly over a large area it will be TERRACE, B.C  CANADA ! 
at the Terrace Public Libraryl servedl " readily absorbed by the soil and • ? -  
leach ing  therefore won't be a THE RACE: •~i  
To start off the summer, we will From July 17 to 21: Watch problem, 1 krn swim across Lakelse Lake ~ i~ii!i : 
be showing "Sneak Previews" out for the "Shadow Shark". - ~ .... McKenzie says Hot Springs a40 km cycle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
of our new videos. Tuesday, Ju- From July 24 to July 28: owner Bert Orleans is currently followed by a 10 km run 
a demanding course designed to test ly 4 at l p•m.: "Willy Wonka Share some adventures with a growing potatoes at the site. : 
and the ChoColate Factory" and very unusual group of people, the stamina of the fittestl 
Other reports have stated that ENTRY FEE: $35 00 per person 
"The Pied Piper of-Hamelin". "The Not-Just-Anybody Fami- Orleans plans to grow vegetables ENTRY DEADLINE: Sunday, July 2, 1989 ' 
Thursday, July6at I p.m.: Walt ly". there for the use of the resort • 
Disney's "Dumbo". Watch for restaurant and also plans at ~ ~lL/~m~rC°n¢~tm~ ~' ' , ~r " ' '  
more videos in August. - Readings are for children of some time in the future to raise "~ ( , ":~ • 
During July we will be reading schoolage and will take place • livestock for the same purpose. ,,.~ t..~ ~.,,.~o,,',,,,,,~.,.,~ ..... . . , , (~  
aloud from some great novels Tuesday through "Friday- at-,l: ' This could 
and the stories will be continued p.m• at the .library. Refresh, make the Hot c ~  ~== C~ai~i )  n • Springs avery unique oI~r. ation. 
from day to day. " " ments will be s~ed on Fridays. There are v.ery few~ ft," any, .=.==.==m 
For more. information, call the ' ~ a t . , . . . . ,  From July 11 to July 14, you restaurant operationS that grow • 
can learn •ab°ut. "How To Eat library at 6384177• thelr.own food. 
uutae 
Cell ram: Iml.tls! ~m -k AFFORDABLEI I~NCC U MSOOAIIO~ 
~ ,:-:.ELECTRONIC ~o. : i . : , : ,B - -ESS:SERV-CE- I I I ; I  " u s = N  ! S "::::ii-! '::~,11 ~PR -TECH ~ [ ~ .  ' 
i 4711 A Kelth Ave. !:i"::!'~:: ,, - :" ' ~:.:.;-A'TyPING : :.: . :-.!,.': :' , '; :!:- J ' :1 : ENGINEERING ''°''''°'°'='°'''°°''. " ~ ' 471!"A Ke;thAve" : 
~ .  oP,~o/:-I ' ' ' "  I T 'S  ELECTRONIC  . " " 
WE:SERVICE  IT " Auto GlaSS Speclalisfs 
:,:: i, 24.HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE .11 SERVICE'T.V. RENTALS I - - "  - - ' ' "  i I ICBC Claims:handled=promptly ' 
',ii~ #1-3238 Kolum St., Terrace;B;C.; V8G 2"4"  I .Electronic ~i.vP.ment . . . . .  I II I 
~~~/Hem;o'cL'&C-edai~Fen¢i"g J I 1 ~  2803~K.enneyRSt~eet J I "7 -  ~°ade.r:B;c~h°i~ T c_k!ng~'..~_- '1 
~ i r e c t . F r o m M i l l  - II r -w~, l~q "='"~" "'" I I ~ : C ~ 7  w''' ~1 ~ 
FOR SALE  20 sheets of  smoked I I ~ ' ,~"~- '~ ~ w~T~.. .gs~: , .m I I _ _ . .  - . . . .  I 
alass 6,.8" x 32,, good for a I I  ¢ ,¢~A,  "* ' ,  P I I  K~_n '_qTrack ina  L td .  I 
~-e-n  ha U se - -  I ' ~ P l ,o .e  .o* o., ap l .o i .mne" '  , . ~ . . . . .  " . ' ' ' O  - - - - - -  . 
" U reenn°use  ' " I I  ~ ' " " I " 
TE2~RRAB~:EU ;~reet, bl$-$gSt .... TOTAL HAIR CARE ' ' 635-9666 " 
r.... : . . . .  " . :~  . ,~ ,  ' I ~ ~ ~ :  l "H I -QUAL ITY  BELTING & i 
i w~qt  ~,~t  . ~  I 1 ~  ~ I ~ R A C T I N G  SERVICES :1 
- - - - - - -  --------- "-,x~,~ I I ~ ~  I ~ a b i e  Boat Repairs ~ I 
• i Landscap ing  i~>~ I I ~ ~ . ~ ' , ' ~ : ~  I : Durable .--. Hig_h Quality ! ~ 
• ------------@~,-~ .I I : . . , , -~ , ' -~~- - . - - . . . . . - t  ..: =..-. w~sUJ~?~iJzZei?al~coHe~yaolr?elt - I 
,: '-.OE$IGNAI--I~NSNANoETAI'LAI"ION'' JonBlal<e I I:" , , . . . ,~'~"~[~0~-~'~i's_ ' ,  ~g,an .drepo i rs  " I 
' Y~%'~v;,~,~'~. ~"~ ~P2 ~~ ~ ' °~"°- .,...0,u., : ~ e ~  ~'n,L. I 
: : I G,.,,.v.., Ter,o. 2,: HOU"SE,V, E 6","I 
' I  !. ~ l "Yourcomp/ete ~ 
I I" I source for all ~ ,. IPJi..tlI:l l I :': 
I: ~ . . i l ' -  ~ ,,~ ,~  ~ ~ ~ ~ I your heating, .. .  ~ I :i 
,. . . .  " i . SUppy .LhL  . • 
• . .  . i 5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635.7158 I 
I l i~a i~ ". _ ; i ~ ir!i'~s ~!~ei'/c~le ;iln~ :~c~Ini ! l l~ l~k . -  iustOmUe!,~ey,_lCed is_. o ii._:~:, i priority 
- Complete personalized service 
• Pr ices o re  VERyCompet i t i ve  • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
41k10 Lakelm Ave., Terrace, B.C; 
638-1168 
B&G 
GROCERY 
~ Laundromat & Carwash 
' Open 8:30- 10:30 dally 
• ~,~ %"-;~" f~i ,2701 $. K l lum 6:S:618' 
Rust Protection fo r  
New and Used 
Vehicles 
Sales and Service for 
• Motoroyclee • Chalnesws 
Snowmobllee • Madne Supplies 
Plan early for your home 
or Cabin, Free estimates. 
Phone 635-7400 
I 
RON or AL 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
. . .  if not . . ,  tell us." 
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 .
I 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakeise Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G I P9 , Res, 63$.$$44 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus, ¢tS.$2SS 
TERI~CE & EQUIPMENT 
SALES I I  A LTD. 
SKIDOO 4441Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 , 
6 
- f . - 
,it 
:i towork  on violators 
The Skeena northern sub- 
region of the MiniStry of Envi- 
ronment --  covering the area 
from Houston to the Queen 
Charlotte Islands and Kemano 
north tO the Yukonborder - -  
now has four additional full- 
time positions in its enforcement 
an dinvestigation division. , • 
• Dick ~Anderson, director for 
the region, said last week the 
~petsonnel Will be called :the En- 
Vir0mnentai:Enf0rcement Uni . 
The unit consists of a conserva- 
tion officer and'two waste man- 
agement technicians tobe based 
in Smithers, ahalf-time admin- 
istrative officer in Dease Lake 
and an expansion of the admin- 
istrative position in the Terrace 
conservation office from half- 
time to full,time. 
Anderson says the positions: 
are new and they are permanent. 
The unit'S focus will be moni- 
toring and inspection of indus- 
trial and municipal operations. 
"Our goal is to reduce the num- 
ber o f  operators who are in 
violation of their waste man- 
agement permits," Anderson 
noted. 
'The ministry has already 
drawn up a hit list o f  major~ 
Violators, and none of them are 
in the immediate area of Ter- 
race. 
The closest violators are in 
Kitwanga: the beehive waste 
wood burners at both the Kit- 
~vanga Lumb'~r and westar 
sawmills are exccedingthe air 
emission standards in their per- 
~n i ts .  
Two of the ministry's targets 
are in prince Rupert: the muni- 
cipality itself is operating a land- 
fdl for which the permit expired 
• several months ago and it hasn't 
finished 'the work on an effluent 
treatment system. The city was 
advised more than a year ago 
that it would have to set up an 
incinerator to get rid of its 
garbage --there aren't any suit- 
able landfilling sites left within a 
reasonable distance. 
The Skeena Cellulose pulp 
mill on 'Watson Island 'exceeds 
the maximum toxic content in its 
liquid effluent and maximum 
particulates in air emissions. 
Alcan's Kitimat works also 
has problems. A leachate situa- 
tion has to be Corrected and 
water being discharged from the 
plant is going out without being 
adequately cooled.  
The other violators are Stege 
Logging in New Hazelt0n Coee- 
hive b~ner emissions), the Dis- 
trict of Houston (sewage dis- 
charge into-the Bulkley River) 
• and Endako Mines near Fraser 
Lake (seepage from tailings 
ponds). 
Anderson also confirmed that 
the' unit will be inspecting and 
monitoring the gold mining and 
exploration operations north of 
Stewart. He n0tedthat one of 
the mines inspectors: from the 
Energy, Mines and Petroleum 
Resources office in Smithers is 
half-funded by Enviromnent 
and will be filing reports on 
permit compliance, but a team 
consisting of the new conserva- 
tion officer and one waste man- 
Through the efforts of Skeena MLA Dave Parker and Provincial Emergency Program zone 
manager Allan Waddy (extreme right) the Kitimat Sea Cadets now have a 16-foot fiberglass 
lifeboat for training in general seamanship. The group, represented by Lt. (N) Allan Hogue, 
Don Cann, Chief Petty Officer I R. Hogue and Leading Cadet C, Cann, took delivery of the 
vessel in the yard at Terrace's Bandstra Transport. Bandstra provided free land transporta- 
tion of the boat from Stewart to Terrace and was represented here by Hans Hamhuis. - 
Steelhead limit dropped to 
one, low escapement feared 
Northwest steelhead fisher- 
men have lost to the commercial 
fishing industry once again. Bob 
Hooton of the Recreational 
Fisheries Branch in Smithers has 
announced that, until fu/ther 
agement technician., will be mak- notice, the- annual steelhead . 
_!~.ng L0eriqd ins p~ti6m " ~=,~,,11 quota in the Skeena and Nass 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  --'" : " ~ ~ ...... =l~ivers-and-theirtribu~u'ieshas- 
Methods for bringing the ~o- been dropped from lOtoone. 
• According to Hooton,: l a rge  
enough to provide an additional 
surplus for the sports fishermen 
thequotas (:an be relaxed, as 
was the case in 1988. He adds 
that the annual quota of one 
steelhead per fisherman does not 
apply tO rivers or streams that 
were previously closed or where 
catch-and-release regulations 
are already in effect. 
. lators into compliance with reg- 
ulations are presently in the 
discussion stage, Anderson said. 
Violators will either be granted 
time to make specified changes 
or charged under provincial en- 
vironment statutes, depending 
on what comes out of the discus- 
sions, he said. • 
Guides Mlchelle Audet (left) and Kylla Omen were awarded their "All 
Round Cords" by Guide Leader Llnda Dennis during a special ceremony at 
Heritage Park last Wednesday. The All Round Cord is one of the highest 
awards available In the Guiding movement and Indicates achievement In 
several activities. This was a very special occasion for the two girls -- not 
only Is 1989 the 100th annlversan/of the birth of Lord Baden-Powell- 
each received s personally signed letter of congratulations from Prime 
Minister Brian Mulroney as well. 
runs of sockeye and pink salmon 
are forecast o coincide with the 
summer steelhead run in both 
these rivers. As a result, he says, 
a high incidental catch o f  steel- 
head by the commercial fishing 
industry is expected and the 
quota reduction has been im- 
posed to ensure an adequate 
escapement of steelhead to 
spawning areas. 
He  says the strength of early 
steeihead runs will be monitored 
and if escapement is great 
Great selection of 
Men's and Lad ies '  
Summer  Fashion Shoes  
~r Leather Handbags 
. Shoe Accessories 
4615 Lakelse Avenue 65$-5~2 
.-STOP SMO.KING 
• High success ~ate~ ! ~ 
• Only'l session~!~ ~i ! .~. 
• Loss of urge,to~smbke : 
• Reduction of=withdrow¢ 
by behavioural 
• Reasonab leml  
cigarettes ~ '; "~i; \
.f / 
g the habit 
cartons of 
By AF,. 
: :':TECHNITHERAPY L 
-*:,.) 
In Terrace one day only Saturday, July 15 
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I JOSEPH/SEYMOUR_--~..'M:rtY~0s:el~h:and=iNo::"l . . . .  , . .  ' . . , . .  : . • : , .  .. - ,, ... , ,  
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I SMITH - -  M ike .and  Kdi areproud to announce I ~ ,~<=~,~-  : "~. . I ,~ , . . .~~!  • I ('-~,o~ :..~ " : ,  "::"~. "~ :+:!,~:i ,. 
i the birth of.their daughter,. Shur.¢en Ann, bor n : . . / , L~.~~:  d • .,:: i , ~o~c~0:  I .[ ' "... i: .-... ,.-~::::,! ,:.,:~::::.. 
| June-21, 1989 at 6:12 p.m., weighmg 8, lbs. 1 oz.. / ' .'~_/~". ~ :' : :  " " . [ ~ "~ ~l~'~'r ] ~ "  " : :7! ;:i:iii:ii:,'~-;,i~:~i,.:-:;i!!il )~:' ' 
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' '. ' " - -  " ~ -~ " " ' • TO KEEP T t lE  YAa~.I. t loWAeOUl"A  eosus i I vo~ voN'r~o ~ -11{I' ' , /  
. . . .  ~.  ~_A~r~, , ,  (604)~5.40e0 [~UIW I , - , / - - - ,~-~.  - - t  c~e¢ F - "  I V - I~ I  ' [ . , . ,&~" l  . .  - 
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June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July Zt-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sepi. 22 
'. i.teaA 
Sept. 23-0ct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-1Nov. 21 
SAGI1;IARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jlan, 20-Feb. 18 
PISCF, S 
Feb.  19 ,Mar .  20  
[ng for sometiling to brood 7,bout. Adopt a posi- 
tive mental attitude. 
Your behavior may lean a bit to the neurotic. Why 
drag up slights from the past? Let them rest in 
peace. 
Take care not to overdo the friends and social ife. 
A slight misstep could create an uncomfortable 
situation. 
Professional ffairs may be on a collision course 
with domestic responsibilities. Evaluate the situ- 
ation, and follow good reasoning. 
Confusion over travel plans puts a damper on 
anticipation. Be sore before you start out. Avoid 
conflict. 
• Handle money carefully, especially so where an 
older family member is involved. A legacy may 
be in the picture. 
Tension regarding close ties could result in a most 
uncomfortable situation. It's not the time for 
"speakingyourpiece." 
Guard against hazardous conditions in work or 
play. Practice good hygiene. Maintain a positive 
mental attitude. Stay well. 
A romantic attachment may develop into a very 
substantial relationship. An impulsive proposal 
may be just the ticket. 
• / Sa l ly  For ih ,  , , By  Grog  Howard  I 
_ - - /7=~ ~ ~o~ ~,  ~.  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ < ' = ~  
lllllU l l Jo- ,  ~f  1"o ~ c,l~s ~ i.,, -,'~- ~L .,.~,.,,.,.. - -  -..- 
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I" I Andy  Capp ' ' " . " ByReggleSmythe I ' ' 
. , . .  , . . . .  . t_ ~ ' ~u .~wa:~G,n~r .  
, , I I I • • " • . LET~ KEIEF I A GEN~E OF  
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milrllon ::m oad::money for Terrace 
Hal]iwellresidents on a frontage 
basis. But:because part of that 
frontage is owned by the School 
Board-and the'city, Hallsor 
estimates:that. Halliwell home 
owners will pay only about 20 
are eligible for up to 50 percent 
of"~the project- C0St' where.'the 
roadway .is -deemed to be. a. 
primary or arterialmute,provid- 
ing -access. to a ~ral..ar~; ** - 
• Acc6rd ing l .  to  c i tY  ad -  
ture, craft st~plles and antiques. 
, Metrotown Uquidatom, 5329 Ira- ," :;between Mudflats Overhead and Forlease: Kamloops, B.C. New pedal, Bumaby. (604)4,18-6629. 
: ihe Telkwa Hi Road. quick lube bulldiog and reglstered 
'WILD RICE - ITem produmr to Columbia 'Black Top Ltd., B.C. esfsty In~pe=k~n mtbn. 
• Fully equipped. Located In b,sy ~Y~ln~ Nour~~~l° l °~ 
submitted the lowest o f  seven ~mplex wllh good access and gra . Planla- 
tenders for the contract, The paddn~. Excellentbualnessop tlon. Spadais, bulk or padmged. 
work  is scheduled for  comple- podun~y. Forfurtherlnformatlon Aqualand, BOx :306, La Ronge, 
m,~vanm(s04)82so02~, " Smk..SOJ ~L0. 
tion Ausust 31, 1989,  . . . . . .  
• , • ? , ,  
. A $1,286,495 contract has 
been awarded to Columbia 
":"Black Top Ltd., for paving on 
the Yellowhead Highway 16 
• near New Hazelton, Transporta- 
t ion  and Highways Minister Neff 
:iiVant, and MLA for Skeena, 
-:Dave Parker, announced last 
::": week. 
" The project involves the 
repaving of 24.7 kilometres of 
• i roadway east of New Hazelton, 
: i~!:!.:~!.:T~e Cityof  Terrace will  re- 
:; ::~ii.*~'~.!a:revenue sharing rant.of 
. i!~.$257,491. for. upgrading a por- 
~tion.of. Braun.St. and the east 
: =Po~oniof HaHiwell" Ave.i This 
:~e .~/ i s  Terrace's i share Of 
..almost. $15 milfi0n in .revenue 
• i sharing grants..announced, by 
:Ministerof Municipal Affairs, 
;.Recreation and • Culture, Rita 
:!~6hnston; earlier this month. :: 
~. Under the revenue sharing 
ii~program, B,C, municipalities 
Looidng for something that's fun 
to sell? We're seeking dlstdbu- 
tom for musical candles. Good 
profit for own business or fund.. 
rat~g. Cdfree ~-eoo.ss1.1a79 
or (403)g~4-2280. 
Abwlulely no competition. 
Now available in Canada. ALL 
CASH BUSINESS. Part.full 
Time. HUGE PROFITS- NO 
SELLING as premium estab- 
lished aocounts ere waiting. 
$tl,600 required. To reeelwe 
Information & IlL call our 24.hr. 
toll-free line end leave your 
name, address & phone num- 
ber. 1-500-663.1641. 
fashion shows. A pdme opportu- 
nity to establish yourself on the 
ground level. If you are a pesitlve, 969, C rsston, B.C., V0B 1G0, 
serf-motivated person, our sups. 
dot quality I~/oduct sells Itself. RIND THAT SPECIAL EM- 
Call Jan, Mon-Frl, 9am-5pm, PLOYEE -- SEARCH THE 
(604)521-4179. PROVINCE WITH A BLANKET 
CLASSIRED ADI 
SALES DIRECTORS. We pro- 
duce a fabulous established line Kelowna needs qualified persons. 
ofladisswsarforln-homesales. Journeyman Auto Mechank:, 
We need key people todevelopa expedereed Inall types of repdm. 
network of Independent fashion Autobody Collision Repairman, 
consultants In all regions of Can- knowledge offrame equipment on 
ada. We offer great Incentive wl new unibody vehicles. Kelowna 
our multi-level marketing plan. Do Performance Centre, 2407 Hwy 
oupoe~ess leaderehipability & 97N, Kelowna, V1X4J2. 
ave a fist of dependable con- 
tacts? Then you are already on Journeyman Mechank= and third- 
your way to the topl Call Jan, 
Mon-Fd, 9-Spin, (604)5214179. year C.T; Apprentice reqdrad by 
Rentway Canada Truck LaMing, 
,~ss fu l  candidates must be START TODAY! Exalting fash- 
ionsl Independencel Flexibilityl expedenoed in general truck re- 
Extra moneyl A free sample final palm: Wags/benefltpecksgede- 
Cell us collect: (416)632-9090/ penolngonexperlenca, Contact 
(416)827.2660. MA CHERIE M. Graham, 2440 Shell Rd., 
Home Fashion Shows, F.st. 1975. Richmond. (604)276-8887. 
, i 
Large Inventory of new and 
desks, 50 fge cabinets, folding 
taiblsa, chaire, household fumi- 
Lighting fixtures. Western Can- 
ada's largest display. Wholesale 
and retail. Free natalogue avall- 
ebb. Nodmm Lighting Centre, 
4600 East HastIngs Street, Bum- 
aby, BO VSC 2K5. Phone 
(664)2~.065s. 
Clark 331 winch, Cummings V-6 
power, 40% rubber, $22,000. 
Phone Steve, (604)486-7767 or 
(so4)4eS.T&%. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
iTransport 
!report BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
• :~'>.: : ~:" :::'---" ": "":": :" : . . . .  " ' ,.:. " andieachmorethen1,400,000homeeandapotentlaltwomllllonmadere. 
. . . .  reauy: " ~ "''""' :'4~ ~" "~:~:" ~ ~ ' ~'r~' ' '  &':" " 4:'4':*'' ~r '': ":4: " . "" '~' " ' $159, for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) 
.... ~ The North Coast ]:)ev( ~" Terrace Review at 635-7840 
meat Region's committee v.. . . . . . . . . .  " " 
transportation has completed " • - - ' : "~"  - : I 
their preliminary report and ..... 
submitted it through the Region- AUTOMOTIVE BUSINESS OPPOR~JNmEs FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED 
al Advisory Council to Minister : 
No money down O.A.C. Lease/ Repeatceshbuslneeeoppodu- 1989 GOVERNMENT CASH NURSESI NURSESII 
o f  State Terry Huberts. Jack buy any newlused truck or van. n~. Well established Interns- GRANTS NOW .AVAILABLEll NURSESlll Pdnceton General 
• Talstra, chairman of  the Re- Deal dlrectwHh Factory Broker. tlonal haimare fmnchiss is now 1989 Edition listing pmvincis~ed- Hospital seeks Team Playem In 
Call Keith collect, (604)874-0778. expanding into yourarea. 79 Io- eralgrants for businesses, farm- Cadngl We are a 20 bed Acute 
gional Advisory Counci l  says D .6102.  mtlonsinCanedaalonelWeare era, students, seniors. $24.95 Care and l0 bed Exlended Care 
• Iooldngforlocelbusine~-minded cheque, credit card, C.O.D. facility located in the scenlc Sim- 
that  he and committee chair- Amive Auto Brokers, disposal people to Join our teem. Invest- Oakdale Publbhing, #200,4505- ilkameen Valley. Salary a¢cord- 
:~ man, Darlene Cornell, wig pre- agsntforAcllveBeififfSewices, ment approx. $50,000. Sedous 101St, Edmonton, AB, T6ESC6. ingtoBCNUcontrast, a¢comoda- 
: sent the report  to Huberts ,  who Repossessions, estate, legals, enqutdesonlyplesse. Call Uoyd (403)4,34-4444. tionsubsidlzed. Inquire: Director 
cars, trucks, motorhomes, boats. Smith at the Westem Canada of Nureing~ Princeton General 
wil l  in turn present it to cabinet Ca| Mr. Pdce (only), (604)434- ReglonalCentre,(604)435-0005 "Order by Mall" - Lovers' Toys, Hospital, Box 610, Princeton, BC, 
/~ wi th in  the next two weeks. 1819. I)5476. now. Sexy Noveltiss- $4 color cata- VOX lWO, (604)295-3233. 
:Talstra points out that i t  is LANDROVER WANTED: Any W©uldn'tyoulnvestigsteaFran- Iogue. Love Nest, 161 East 1at 
:only a "pre l iminary"  report model¢onsidered, preferably in chlmopperlunitylfyoukneWthat Sire.at, North Vancouver, B.C., Overssaspositions. Hundredsof 
good running condition, also any 80% of all broken windsNelds are V7L 1132, (604)987-1175. top-paying pesitions; Ag o¢cupa. 
: and their recommendat ions  pads. Please cag (Vancouver) repairable? If you knew that In- tions. Attractive benefits. Free 
won't necessarily be followed, g~5-1871, surance companies sWpa~t our TRAMPOLINES- 14-ft.diameter, details. Overseas Empbyment 
nxluct ~esulting in no cost Io Fun-Spot, $690. Money-back Services, Dept. CA, Box 460, 
: but he did offer some highlights 1981 Mazda 626 5-speed, sun- ~sured drivers? Call collect' guarantee. Mail-ordecJoinmany Mount Royal; Ouebeo, H3P~C7 
roof, cruise control, power win- (403)248-2092. whdve saved hundreds of dol- i of its content, dam, AM/FMtCassette. Excel- lain. Delivery $30, Call: Trsmpos Singles/couples. Complete gov. 
~e An upgrade of the Terrace lentO.  $~00o~.o. Ca, Want o be an owner operator? /nc.Toll-free1-800-387-6214or emment-epprovedBu,dlogMan- 
i A i rport  ~as been recommended~ Susan (604)732-1162(Vanceu- New and used trucks available (4! 6)76!-1822 (collect). agars Correspondence cadffi- 
-. .... , ,:-. • .~  ,. ...... ~'. Y'11fl.".. ":,, -'~- *. " ' /  . . . .  ' * ontrads. Asslstancolnarrenglng Wonderful world of.eheepsldn, rhse~/mlnl..storags. Guaranteed 
as well as the construcbon o f  a - ' w~h~ ,Anythino d value taken • (:ate course for aptsJomclos/ 
number of smaller airstrips " BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES llnandog. Phone (604}3784043 Seatcovem. rs, vans, trucks, Racement Assistance. RMTI, 
or Russ, (604)3784204; Don motorbikes, bicycles. New Zea- 901-700 W. Pander, Vancouver, 
throughout the region. START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ (604)378-497;4; or AI, (604)378- land wool and sheepskin mat- BC, V6C 1(38; (604)681-5456. 
EXPORT business, even spare • 2168. Pennask Truck & Trailer hess pads, and much, much ~e They have also called for an eme. No money or experience. Inc. 
upgrade o f  the Nass road and Sines 1946. Free brochure: more. 3292 Hwy. 97 Norlh, Editorrsquiredbyaward-winning 
asked that h ighway bypass Wade World Trade, PJo Cdn. BUSINESS PERSONALS Kelowna, B.C. Phone (604)765- weekly newspaper located 120 
Small Business Inst. Dept Wl, 2300. milesesstofEdmonton. Position 
routes be investigated in Tar- 1140BellamyRd.N.#1,Scadx~- 6/49-5centsachaneelnduding staflsO~aber1,1989. Person 
race, Stewart and Prince Ru- ough,.OntadoM1H1H4. "Lcsalnsumnce'll I.Icensed/reg- GARDENING must have the capabilities to 
Istered company wants players/ 
• :pert; . . . . .  Vinyl sundeck waterproofing distributors. ' Earn 8798/week. Interested in Greenhouse or Hy- handle a newsroom of three Te- l podem, Including layout and pho- 
• And finally, they have rec- be~nm. You can ssrn $100,000 Details, $1: Fortunemic~, 315 ,droponio Gardening? Green- i tography. Benlorpositionincom- 
ancl more even ln a small market Montreal Street, Vintorla, B.C., homes $195, Hydroponic Gar- I pany with salary to match for the 
:ommended that Via Rail service area. .We provide training, tools, VBV 1Z6. , dens $39, Halidee from $140. I right person. Excellent benefit 
be  maintained, the CNR spur I xemotional material and sladlng Over 2000 products in stock, ] package. Resumes to: 
inventowloronly$5,000(cedaln XXXFan!aey. Matureaduffprod- super pdces. Free catalogue. Wainwright Star Chroniofa, Box 
line to Kit imat be upgraded and mas). Rsadylorimmedlateslad ucts. Free full-color M-page. Call Toll-free 1-800-663-5619. 1768,Walnwdght, AB, TOB4P0. 
a study be initiated to explore and the season is pedect. ADS catalogue. Pdvecy&satislaction Water Farms, 1244 Seymour __  
• WeatheNek Canada Ltd., 457 guaranteed. Leeds, Ste. 1372, Street, Vancouver, BC V6B3N9 Optical Manager. Experienced 
possible por t  development in a Banks Rd., Kelowna, BC, VlX 1124 Lomdale Ave., North Van- 
Optician for managing Williams number of areas of the north SA2or(6041860-1~00. couver, B.C.,VTM2H1. HELPWANTED Lakeatore. Competitive salary 
coast ,  part icu lar i ly  K i t imat ,  ATllENTION MLM'ERS, EN. EDUCATION Housewives, mothers and inter- and benefits. Send resume and 
Stewart and Prince Rupert. TREPRENEURS, OTHERS: More MONEY, Better LIFES. Private Investigation: A career ested parsons needed immedl- references Immediately to Box • 340, 188 Nodh 1at Avenue, Wil- TYLE, NOT A 'GET RICH that is both challenging and re- ately to sell toys and gllts for Na- Hwy 16 QUICK' SCHEME" Call NOW f°r warding" If Y°U am eeeldng am" tl°nal H°rne Party Plan' N° In" liams Lake' B'C" ' 
an IMPORTANT, 2 1/2 minute ployment or a new career you vestment, deliveries or money 
• recorded message. (604)792- might do well to conslder being a collectlen. Call (519)258-7905. encedTW° fUlIpartspersontime positionS:and expefl-exped" 
9812. Resident Private Investigator In Forming/framing carpenters, enced Madne Mechanic. Mar- 
your area. We are Iooldng to foremen, leedhands, and redmen cury/Mercrulser xperience pro- 
* v=,un°v;n ' - - - -o , .~or . ,oo , .  expendournetworkoflnveatiga-wantedforhl-dsewod~inVar¢ou- ferredbutncteseentlal, send 
foodproductstostores. Potential tars throughout Be. We offers veT, good pay and benefits, resume to: Box 50, Powsll River 
Income $120,O00-plus/year. No complete govemment-cadffled Steady work for expodeneed News, Powell River, B.C:, VSA contract exped~nceneceesary, wllltrsln, tralnlng.ckageatongwllha2- tradespeople, Phone,604)434- 2C3. 
: ~ ' r Recluiredinventorylnvesheentof year pedod of supe~ision for 7146,1eavemesssge. 
$15,840. Phone (604)291-1187 qualifyingcandldates. (604)270- 
(Bumaby). 321, 6. HOT FASHION CAREER. Es- Director of care required for 40- • bed Intermediate .Health Cam 
a w a r d e d  A NEW BUSINESS OFFERING EQUIPMENI'r&MACHINERY tabllshedmanufacturerolladles fadlity. Peycho-getlatriceand/or 
" DIRECT FROM MANUFAC-, wear looking for Independent Gerontology, an asset. Please 
successful in TURER! Highly . . . .  1973 Clark 667B Line Slddder, fashion oxmuitants to do in-home submlt before July 24/89to Ad- 
. . . . . .  the U.S. and Europe. PatenteD. mlnistrator, Ploneer Villa, Box 
residents must approve an LIP 
(Local . Improvement Project) 
petition outlining that agree- 
ment before the project can pro- 
ceed. 
Confirmation has not  yet 
been received on another grant 
.applicatfon, $15,000 .to com- 
puterize .the city's sewer system. 
any actual work is done. 
According to Johnston, the 
province has allocated $50 mil- 
lion to upgrade municipal infra- 
structure in 1989 - -  an increase 
of 108 percent over last year; she 
calls it ,the biggest single year 
increase in Revenue Sharing his- 
tory". Johnston says that nile- 
Hallsor says this would be cations for sewer and water sys- 
similar to a computerized •system . tern grants will be announced in 
added to the water system a few the near future. • 
HELP WANTED 
Loofdng for a career opporlunly 
with oulstanding rowth paten- 
tint? Western Canada's feWest- 
growing newspaper d~ln, Carl- 
boo Press, is loofdng for an M-  
vertislng Sales Repreeentatlve 
for Ibelr Williams Lake dMofon. 
Previous experience In rmwepe- 
Imr advedlstng sales an nmet bet 
not essentlal. The sucx~mfu! 
oppllcant will be a hl~hly mo~. 
vated team player Idlh 
commun~tion ellis. Exoalbnl 
~ for advancemerd r 30 newspapers and 
growing. 'Send your resume in 
conlldsnce to O~/Cror, lnL Pub. 
llsher, Wllllams lake Tdxlle, 188 
North Rret Ave,, Will/sam lake, 
B.O., V2G 1Y8. 
PER~NAL 
PEN PAL CLUBlll 200,000 
membem of allagss In 153 court- 
trfe& Send S.A.S.E. for details. 
International Pen Fdands, Box 
2C8. 
Pln collecloml We're havlng a 
gcatlmat tlme tmdlng and communl- 
ng acmes Canada. Jofn lho 
funl Wrlte Pin Pals, P.O. Box 9. 
Whonnod~ B.C.,VOM 1S0. 
REAIL ESTA'I~. 
FREE bcoMet. Concrete or wood 
for your basement? Before you 
deride get all the facts. Call: 
Foundation Focus, 1-800-663- 
7774. 
SERVICES 
ICBC In]ury Claims? Call Dale 
Carr-Hanta- 20 yearn atrial law- 
yer wilh live years meckal school 
before law. 0-6694922 (Vancou- 
ver). F.xpedeneed in head Injury 
and other major claim& Percent- 
age fees available. 
M~,Jor ICBC and Injury claims. 
Joel A. Warner, trial awyer for21 
yearn. Call onlleet, 786-5500 
Vancouver. If no recovery, no 
fee. No Yukon enquiries. 
Divorce? No consent of spouse 
or coud appearance. Just 5-15 
weeks. $69.95 plus costs. Free 
literature Mth appointment. 
Same system since 1970. As 
heard on CKNW. Dlvoroervlce, 
#201, 1252 Burrard, Vancouver. 
(604) SU-2000. ' 
Canada A~cultursl Employment 
Se~:es frequently seeks people 
for well paid agdculturel work in 
B.C. Interior. Call (604)546-g6~6 
or write Box 129~ Armstrong, 
B.C., VOE 1B0. 
WIG CLUB. Join thousands el 
satldled cuslomem. Buy Mgs at 
wholesale prices. From $39.95. 
Shopbycatalogue andesve. For 
FREE catalogue call TOLL FREE 
1-800-268-2242. 
SUMMER CAMPS 
Camp Narnla, beautifully sltu- 
ated, ,Saltmdng Island, dfem 
unklus rural env~mant, 
animals, arohaty, odenteedng, 
canoeino, swimmino, pcttmy. 
painting & more. 6-12 yeam, eo- 
ed, 10-clay uulol~, non-de- 
nom~u=~ (e04~.  
I I I  II II I I I I  I I Ir . . . . .  
ministrator, Bob: Hallsor, the percent of thetotal project cost. 
majoriW of the grant, $242,2,$8, The balance of the grant, 
will go towards, the upgrading $15,203, will be  go towards an 
and repaying of HalHwell from upgrade of Braun St. between 
Nor ihsParks to Thomas. The "Haugland and the Braun St.. 
est'Lmated cost of the project is bridge, 
$484;566 and.the balance of the Halls0r •says it's too late to  
cost,- because. Halliwell is an complete the Halliwell project 
arterial highway, will probably .this year, but some preparatory 
be sharedequally.by th¢~ity and w0rl~ will be done over the sum- 
mar and the paving will be done years ago which allows citystaff 
sometime next spring. But first to monitor the system and 
council must decide on a cost analyze it to determine the result 
sharing agreement andHalliwell of any planned changes before 
AD BA~ES I ~ ~.n ~oyota coral's;very 0o0d con- ".llsbl. delivery drivers wanted. Reliable babyslHer wanted week. 
A~¢.r.~j.,, .., ,~-  .----C~"l"C;~ri&vCl~aaP) I i • ,~^,~,,~,.. .  II BUSlNESSVI=NTURE dltlon. Some rust. Asking $750. Must have own vehicle. Phone end8 and some evenings. Phone 
l.¢;l~r~-r"a.cc, B ,C .  I i 1Oacrasdrun°'i'K=lthcr~,~k E l  I ,~odod~a,,d,,, I Phone635-6483. 7/28 638-1500. _ _  715._____p 638-839 tfne 
Priced for quick sale: 1987 Nissan 
YSO 1M7 t " I I ~ t : ~ ! ~ ;  I Sentra XE; 2.door, auto," sunroof, 
• : rear wiper, front wheel drive. Asking 
Phone 635.7840 $8.800flrm.Phon,6324226. 8 /4 ,  : . . .  : . '  ENGINEE 
a i  cLu,i.ed ,me ¢l~med I I ~ ~ "  ~::' i ~m=.d0orCutlas Supreme/Brough; ~ 
display ads must be prepaid | 1 ~1~"~) - - so~" ' f t l  I loaded, 6L engine. Full power/pack. I1  ~ 
either ¢ash, Visa Or l !  modern ~d lng 'c /W II age,.crulse,stereo cassette.air' tilt,TowlnglpaokageaUto/reverse i , .  . , , . , , .  Ii ,,,"' by 
Mm~rcard..  When phonin8 I l ~ r . ; .  equipment, i and more Asking $8,900. aBe. = ' 
in  ads, please have your card I I ~%~E~r~ I Phone634-9837- - - 7128 : ; 'i ::' 
I number and:i .expiry date J i ~un; l im i~e~ | 1984 Flero Impale; excellent condl- A"ia~e ~i  logging operation (A.A.C 1,250,000m3) has an i 
ready. " " I | ~ .A.skln-o | tlon. Asking $7,500.. Fcr more infer- . . . . .  
CLASSIFIED AD DEAD-" l ~zo,uuu. rnone: ~eu~l.za4-a'pn.. matlon-, call 638-0425 days7128.or, opening for Engineeflng Crewman. II - -  .111' . . .  . . . . . ,  . , ,  ,. 
• • 635-3328 after 6 p.m. The successful candidate will preferably have a Forestry Diplomp.~from LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
Pdnc~ss House Canada, a Colgate- 107/Dodge Cordova, 2-dr. H.T., P8, a recognized Technical Institute or a Forestry Degree from a 
recognized University and 1-2 years coastal engineering experience. Palmolive company famous for cry. pn  ~rHlcz*,, ennt r r ,  I e, l r  P.nnd 
I ~  v l i l ~  , v v  l V l ~  ~ l l  ~ V I  I~ l~ ~ v  
stal, silverware and other decorator , , .  In.  9hcar ra l  natu mufflar ant i  . . . . . . .  h t - come . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  ' ........... '. . . . . . .  Joins strong team-oriented epartment, send your resume to: Mr. proaucts..o Tins out ow o De rmkm~ t~h'~ dec k ~,nd ,~ai~ 
a consultant call collect, 624-3445. brl:heHn ;~r~s with 'winters, 'som~ Ray... . . . .  ZJmmerman,,,,...,..,. Division,,..,..,,.. Engineer,n.... ~~ MasMillant...~..,t. nBl°edel,- ~n'rLimited'~m 
8/4 rust, good mechanical condition. 
$2,100. Phone 635-4809 or635-3159 
to view. 6128p 
1981 Subam, good running condl- 
1986 Iroc Z; factory ordered, winter tion. Asking $1,400. Phone 638-1678. 
stored louvers, bra, custom tinted 715p 
windows. 10,000 krn. Asking $22,800. 1975 Chrysler, good shape. $750 
Phone627-8201. 7/21 firm. View at 5189 Akroyd Road or 
phone 635-9652 and ask for Gene or 
Ed. 715p 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupl3oard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- ~ k  
board are as follows: Toddler.rime , . ,  .c,oo, .p,,,o. A .A ,  WestarTimb  Mondays from 9 ta 11 a.m. tlons are being accepted for the 
Thursdays from 1 to 3 p.m. position of nursery school super- | !r  
The Cupboard is located In the visor. ECE an asset. Call 847-4800 I 
Skeins Health Unit, 3412 Kalum for Job description. Mall resume to 
Street. Emergency lnqulrles can be Smithers Nursery School Society, Junior Accountant made In between service hours at P.O. Box 2955, Smlthers, B.C. V0J 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 2N0. Closing date July 28, 1989. 
635-7941. 6128p 7119c 
• Nor thwest  Operat ions  - Carnaby  
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEM)LINE: 5p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $1.00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
~h ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the 
price of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per column inch. 
Minimum of  one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
of automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles.bnly. Noncom: 
mercia] Use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inchper insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
Strawberries for sale. $1.00 a pound. 
Phone 635-2729. 8/two 
A white female poodle has wan-' 
dered from the 5100 block Agar Ave. 
to my house. I would like to return 
her to owner. P lease phone 
635-2158. 6128nc 
. , ,  
"~ Important  Massage for  Busine,uos and Managers ...... ~, Wescar Timber Lt(L'is~n inn0Vati~e]'(~'~t products company with operations 
ABOUT WHMIS in the northern and southern interior of British• Columbia. 
The Northwest Operations of Westar Timber are comprised of two sawmills. 
We will help you comply with the amendments to the a whole-logchippingplant, associeted woodlands and a coastal log handling 
Hazardous Products Act that require every workplace in Facility. 
Canada to have a WHMIS - -  Workplace Hazardous The division is searching for a Junior Accountantto be responsible for data 
Materials Information System. procossingand payments related to contractors, and other general accounting 
r duties. This is a key position on the accounting team and provides opportunity 
• Inventory  of hazardous mater ia ls  for career advancement .... 
e. label l ing and classification Candidate~ should have completed the 2nd or 3rd level of a CGA or RIA 
• mater ie l  safety data  sheets (MSDS) program. The successful applicant will have.superior communication a d 
. • employee t ra in ing ~ interpersonal skills. Familiarity with the forest industry would be an asset. 
Call us today for f ree In it ia l  consultation. Submit resumes in confidence to the attention of: J. Harvey, Controller. 
J ackman Consu l tants  Inc.  • " 
5122 Medeek  Avenue,  
Ter race ,  B.C. ,  V8G 1E1 
Phone:  (604)  635-6853 FAX:  (684)  635-4071 .- 
Canada Post Corporation, in meeting its commitment toprovide 
Canadians with reliable, accessible and affordable postal services and 
products, provides rewarding and challenging career opportunities for 
qualified and motivated individuals. 
Contract Letter 
Carriers 
This is a short term, contract position which entails 
the sorting and delivering of residential and 
commercial mail in Terrace B,C. Although you will 
work primarily on foot, there may be some ddving 
involved. You are an excellent communicator in 
English, possess a valid B.C. driver's license and 
have the ability to work outside in all weather 
conditions. 
Casual Postal 
You will be involved in the manual sorting of mail for 
dispatch or delivery, according to established 
methods and procedures, within the Terrace area. 
Candidates must be able to lift bags weigl ing up to 
20 kgs and stand for long periods of time: A 
satisfactory level of oral and written English 
comprehension is necessarY.. Shift Work is required.. 
. ; , , " 
"i ~!'~. For an opportunity to eam competitive wages, 
- ~, " i ::/please apply by submitting your resume with a 
.... ~: : '-~icovenng letter (and B.C. ddving i~cord search for 
• : the Letter Carder position), no later than July 14, 
1969, to: 
Canada Pont Corporation 
EmpWmnt Centre 
P.O. Box 3222 
Vano0uvor, B.C. 
V6B 3X6 
Attention: Laura Liberty 
,MAIL POSTE 
mada Post Corporation/SociGt6 canadienne des pastes 
. . . . .  . . . .  , .  , ,~ . . .  . . ,  , , ~ , ,~  , I ,~ "~,  ~ , ,  : , ~  . . ~ .  ~ ~" 
: SS iF IED"  
I I l l i l i t l l  1 . . . .  
5 "• , .  
• . - . 
Wanted: e nanny In Queen Charlotte 
City. Separate accommodation, 
must 'drive, French speaking pre- 
ferred. Salary negotiable. Couple 
OK, or single Mom and tot. Phone 
559-8229 or Write to p.o. Box 334, 
Quee n Charlotte City, B.O.VOT 1S0. 
6128p 
Part-time bookkeeper equired for a 
service business inTerrace. Must be 
willing to work fUll-time for holiday 
replacement. The successful appll. 
cant must have three years ex- 
perience In bookkeeping and related 
office duties. Please send resume to 
File 25, c/o Terrace Review, 4535 
GrelgAve.;~Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M? by 
June 30; 1989. 6128p 
Area mprlNmntatlvo/office manager 
for Rainbow Rexalr. Must have vehl. 
tie and enjoy high wages. Phone 
I;yle at Prince Rupert office, 
624,6600. ' " " ' " • 7112p 
Babyslttor/hou~ke~per to begin in 
Sept. for two children, ages 9 
months and 3 years, in my Itome. 
Must have vehicle, • references. All 
school holidays off. $651day. Phone 
635-5885 after 4 p.m. 6128p 
Personal .. 
Hums interested In working days on 
a part time basis is needed to work 
for a community agency that pro- 
vides In.home support for elderly 
and disabled people. Hours range 
from 8 to 12 per Week with flexibility 
built in. Apply to Betty Stewart, pro- 
gram director, Terrace Home Sup- 
port Services, 1-3215 Eby Street, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 2X6. For more infer. 
marion, phone 635-5135. 6128c 
HELP WANTED 
THE MINISTRY OF AT- 
TORNEY GENERAL, Crown 
Counsel Offices wishes to 
employ a Legal Secretary 
(Full Time Position) in Ter- 
race. This busy office re- 
quires an energetlc secretary 
with a minimum of three 
years office experience. 
Legal experience preferred, 
but not necessary. Utmost• 
discretion and respect for 
confldentlalit~,. Must have 50 
words ~ per minute typing: 
skills, with dictaphone equip- 
merit and word processing 
:experience an asset. S 
Oessful .candidate must ubc~ 
able to work Independently 
under  stress, with a high 
• degree•of initiative, tact and 
sense of responsibility. Crim- 
-Inal Record check and pre- 
• vious employment refer- 
enCes are  required. The 
salary is $788.87 - $850.81 bi- 
weekly. • For further informa- 
tion, please contact the 
Crown Counsel Office in Ter- 
race at 638;3251 and. to  
recelve appllcatlons. All ap. 
pllcatlons must be recelved 
by the Reglonal Personnel 
Office, 455, 1011 4th Avenue, 
Prlnce George, B.C., V2L 3H9 
by July 5th, 1989. 
I 
CHOICES PROGRAM 
Terrace & District C0mmunlty Services 
• REL IEF  SUPERVISOR .... -- 
Person requlred to work afternoon shlft in Group Home 
for mentally handicapped children. Person wlll ensure 
that the ongolng management of the residence Is car- 
ryed out. Must have experlence worklng wlth chlldren 
of speclal needs. Supervisory skills would be an asset. 
To apply contact: Llnda Pelletler, Cholces Program 
Dlrector, #1 3215 Eby Street, Terrace B.C. Phone 
635-7863. 
Closing Date: July 3, 1989. 
Tolsec Canada Inc. is now taking applications for the 
position o f  ALARM MONITOR/SWITCHBOARD 
OPERATOR. 
This will be a full-time position and is open to all 
career-oriented Individuals. 
The su(icessfuI applicant should possess the follow- 
ing: 
• 30+ WPM typing ability 
• pleasant telephone manner 
• ability to deal effectively with the public 
• previous office experience 
• flexibility to work shifts and weekends 
Please apply with resume and hand-written cover letter 
to: Tolsec Canada Inc. 18. 3238 Kalum Street, Terrace, 
B.C., vaG 2N4 Attention: Leone Klein. 
CHOICES PROGRAM 
Terrace & District Communi ty  Services 
Requires one full time stoff to provide support to mental ly 
challenged adults. 
QUAL IF ICAT IONS:  . 
• Completion of the caw program or equivolent troining 
or  experience 
• First Aid certificate or be will ing to obtain within 
3 months 
• Class 4 drivers license orwl l l lng  to obta in 
• Must submit to criminal record ,~earch 
Closing date: June 29, 1989. . . . . . .  
Submit resume to Terrace & District Community-Ser. 
vices,  t l  - 3215 Eby  St reet ,  Ter race ,  I I .C. ,  V IO  |X t .  
For further information phohe Morilyn Taron at 635-58~. 
Model 
540E. Output 132 G.P.H. at 1000 
P.S.I. Diesel fired, Intake for soap. 
Asking $1,200. OBO. Phone 845-3455 
anytime. 8/4 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industr ial  
1 unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave: & Kenney St. 
1 adjoining unit; 
/ /1,735sq. ft. 
Keith Ave..& Kenney St. 
635-7459 
FOR RENT 
"OR LEASE: 
1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. 
Lots of parking. For 
further information 
phone 635.3355, 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally := located, -~ clean; 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 ,r.c 
I 
RETAIL SPACE 
FOR RENT 
300 sq. ft. store front 
retail space in the 
Terrace Mini-Mall. 
For further informa- 
tion, call 635-6158. tfnc 
I II 
• FOR RENT 
,1 ,  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
, Rents start at $340.00 
, References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635.3922 or 635-5224 
I I  I I  
HOUSE FOR RENT: Privately owned 
modern recreational cabin on scenic 
Uncha Lake Just south of Francois 
Lake. $301per day. Phone 694-3521 
evenings. 7128 
Large oil tank with gauge. Best offer 
to $100. Phone 635-5843. 7114 
302 engine, 390 engine with auto- 
matic transmissions. Asking $600. 
ATC Honda 110 3 wheeler. Asking 
$750. Phone 627-1762 after 6 p.m. 
7/14 
Tub, toilet & sink, Mac colour; toilet 
& sink in bone colour, all faucets In- 
cluded. Sliding doors for tub. 3 
closet doors, 5 Interior doors. Large 
dog house, twin stroller. Phone 
638-8907. .7128 
NmlXpqw roll ~ from $10 to 
S25. Phone635-7840, . tfnp 
UUlIty boxes with locks for pickup 
truck. 4 separate -- 2 for each side 
of truck. Phone 638-1726 evenings. 
7119¢ 
Lost -.; Prescription glasses In blue 
case somewhere In the Sparks St. 
area. Phone 638-8294. 6/28n0 
John ~ 10-10 gas blade winch 
and canopy, good condition. John 
Harley Davldson FXR, 1340c0, in- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac. 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 
firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask for 
Mark. tfnp 
1979 DT 175Yamaha; completely re- 
:built. Must be seen to appreciate. 
Phone 627-7877 after 5 pm. 7128 
sidecar for 650¢c motorcycle; 
with windshield and rain(cover. Stop 
age space In trunk. Asking $1,200. -~* 
Phone 624-5562. 7128 
1973 Suzuki129 RV Trail bike; with 
helmet, 2 new tires & tubs. Asking 
$300. OBO. Phone 635-7940 after 4 
p.m. 7/29 
Deere 600 diesel front end loader 
and back hoe, good condition. 
Phone .635-5205. 7112c 635-7840 ~;~'~.., , 
Mar ine  ~ 
In ~ closslfleds ~.~*~" " ' - I I  
22' Songster;, 302 engine, C.B., in- 
board, outboard; 8' Sklf, trim taps, 
sounder, compass, radio, tape deck, 
head, alcohol stove; sink duel bat- 
teries. FIG swim grid; down riggers; 
SiS rod holders. Lots of extras. 
Sleeps five. Asking $10,250 obo. 
Phone 624-4452. 5118 
17.ft. Frontiersman canoe, as new. 
Asking $350. Phone 632-2970 after 6 
p.m. 5/26 
WANTED TO BUY: 6 horse power 
long shaft outboard motor. Phone 
632.5162. 7121 
Local gentleman seeks a mean- 
IngfuI relationship that could 
develop into a lasting relationship 
with a woman In her 306 or early 406. 
I'm a religiously tolerant Individual. 
Those seriously interested could 
kindly reply to Box 328, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4B1. Thank you. 6/28p 
12x63 mobile home, 1976, 3 
bedrooms, frldge, stove, washer, 
dryer, wood stove, wood shed, 
porch. Asking $7,500. Phone 
561-7141. 6128p 
12](47 2-bedrocm taller, Includes 4 
appliances, new Joey shack. Asking 
$7,000. Phone 638-1302 after 6 p.m. 
715p 
10'x52' trailer comqs with 2 ap- 
pliances, wood ~,) -- could be 
converted to I gas, fenced 
private yard, t, "oen & wood sheds. 
Phone 635-3103 after 5 p.m. 6/2 
i l l  
HAPPY "4"  Decades I 
Sh°ron I 
Congratulations Dee 
You did itl 
~./]..~c]:.e~,%.z<~..~!~.;,~;~,. ,~ . .~ .~ . . . . . .  - . , -  . - .  ~ . .~ . . , .  ~ , .  ,':k~,k.~..4Pt-,~.~,~,,~.~,':'.~'*'~.~',~~'~'~,~'"~'~" ...:.d,.". '.~'~* 
CLASSIIF/   " , ;  . 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-tlmeor drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or,638-8398, tfnc 
Appointments for school tours, 
group tours and weddings at 
HERITAGE PAR.K, please phone LIn- 
da at 635-4546. 6/28p 
ATTENTION. If you have worked in 
Germany, you may be eligible for a 
PENSION. Free,Inquiries: Wolf 
Diener, 3986 Gordon Head Road, 
Victoria, B.C. V8N 3)(3. Phone 
1-477.5897. 6/28p 
Temice Deycaro Centre, 3425 Kalum 
St., has openings for 3-to:6.year- 
olds. Qualified teachers, fenced 
yard, pets. For more Information, 
phone 635.3424. 7/19p 
The Northmmt Counselling Centre 
is Conducting a "Communications 
Skills Workshop for Couples -- 
• Level I" on Saturday, July 8 from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Northwest Com- 
munity College, room 2001. $50 per 
couple. Facilitated by Len Hughes 
and Lil Farkvam. Please register In 
advance at the Northwest Counsel- 
ling Centre at 4711 Lazelle Ave. or 
phone 638-8311. 7/5c 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your al- 
ternatives makes you •really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. • tfn 
Kltlmet Crisis Line and referi'al ser- 
vice. Phone 632.4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
..vice during the day. tfnp 
Abortion Counselling, information 
and referral service. Call 635:3487 
anytlme. Confldentlallty assured, tfn 
The Knights of Columbus announce 
that a blood donor clinic will be held 
at Mount Elizabeth Secondary 
School, 1491 Kingfisher In Kltimat, 
on July 11 from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. Free 
transportation will be provided by 
Rainbow Taxi, Including Kltamaat- 
Village; where taxis will depart for 
the clinic at 1 p.m. and 5 p.m..For 
further information call Andre 
McAIIister at 632-2998. 7/one 
Large well-kept house in Thornhill 
across from schools and bus. 3 
bedrooms, full basement, 2 baths, 
fi[eplace, sun room and nice. yard• 
Asking $86,000. Phone 638-1442. 
715p 
Duplex, Bide by.side, 2.story. Each 
unit has 3 bedrooms, 1Yz baths, 
natural gas heat and hot water, 
frldge .and :stove, city water and 
sewer, aluminum storage shed, 
large sundeck, laundry room. 
Serious iinquirles only. Phone 
638-8026 or 635-6734. 715p 
3.bedroom home, 1,150 sq. ft., in the 
Horseshoe area. Full basement, 
fireplace, carport, natural gas heat, 
large lot with fruit trees. Phone 
635-9083. 7/5p 
House for sale on Goulet, 3 
bedrooms, 1 extra room, frldge and 
stove .Incltided, nice yard, excellent 
condition. For more Information, 
phone 638-1875. . 6128p 
Five acres on sewer and water. 
Rural setting close to downtown. 
$38,000. Phone 635-2760. 8/16p 
• House for sale -- 1,200 plus s¢ ft., 
in Stewart. 4 bedrooms, wood-oil fur- 
nace, detachable carport. Can be 
viewed at 412 Raven St. Phone 
697-2570 In Granisle. 7119p 
1978 Ford 250, 4x4, Ranger pkg, PS, 
PB, auto, camper spec., 4 ext. 
wheels, 2 tanks, etc., exc. cond. with 
1979 91/,-ft, Okanagan camper, 
4-burn. stove, oven, 3-way frig., toilet 
compt., sleeps 6, hyd. Jacks, crank- 
up boatrack, super, well-matched 
campilig combo. $8,975 obo. Phone 
635,2?20' 6/28p 
16-fl, travei trldlor,., self contained. 
$1,000 firm, View at 5189 Akroyd 
Road or phone 635-9652, ask for 
Gene or Ed. 7/12p 
1975 5th wheel trailer, 31 ft,, like new 
condition, Phone 635-5205, 7/12c 
1980 Okanegan tandem trailer;, 171/1 
foot, awning, very clean, toilet, 
stove, fridge, heater. Ready to go. 
Asking $6,995. Phone 635-5843.7/14 
1976 11-foot Scamper camper;, good 
condition, 3-way fridge,. 3-burner 
stove with oven;shower, rear bum- 
per plus.step, Jacks. Asking $5,800 
OBO. View at 139 McCaffery Place, 
Prince Rupert. Phone Paul at 
624-2254 days, 627-7313 evenings. 
7/21 
CANOE 
| --  
Wilderness 
Experience 
For more Information contact: 
Ken's Marine 4946 Grelg 
Avenue, Terrac'(~, B.C., 
• Phone 635.2909. 
HORSE ADVENTURES! Make your 
dreams come true on a real wilder- 
ness ranch with 40 horses. We offer 
a lifetime of varied experience, train. 
ing, ridingand teaching. Check out 
our credentials, safety record and 
spectacular wilderness setting be. 
fore you choose a summer camp. 
We offer the best teacher-to-student 
and horse-to-student. Limited to 12 
girls per session. Write or phone for 
brqchure or video Saddle Tramp Wil- 
derness Ranch, Southbanks, B.C., 
V0J 2P0. Phone 694-3521 evenings. 
$295/per week. Four•2 week ses- 
sions In July. 7/28 
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Province of Bdtlah Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honoursble Nell Vent, Minister 
• Giving You flleFnmdpm to Move 
.HIGHWAYS -- TENDERS 
Electoral Dlstdct: Atlln 
Highway Dlddct: BuIkley-Nass 
Project or Job Number:... 
Project• or Job Description: 
Machine Laid Paving within the 
Mezladin foreman Area. 
The Tender sum for this project 
is to include applicable Federal 
and Provincial sales tax. 
Tender Opening Date: July 7, 
1989 at 2:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
The District Office, Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways, 
3793 Alfred Avenue, Smlthers, 
B.C., VOJ 2N0 between the hours 
of 8:30 and 4:00 p.m. Monday to 
Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rice: 847.7403. 
Tenders will be opened at 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, 3793 Alfred Avenue, 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0. 
Ministry Offlcloal 
L. Kelly, Dlstdct Hwy. Manager 
( ~  " PROVINCE OF • 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
FORESTS 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders for mechanical 
brushing and weeding at High- 
Way 37 North In the Vandyke 
area will be received by the 
District Manager, Ministry of 
Forests, Room 200- 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C~ up to 1:00 
p.m. on July 17, 1989, 
Tender forms and contract par- 
( ~  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
FORESTS 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders for mechanical 
brushing and weeding at Nalbee- 
lah Creek in the Kltlmat Valley 
will be received by the District 
Manager, Ministry Of Forests, 
Room 200-'. 5220 Kelth r Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. up to 1:00 p.m. on 
July 17, 1989. 
Tender forms and contract per- 
tioulare may be pl(:ked up at the 
District Office in Terrace, B.C. 
All inquiries should be made to 
the RO Silviculture. Phone 
638-3290. 
Tenders must be made subject 
to the conditions of tender and 
submitted on the forms and in 
theenvelope supplied. No tender 
shall be considered having any 
qualifying clauses whatsoever 
and the lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
District Manager 
Kalum Forest District 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS I 
" AND OTHERS I 
I 
Notice is hereby given tOl 
creditors and Others havingl 
claims against the followingl 
estate: I 
ALEJANDRO EXCURRAi 
ECHENIQUE, also known asl 
ALEXANDER ECHENIQUE, ALE-n 
JANDRO ECHENIQUE, ALEX E.I 
ECHENIQUE, and ALEX I 
ECHENIOUE, Deceased, former-I 
ly of 111, 4619 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., are required to 
send full particulars of such 
claims to the tJndersi{ined 
solicitor at 4509 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P3, on or 
before the 15th day of July, 1989, 
after which the date the estate's 
assets will be distributed, having 
regard only to the claimsthat 
have been received. 
JULIANA ANOClBAR 
Executrix 
CECIL C. PRATT 
Solicitor 
i 
,,ov..cEo,  
~ BRITISH cOLUMBIA 
I : *MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE INVITING ~,  
APPLICATIONS FOR 
"SEALED TENDERS FOR 
T.S.L. A-31840 
Take notice that, pursuant to 
Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tenders will be accepted 
by the District.Manager, Ten;aCe,: 
B.C. up to 9.30 a.m,, July 17, 
1989, for a timber sale Iloence 
authorizing the ha;eating of 
timber located in the vicinity of 
Vandyke Main. 
Volume: 31,507 cubic metres, 
more or less. 
Term: One (1) Year. 
Sealed tenders will be opened in 
the District Office, Terrace, B.C. 
at 10:30 a.m., July 17, 1989. 
Only tenders from Category 1 
and 2, Smell Business Forest 
Enterprise Registrants will be 
accepted. 
Additional Information may be 
I obtained from the District 
Manager, 200 - 5220 Kelth Ave- 
nue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1L1. 
l lkeena 
CELLULOSE INC. 
~ra -~ons  
P.O. B()x 3000 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C6 
Phone (604) 635-6550 
Sealed tenders for 1989 Regen 
Surveys will be receivedby 
Skeena Cellulose Inc., Terrace 
Operations on the date listed 
below. 
Project Area: A;)proxlmately 
4900•hectares In the Nass, 
Kalum and South areas of T.F.L, 
1 and F.L. A-16635. Area to be 
surveyed at one plot per hectare, i.. 
Tenders: Interested parties must "i 
contact our office and request a 
survey package. All bids must be 
submitted to our office no later 
than 12:00 noon, July 14, 1989. .i 
Contact: Kevln Derow. i 
The lowest or any tender will not i 
necessarily be accepted, and the I ~'; 
package may be awarded as 'a 
whole or in parts. . . . .  I 
1977 Jeep pickup;' 360, auto trans, I ticulars may be picked up at the : " 
large bush guard, 8,000 lb. Waren I District Office in Terrace, B.C. / • 
winch. New battery and brakes. Ask- TO: PERCIVAL CLAYTON i " • IIng $1,850. OBO. Phone 638-8016. 6/4 | All Inquiries should be made to  
I the RO Silviculture. Phone 
1989 Dakota pickup; V6, 4-speed, i 638-3290. i GERALDINE DERRICK has filed an application numbered i '  
auto, •air condition, cruise, loaded. | Tenders must be made subject | 5340 in the District Registry, Provincial Court •of British Col- i I 
Trailer tow package. Will take older I to the conditions of tender and | umbla at Prince Rupert, asking for custody of the child i 
model trade. Asking $22,000. Phone I submitted on the forms and in | BRENDA CLAYTON. I 
635-5843. .7/14 | the envelopesupplied. No tender 
1978 GMC Crewcab truck; runnln'-"g I shall be considered having .any | Your whereabouts being unknown the court ordered service I 
condition: Asking $500. Phone I qualifying clauses whatsoever | of this application on you bythis advertisement.The grounds |,• 
635.200i 7/28 I and the lowest or any tender will | alleged for custody are stated in the application. If you wish I I  
• • | not necessarily be accepted. | to respond or oppose this application then you must attend | 
1980 Ford F.100 pIckup;PhonegOOd635.564~oondi- | District Manager I the Provincial Court in Prince Rupert at 9:30 a.m. on the 26th II ~ 
tion. Asking $3,000. " | Counsel for the Applicant: Gordon J. Sebastian, P.O. Box 130' i 
i | ,  Kalum Forest District | day of July, 1989, at which time this application will be heard' | 
1985 Western Star;, big cam, 4 Cure- I Hazelton, B.C., V0J 1Y0, 042-5218. I 
mins, one year warranty remaining, I The address for the Provincial Court is: Provincial Court I I  
15 direct, 44 rears. Complete •with 
1987 Aiiser Jeep and Peerless ~ PROVINCE OF• I I  " Registry, 100 Marketplace, Prince Rupert, B.C. i 
, I i  •-F] I i 
trailer. Ex. cond.' Will consider par- BRITISH COLUMBIA • 
tlal trade fo r  property. Phone ~ MINISTRY OF 635-2439. 7/19c ~ MINISTRY OF 
FORESTS 
1979 Jeep J20 pickup, 1.ton, 600 ,  INVITATION TOTENDER PROW"CE OF IH IK I  .  .NVL%O_N."_SNr I m,,.onn.woo'oronOorw'rr'nt'. .OM,.,.', ',,,. ', ',O. I 
r~ew brakes and shocks and many Sealed tenders for mechanical i i 
other new drivetraln pads, incl. 
steering linkage. Paint is less than 2 
years old. $1,000 Alpine stereo In- 
cluded. $6,000 OBO. Phone 638-1621 
or 635-4886. Ask for Dennis. 7/5p 
brushing and weeding at (A) -- ! 
Cecil Creek in the Kltlmat Valley 
and Shames and Copper River In 
the Terrace area will be received 
by the District Manager, Ministry 
of Forests, Room 200 -5220 
Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. up to 
1:00 p.m. on July 17, 1989. 
Tender forms and'contract par- 
ticulars may be picked up at tl ) 
District Office in Terrace, B.C. 
All inquiries should be made to 
the RO Silviculture. Phone 
638.3290. 
Tenders must be made subJec~ 
to  the conditions of tender an 
submitted on the forms and In 
the envelope supplied. No tender 
shall be considered having any 
qualifying clauses whatsoever 
and the lowest or any tender will 
notnecessarily be accepted. 
District Manager 
Kaiunl Forest District 
] I . . . . . .  H . . . . . .  [ r i 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders for the following project will be received by the 
REGIONAL MANAGER, SKEENA REGION, Ministry of Environment, 
Bag 5000, Smlthers, B.C., V0J 2N0. All tenders must be received no 
later than 1:00 p.m., July 7, 1989 and will be opened in public at that 
time. 
The Project consists of: • 
sampling vegetation In herbicide treated areas to eesees the overall 
Impact of the herbicide on vegetation communities with particular 
'emphasis on shrubs that are Important to wildlife. 
A thorough understanding of vegetation sampling, herbicide damage 
and shrub recovery assessment techniques is essential. 
Tender document specifications and contract information can be ob- 
tained from Ministry of Environment, Administration, 3726 Alfred 
Avenue, Smlthere, B.C. or by phoning 847-7264. 
Ministry contact' person for this project le Mr. Gord Wolfe, phone 
847-7298. 
The lowest or any tender.will not necessarily be accepted. 
Regional Administration Manager 
Skeena Region 
Minlekry of Environment i, 
i986 Suzuki Samurai 4x4 Jeep, ex- 
cellent condition, comes with 
matching trailer and 4 studded 
winter fires. Phone 842-6467. 7/12p 
• ". • " ,•  
WANTED: Computer Shopper Maga. 
zinc; August 1988• March 1989 end 
Apple Macintosh computers; any 
condition. Re;in Lee, 1035 1st Ave- 
nue West, Prince Rupert, B.C., V8G 
1B5. Phone 624-6675. ' 6/23 
Wanted to buy -- roof antenna for a 
• CB, 112 to 5/8. Phone 638-8398. tfhc • 
;i 
? ( 
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The board of directors of the 
Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine took to the water last 
weekend:to view a potential 
marine park system being inves- 
-tigated by B.C. Parks. As a 
result, the: 'directors now have 
f'trst hand knowledge:, of the 
DOuglas.. Channel area andsay 
they, feel confident hat any rec- 
Ommendations~.. theymake on 
.futuredevelopment proposals 
will•..be made in the best interest. 
. o f  evei'Y0ne inx;olve~l. 
• . , by Tod Strachan 
Part of this knowledge came 
from experiencing the trip from 
the point of view of a tourist --  
even though in reality it was a 
working trip. 
The first thing learned by the 
directors was that something has 
to be done with MK Bay Mari- 
na. The schedule called for 
boarding the 65-foot Eagle One 
following a meeting with Alcan 
representatives last Friday 
:morning. All arrived at 11 a.m. 
as  they had been told, but then 
they waited - -  for two hours. 
Apparently their was an air 
lock in the marina's fueling sys- 
tem and after several attempts 
that resulted in the transfer of 
only a few liters of fuel the 
whole idea was abandoned. In- 
stead, Tom Howatt, the owner 
of the Eagle One, boarded his 
.passengers and headed for the 
Rivtow docks at Hospital 
Beach. Here they were greeted 
by a willing maintenance crew 
and sufficient fuel for the two 2 
day tour was pumped from a 
Rivtow tug. And with this new 
insight of what may be awaiting 
our marine visitors, the group 
headed south down the Kitimat 
Arm. 
Howatt navigated the Eagle 
• One past Jesse Fails, the site of a 
proposed fish ladder and hatch. 
ery, and then to Weewanie Hot 
Springs, a popular day and 
weekend destination on the 
eastern shore of Devastation 
Channel. Everyone went ashore 
• to explore the hotsprings and 
found a Small rock building 
about five feet wide and 12 feet 
long that is said to have been 
built in 1922. This structure 
houses the hotsprings and also 
offersa small change area. 
According to a report from 
B.C. Parks, there has been a 
reserve on this site since 1964 
and it is a "definite" park can- 
didate. To date, recent develop- 
ment work has been done by the 
• • e ' : . .  Kitimat Yacht Club and it is 
nl'a'nag0d. by  the Ministry of 
Forests./-Thelteport suggests a 
more aesthetic po01 btiilding 
would enhance the.l site even 
though a limited supply of 
hotsprings water would limit the 
size of any development.' 
The area surrounding Weewa- 
'nie Hot Springs offers several 
good anchorages, good fishing 
and an opportunity to observe 
sealions on Loretta Island. On 
this trip, however, none were 
seen due to the presence of 
• whales.. Also, On the way to the 
hotsp/ings from Irdtimatthere 
are the Coste Rocks, a dive site 
which could be designated as an 
underwater park, and Eagle Bay. 
which harbors a popular, and 
well-used, beach. ~, 
The Eagle One left W eewanie 
With the Eagle One in the background, regional district administrator Bob Marcellin explores the fisheries poten- 
tial of Jesse Falls. 
Hot Springs at about 3:30 p.m. 
and headed west through Verney 
Passage. The destination on this 
leg of the journey was Moody 
Point where a rather late lunch 
was to be served at Schooley's 
Camp. On arriving at the camp 
an hour and 40 minutes later, 
what was seen was not what was 
expected by some. The camp 
was nearly destroyed by a storm 
last November and it appears a
lot of repair work remains to be 
)done. The walls of'two storage 
buildings lean at a dangerous 
slant and one raft is still missing 
two logs on one side, causing a 
list of at  least l0 degrees. The 
main building is still intact, 
though, and the directors, were 
served "lunch" at 5 p.m. 
A short time later, everyone 
was back on board and the 
Eagle One headed south down 
Ursula Channel to visit two 
more hotsprings. The first, at 
Bishop Bay, proved to be the 
best developed site of the whole 
tour and a popular landing for 
boaters. There were four sail- 
boats and a small cruiser ti'ed to 
a well-built dock and a federal 
fisheries boat anchored in the 
harbor. Of  the private vessels, 
one was from Seattle and anoth- 
er .from Nome, Alaska. This 
gave a true indic~ttion of how 
proper development can attract 
boating tourists. According to a 
B.C. Parks field trip report, 15 
boats were tied up during their 
visit on the long weekend in 
May, .  ,": ,.,, ',::~ " :, 
Bishop Bay ,.has a well- 
developed trail and a stone shel- 
ter over a hotsprings pool with 
room for a dozen or so people at 
a time. A parks reserve has .ex- 
isted on this site since 1964 and it 
too has been developed by the 
Kitimat Yacht Club. This site is 
listed as a high priority park can- 
didate, but as at Weewanie B.C. 
Parks recommends a more at- 
tractive building. 
From there the Eagle One 
headed for Kid Point at the 
entrance to Goat Harbor but 
nothing was found, According 
to B,C, Parks a small hotspring 
is located, here but it. is in a 
"cliff" setting and.would be 
"very difficult,' t ° develop, 
Still, they •have established a
reserve over this site. After fail- 
ing to find the hotspring, the 
Eagle One headed back to an- 
chorage at Schooley's Camp for 
a l0 p.m. supper and anevening 
of rest. 
Day Two 
Saturday morn ing ,  board 
chairman Jack Talstra called the 
regular meeting of the regional 
distr ict  to order.  Their 
meeting ended two and a half 
hdm;s laurel and ~011owing hinch 
the second half of the tour 
began. The Eagle One headed 
north up Ursula Channel and 
then entered the southern half o f  
Verney passage at Amy Point. 
This section of water is bordered 
on .the north by Hawkesbury 
Island and on the south by 
Gribbell Island and contains 
some of the most beautiful 
scenery on the trip. 
The area between Fishtrap 
Bay and Mount Jenkinson is 
described by B.C. Parks as, 
"another spectacular example 
of fiord scenery". And, "an 
excellent potential as a cruise 
route circling Gribbell Island". 
They suggest that there is a high 
priority on developing this as a 
part of the marine park system 
but add that forestry interests 
require investigation first. 
Leaving Verney Passage, the 
Eagle One entered Wright 
Sound -- the point at which 
marine tourists must decide 
whethei" to explore the Douglas 
Channel system or head further 
north to Prince Rupert and 
Alaska. 
If they opt for Douglas Chan- 
nel, the first village they will see 
on the western shore of the 
channel is Hartley Bay at the 
channel entrance. HartleyBay is
a small Native village and the 
center of population in the Hart- 
ley ,Bay tribal territory. What 
impressed i'egional district di- 
rectors the most, was an up-to- 
date fueling system and a "mil- 
lion dollar" rock breakwater 
they would like to see at MK. 
Bay, 
Now heading north up Doug- 
:las Channel, the first stop made 
Was at Kitkiata Inlet, about 12 
miles, from Hartley Bay. Here, 
according to regional district 
director Gordon Robinson, are 
ancient Indian rock carvings 
that would be of interest to 
tourists. On arriving however, 
the tide was in and the carvings 
were under water and had to be 
passed by. 
What• was of interest was a 
Wedeene River timber company 
logging site. Unlike several other 
smaller camps seen before, 
this is a major operation. Most 
logging sites involve only a small 
amount of timber that is accessi- 
ble from the water. But at We- 
deene, there is a large camp and 
a logging road paralleling the 
shore line for several miles. 
Proceeding up the channel 
another six miles, the Eagle One 
passed Bluejay Falls. What can 
be seen of these falls from the 
channel is a spectacular series of 
rapids which drop towards the 
shoreline, where Bhejay Falls 
cascades directly into Douglas 
Channel. But the historic value 
of these falls is far more impor- 
tant to the Native peoples in the 
area than  the view they offer 
boaters - -  Bluejay Falls is the 
traditional dividing line between 
Haisla and Hartley Bay tribal 
territories, according to director 
Gordon Robinson. 
A little less than two hours 
later, the Eagle One passed the 
entrances o f  a series of three 
inlets which B.C. Parks describe 
as, "excellent examples of fiord 
scenery". The first is Foch La- 
goo n which •isn't easily accessi- 
ble to boaters. But the entrance 
to the lagoon provides a curious 
sight i f  visited at low tide -- 
reversing tidal rapids. The eleva- 
tion of the entrance is midway 
between low and high tide; at 
high tide are rapids into the 
lagoon and at low tide a water- 
fall into the channel. 
The next tWO inlets are Giltto- 
yees and Miskatla which share a 
common entrance to Douglas 
Channel. According to B.C. 
parks these •inlets offer steep 
mountainsides, waterfalls, es. 
tuaries and a recreational crab 
fishery and are already a popu- 
lar boating area. They say fores- 
try interests in the area oLthese 
threelniets require investigation 
but the area could be developed 
into a "significant" day or 
• weekend estination and a study 
reserve has been established. 
The final stop on what had 
already proven to be an educa- 
tional experience was Jesse 
Falls. To the ordinary boater, 
these falls may appear to be 
nothing more than a scenic spot 
to view as you slowly pass by. 
But to Robinson, these falls and 
Jesse Lake behind them repre- 
sent something with significant 
potential for the commercial sal- 
mon industry. 
Jesse Falls consists of a large 
waterfall and a smaller one a 
few feet north. But unseen to the 
ordinary boater is a small stream 
hidden by rock and bush. There 
are two water falls on this 
stream -- one about six feet high 
and the other about four - -  and 
Robinson has been lobbying for 
an enhancement program for 
more than 15 years 
According to Robinson, Jesse 
Lake is a gift from nature for 
the construction of a fish hatch- 
ery. Through the construction of 
two fish ladders about 20 feet 
long, salmon would have access 
to a lake 10 miles long tapering 
from a width of four miles wide 
in the north to about a half mile 
in  the south. Most directors 
went ashore at Jesse Falls and 
climbed a rock face and fol- 
lowed about a hundred feet of 
forest trail to view the lake. 
• They all agreed that Robinson is 
right. 
From Jesse Falls it was about 
an hour and a half run back to 
MK Bay Marina and the end of 
a two day trip that provided 
valuable information. Prior to 
this excursion, land referrals for 
the development of booming 
grounds or fishing lodges in the 
Douglas Channel area came be- 
fore the board oRen. And with 
no knowledge of the area them- 
selves, had to rely on Robinson 
for backgroun d information, 
Now, with the knowledge they 
have gained, board members 
will be making decisions on 
these proposals with some per- 
sonal insight into the potential 
tourism development offered by 
theDouglas Channel system,,, 
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 hddre n Fest, valon the way 
, :/iiiOr~anizers are gearing up  for . . . . . . . .  v '.. 
!dren's. :Festival to.be he ld -m _. . . . . . .  :'."~'L.. "'~ • 
L'Ower :Little Park onSunday, ' ' ' "  " .... * : ':! 
August 1,3 from l p 4 p . . . .  ~ ~'~ "* :  
The i festival is pen to hildr " ~ .... " 
.. ~/ofaliages free of charge, ~,:- .- The  path of  the just is as - . 
~ :  : "  " * the shining light, that shin,• :/i/:!i. " 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ eth more and more unto the . ~ /.:!~/:~.i!~ ~ • 
',~:.' by Sylvia Golke perfectday.- ,.. L "*~ ~!~:~:i:'!': 
~. :..:~i~.~:A dediCated, team of about'six. -? :: 
i~p ledevdop this event •each . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  -] 
• ,~y~.!They.rely heavily on cam- 1 
:iin~ty: support .and involve- . 
: i 'ment.  Sacred Heart Cathol ic Church : 
~ ~:/:;/The Terrace Chi ldren's  Me,  Tiara" Pastor:  ~.~ " 
/. F~tival  Society. is a non-profit, Saturday: 7:30, p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
•: n0n-commercial venture. Local Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O, M.I. " 
businesses have generously ,11:30 a.m. 
donated money and materials to "4830 s}iaume Avenue 635-2315 
'~isuPpiement the grant received Transportation un!quely designed for kids was one of the 
f rom the Terrace and District many features of last year's Children's Festival in Terrace. ~ 
AmCounci l .  Insurance protec- Organizers are currently planning events and activities for 
non is provided by the Centen- the sixth annual festival Aug. 13. St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
~ti;~ Lions.  Sunday Servh:es: Clergy: 
Reverend Bill Anderson 
Community volunteers and L i  ed ted 9a.m. g l la .m,  lheVen. J.A. Ma©Kenzle 
parental involvement are strong- cel ls  en over  SundayS~°¢clmesarehelddudn'the9am'u~c~'Ch"d.PrIest.In.Charoe care Is available during'the 9 a.m. service. 
ly encouraged. The Children's 4506 Lokelse Avenue 635-901q 
Festival is not just an event.., it j i I rd 
is a "happening". Each year, C r m n a reco  
300-400 people participate. 
Similar festivals are held in Anyone finding themselves on because you meet lots of people Christ Lutheran Church 
.Princi~ George and Vancouver. the wrong side of the law should and might find another job. Sunday School -- 9:45 a.m. 
Events planned for this year consider their future. A criminal But RCMP Corporal Cann Starting Sunday, May 7 -- Worship Service at l 1:00 a.m. 
include music in the park at the record can be detrimental and told council that because the Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
bandshell, parachute games, deny youmanyofyourrights--  young man has a criminal 
print-making and hat-making even your fight to get a job. record, in particular the convic- 3229 Sparks Street 635-$520 
workshops, bang-and-nail ac- This is what a 25-year-old tions related to drugs, the 
tivity, dress-up tent, face-paint- Terrace resident is finding out, RCMP opposed the issuing of a 
ing, bubble-making and fish even though he says he's learned chauffeur's licence. "Allowing Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Pastor: 
pond. ale Unruh t45-7513 If you have an idea for event, his lesson and wants to him to drive a taxi allows many Sabbath kheml:' 
s t ra ighten himself  out. opportunities tO get back into Saturday 9:30 o.rn. 
want to get involved in the  Unemployed and looking for that (trafficking)," he explain- Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: • Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7"00 p.m. 
Children's Festival, or want work, he found a job as a taxi ed. He applauded the young 3306 Griffiths 635-3232 
more information, callEllzabeth driver; first, he had to obtain a man for his courage to appeal 
at 635-3487 or Lori at 635-9533. chauffeur's licence. But because the RCMP decision and for his . ~. - - 
he has a criminal record, the efforts tO gain employment and Evangelical Free Church 
RCMP denied the application, make his own way in life - -  but Sunday khooh Pators: ."~ 
N ew boat? and that decision was upheld by added the RCMP position was ffor oil ages) Jim Westman 
Terrace city council Monday firm. 9:45 a.m. Gordon Froese 
TERRACE -- The city's night following a public hearing So this Terrace-born-and- Sunday Services: Prayer Meeting: 
Economic Development Officer at city hall. raised resident is still looking for e:30 a.m. / 11:00 e.m. 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. b35-$~ | $ 
is looking for working drawings In 1984, he was found guilty work, and with, his Unemploy- 13302 Sparks Street 
of a full size riverboat, of the possession of marijuana, ment Insurance income is taking 
The first white man to In 1985, he was convicted twice care of his younger brother as ] Knox United Church 
pit his paddlewheeler against the for impaired riving. And in the well. Had he been able to see 
might of the Skeena was Cap- spring of 1988 he was placed on into the future things might have Sunday Worship: Evening Worship: Minister. 10:30 a.m. July 9 & 23 Stun Bailey 
rain Tom Coffin, who churned probation for one year for worked out differently, but no Sunday 8ehool: August 13 & 27 Youth Group: 
his way up fiver in the sixty foot trafficking in marijuana --  he one can do that. What they can 10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. k 
"Union", The year was 1864, had only three "joints" in his do, however, is to consider the 4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 
and although e didn't make it possession at the time. consequences of their actions. • 
ill 
as far as Hazelton, it began an "Last year I had a hard time, I 
new era in the Northwest hat money-wis.e," he explained to • Terrace Pentecostal Assembly • Eedy Service: Pasten 
lasted until 1912. It's a part of city aldermen. "I only bought a John Caplln 
our history that's not necessarily quarter ounce to see if I could THE SIGN OF A s:3o a.m. Associate Peston Cliff Slebert 
unique in North America but it make money." GOOD BUSINESS Sunday School: Prayer Time: 
L 10:00 a.m. 6:00 p.m. i s  an age that is attractive to But, he says, " I  learned my NEIGHBOR • . • Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. Evening Servloe: 6:30 p.m. 
tourists, lesson from doing that... It ] ~ _ ~  ~':?~:~ I 3511 Eby Street 63S-2434 
Because of this, alderman doesn't get you anywhere." He  ~ i~ 
Bob Cooper has been talking to told council that he wants to ..... : .... |
Kitsumkalum chief Cliff Bolton straighten himself out. " I 'm ~ ~ !  ,~,~,,: The All iance Church ~ ~<~ 
about a joint venture. The Kit- looking for ways to better .... '~' Family Bible School: Poster: Rick Wlebe ~-: 9:45 a.m. Au't  PastorgDouglas Glnn 
sumkalum Band Council is also myself and get out of the rut I ~ "~~"~=~ , '  Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. /' i" Divine worship: 11:00 a.m. 
. . . . .  ~,.~:i.~ . All are cordially Invited very interested in tourism devel- was in last year," he explained. ~ • : '~ : '  
opment. It may be a long way He said there was a possibility he [ .... Youth Ministries * Home Bible Studies * Visitation 
~ off, but if the plans and the may be rehired at Skeena . . . .  4923 Agar Avenue 6~5-~727 
" money can be found, we may Sawmills, but even if that comes THE SIGN OF 
sometime have a new restaurant about, he said, he will be laid off A MERCHANT 
in town that will be just as in September"whentheycutthe WHO CARES The Salvation Army • 
attractive to tourists as the Ker- third shift".. So driving a cab Sunday Services: 
mode bear. would be perfect, he ' said, ABOUT PEOPLE • •. .v:=o a.m. Christian tdueat lon (all ages) 
1 ! :00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p,m. Salvation Meeting 
~ This emblem Identifies For Further Information call , 
the civic-minded • 4643 Walsh Avenue 6~5-(1480 
FOR SALE businessmen who sponsor 
The Cedars Motel ~.. I~ Christian Reformed Church 
: 22 Units plus 2-bedroon Manager Suite. Near in the community. Sunday 8end.s: Pasten 
downtown on 1% acres =- , ,~,, ,v Maker. 11 e.m. & s p.m. Peters=uys- ¢~,~-=e2~ 
- . , .v,., , j  Coffee Break, I.sdlN' Bible Study 
Vender financing. Phone 1.562.5008 (Days) or Terry Kendall 638-8178 Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. [ 
1.964-6832 (Evenings). 3602 Sparks ~ sss-e17s 
• [ 
q 
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Terrace's Heritage Park has ing the wagon for more modern coated with mud so the red ~=" .... hot:~'~:~" : 
steel tire wouldn't burn the .. . . . .  
wood when Put in place. Once in 
place, the tire was doused with 
cold water causing it to contract 
and making• it a permanent part 
of the wheel assembly. 
Once this work was done, and 
the wheel hubs repaired, the 
wheels were installed, and with a 
dash of paint here and there the 
wagon was ready. The work had • 
been completed just as Johnston 
might have done many decades 
ago in his Terrace shop. And 
Johnston had to improvise to get 
the  job done. The special tools 
needed for this•job were design- 
ed by Ted .Johnston and made 
by Dave Piffer. 
another new acquisition, a re- 
stored freight wagon that was 
once used to move supplies in 
the Northwest. The donation 
was made possible through the 
hard work of 84-year-old Ted 
Johnston • and. a few of his 
friends, who restored the wagon 
at the Snfithers residence of his 
son-in-law, David Piffer. 
johnston was raised in Terrace 
and is one of our pioneers who 
worked in the area when it was 
little less than wilderness. 
According tO Johnston, Rufus 
Good, the original owner of  the 
wagon, sold it to Miles Gogag of 
Kitwancool in 1950~ Gogag put 
the wagon to good use on his 
farm for ten years before-retir- 
transportation; i  1•984 he sold it 
to his father-in-law, Terrace res- 
ident Archie Hippisely. Hippise- 
ly then turned ownership of the 
wagonover to Johnston with the 
understanding it would be re- 
stored and delivered to Heritage 
Park for display. 
The wagon was then moved to  
Smithers where it was worked 
on by Johnston, his son:in-law, 
his grandson. John Obzera, and 
his granddaughter Suzanne Pif- 
fer. The wagon was first disas- 
sembled and a fire built around 
the steel "'tires". While these 
where heating, a•wheel (a newly 
made wooden hub and ~ spokes 
replacing the originals),was 
placed on a "setting frame" end 
Ted Johnston,  left, ta lks to long,time friend Les Watmough 
about the days when f re lghtwagons  were the only method 
io f  movlng suppl les once away from the maln rlvers. 
!Totem gymkhana results 
i Totem Saddle Club Gynkana 
~Rseults June 11, 1989. 
BARREL8 
Seniors --  1st Carmen Stang on 
Cinder. Juniors--.1st KIm Rempei 
on Blaze. Litt le Br i tches  - -  1st Cor- 
es  Anderson on Kokaenea. Peewees 
-- let Klrsten Muller on Terry. 
KEYHOLE 
Seniors --  Dan Muller on leans. 
Juniors - -  KIm Rempel on Blaze. Lit- 
t le Brltchse, 1st Jesse Jennies on 
Mlnx's Smokey Bonfire.. Peewees --  
1st Lisa Webber on Grand Dese. 
FLAG P ICK ING 
Seniors - -  let Tins Knull on Dine. 
Juniors - -  let KIm Rempsl on Blaze. 
Little Britches --1st Terrl Anderson 
on Three. Peewees --  1st Mitchell 
Elsnen on Taffy. 
SCURRIES  
Seniors - -  1st Len Rempel on Mr. 
Mike. Juniors - -  1st Marly Elsnen on 
Sundance. Little Britches -- 1st 
Jesse Jennies on Mlnx's Smokey 
Bonfire. 
F IGURE 8 
Seniors --  1st Jason Rempel on 
FI Icken.  Jun iors  - -  1st KIm Rempsl 
on Blaze. Little Britlchee -- 1s t  
Cores Anderson on Koksonea. 
Peewees - -  1st Lisa Webber on 
Grand Deea. 
Totem Saddle Club Spring Show 
June 18, 1989. Judge --  Yvonne 
deBoer. HI Point Western Junior - -  
Wendy RathJln on San TenJa. HI 
Point Western Senior -- tied bet- 
wsen Cathy Jackson on A Little 
Class and Marty EIs|len on Sun- 
dance. HI Point English Junior - -  
Maria RathJen on Quincy Bobba. HI 
Point English Sen ior -  Peggy 
Jackson on Double Night Watch. 
:ll 
I 
RESULTS 
Class I -  Showmanahlp J un lo r  
- -  1st Wendy RathJsn; San TenJa. 
Cla8s 2 -- Showman8hlp Senlor - -  
1st Cathy Jackson; A Llttle Class. 
Class 3 --  Bareback Equltatlon 
Open-  1st Marty Elsnen; Sun- 
dance. Class 4 - -  Stock Sent Equlta- 
tlon Junlor - -  1at Wendy Rathjen; 
San TenJa. Class 5 - -  Stock Seat 
EqultaUon Senior 1st Cathy 
Jackson; A Little Cla's's. Class 6 - -  
Western Pleasure Junior --  1st Wen- 
dy RathJen; San TenJa. Class 7 --  
Western Pleasure Senior -- 1st 
Cathy Jackson; A Little Class. Class 
8 - -  Western Riding Horse - -  1st 
Marty Elenen; Sundance. Class 9 - -  
Trai l  Horse Junior- -  1st Wendy 
RathJen; San TenJa. Class 10 --  Trail 
Horse Senior --  1st Gary Tollen; San 
TenJa. Class 11 - -  Utility Horse r -  
let Cathy Jackson; A Little Class. 
Class 12 -- Lead Line Equitation - -  
1st Racheel Muller; Terry. Class 13 
- -  English Pleasure Junior - -  1st 
Vlcky KIIngner; Athenals Sen. Class 
14 -- English Pleasure Senior - -  1st 
Peggy Jackson; Double Night 
Watch. Class 15 -- Beel© Seat 
Junior - -  let Amy Henszel; Dolphin 
Moon Dancer. Class 16 - -  Basic 
Seat Senior -- 1st Csrmle Cameron; 
Talisman Stardust. Class 17 - -  
Road Hack Open -- 1st Darcle 
BuIler;  Becky. Class 18 -- Hunter 
Hack Open - -  1st Carolyn, Hamer; 
Deucette. Class 19 -- Green Work. 
ing Hunter - -  let Alison Maxim. 
chuk; I Am Angel Dust. Class 20 - -  
Working Hunter ..,- 1st Marry Elsnen; 
HIIcreet Cherre Juan. Class 22 - -  
Begmlner Junper - -  let Marry 
Elsnen; Hlloreet Cherre Juan. 
Jack le  Rose (left) and Gaii Wade (right) donated a Telegard 155 to Home Care Services co- 
ordlnator Betty Stewart  on behalf  of the Terrace Klnette Club last week. The Klnettes ful ly 
support  th ls  new servlce whlch al lows handlcapped and.elderly resldents to l ive In thelr 
own homes wlth the securlty of knowing help can be summoned Instantly In the event of an 
emergency. Al though more help Is stl l l  needed, communl ty  support for th ls  project has 
been great, and Stewart says thls Is somethlng "I feel really good about".  
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Kermode bear laud( 
as good promoter 
The Terrace area is "one of the 
best regions in northern B.C. as 
far as tourism promotion is con- 
cerned:, according to •North by 
Northwest Tourism Association 
executive director Greg Mere- 
dith. And one of the reasons for 
this, he says, is the promotional 
work done using the Kermode 
bear as a logo. 
The Kermode bear has been 
featured in  several magazines 
and most recently showed up in 
the latest Provincial Report, and 
people are beginning to make 
the connection'. "I think you've 
done an excellent job," he said 
at a Chamber of Commerce 
meeting last week. 
On other topics, Meredith 
said that the public outcry over 
the provincial goverment's plan 
to restructure tourism boun- 
daries and cut the North by 
Northwest into :three sections 
has done its job. In general, the 
public believed that keeping the 
North by' "Northwest region in- 
tact was the best way to promote 
the area which co~isists primarily 
of the Hwy. 16 and Hwy. 37 cor- 
ridors. And Meredith says he 
believes the government has got- 
ten • that message and the 
GREG MEREDITH: I think 
you've done an excellent job. 
marketing • ~ea will remain in-: 
tact. ' councils and regional districts, ~ 
As explained by Meredith, the says Meredith, tourism in the 
North by NorthwestTourism North by Northwest region h~s 
Association ~is represented by a increased by 70 percent over the 
13-member board who are last twoyears. 
elected by the tourism industry 
themselves ~ there are no ap- 
pointees. The association, with 
50 percent funding from the pro- 
vincial government, works on 
behalf of thetourism industry in [~" - -  
developing marketing strategies 
I to promote and develop tourism in the region. As a result of their work, and that o f  individual . 
';if?; 
Rodney Sanches of Terrace (left) and Bob Culver of Kimberley were treated to a dayin Vic- 
toria astheir prize for winning a poster contest sponsored by the Ministry of Transportation. 
and Highways. The two met with Minister Nell Vant during their trip to the capital. 
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Terrace Library to hear local 
resident Peter Braganza speak 
about his experience on a CUSO 
development project in Borneo. 
by Kaeleen Bruce 
Braganza volunteered his ex- 
pertise to CUSO to help 
establish a special school for 
handicapped children in gota 
Kinabalu, the capital city of 
Sabah, one of the Malaysian 
states in northern Borneo. 
During his two-year stay,he 
trained local teachers to take 
over the Work of teaching bas!c 
life skills and literacy skills to 
handicapped children between 
the ages of five and 16. 
Handicapped children are 
raised within the family in 
Malaysia, Braganza explained, 
and we in the West could learn 
from this 'accepting attitude. 
However, he felt that his work 
had been worthwhile becansethe 
opportunity to attend school 
had given handicapped children 
respectability. 
Iris common for them to be 
regarded somewhat as clowns, 
he 'said, and wearing uniforms 
:and going to school made them 
more a part of regular communi- 
ty life, 
Many fine examples of native 
Malaysian tapestry, weaving and 
jewellery were showti as well as a 
number of excellent photo- 
8raphs which showed details 
of the different ethn ic• cul- 
tUteswhtch m~e Ui~MalaYSian ~ 
showed photographs of a 
"wilderness scho01" for 
orangu.tans" which is a project 
co-sponsore d by CUSO and the 
World Wildlife Federation. 
Much orangutan habitat has 
• been destroyed in recent year,s 
and many of the animals Were 
tal~en as pets, he said. Many 
tame orangutans have been 
given wilderness training at the 
school and released back into 
the wild in preserved areas. 
The Northwest Development: 
Education Association is a 
CUSO partner group and spon- 
sored Braganza's talk as part of 
their annual general meeting. As 
a grass roots organization, the 
NWDEA focusses on educating 
people about development issues 
such as hunger, health care, il- 
literacy and pollution in the 
Third World and our own area. 
"We do not have to look 
overseas,", explained Braganza, 
"there are development prob- 
lems in our own backyard." 
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The Northwest Development 
Education Association was 
formed in~1980 and.has spon- 
sored numerous events. 
Speakers from many areas of the 
Third World such as Zimbabwe, 
South Africa, Central America 
and Papua-New Guinea have 
,beensponsored as well as plays 
on health care and disarmament. 
Similar projects are in the works 
for the year ahead and public 
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